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Part I 
TO J'UBC!IOI' OJ POE!RY Ill !DORY 
I Introc1•otion 
The purpose ot this thesis is to investigate the 
~ndaries of the realm within which poetry must tunotion aa 
an art. !hat has been at least the implicit obJect of eYery 
essay on the fUnction of poetry, but because of some un-
fortunate element of preJudice or some theoretical precon-
ception, the few weaturea made by the best critics have fallez 
short of oomprehensi ve and significant treatment. KT plan hat 
been to make a thorough investigation of whatever has been 
written on the nature and tunction of poetry in essays, text-
books, and oritieiam. Of the material in print, the boots of 
l. A. RiChards on literary criticism have been the most sig-
nificantly helptul ant are therefore retf~ed to in greater 
detail than are those of aDT other single author. 
ln large part, however, criticism has been of little 
assistance in suggesting standards or points of reference. 
It has been necessar,r, therefore, to construct from the sub-
ject-matter of psychology and critical oantroYersy a frame-
work or outline of approach which, it is hoped, will be more 
suggestive than contusing. Hence the exposition on intro-
version, extroversion, and intuit1v1sm in parts I and III, as 
well as frequent references in part II. Space and t1me do 
not permit carrying such discussions to their limits, if in-
deed the7 oan be said to have limits; nor is it posaible to 
' 
. 
.. 
:k' 
•· 
aake more than an initial, suggestive, and more or less 
tentative, beginning on this problem, 1D so far as it ia a 
pro~ect in applied criticism. The ckoice o:t tJPes o:t peetic 
art in part tt is based on the central purpose o~ this thesis: 
to attempt to establish the central range o:t poetic fUnction 
,~ the method of delimitation. Kowhere has it 'een m¥ i~ 
, ~·ention to deal with &11T partioular author· s work for its own 
sake, but rather to use some small bit of his writing to 
illustrate, and by induotiTe reasoning to determine, the 
peripheries of poetry as art. In some oases the results may 
seem unfair to this or that author--but such an obJection 
misses the point entirely as no critiqne of 8D7 author has 
been intended. And yet a sound basis of applied criticism 
is necessary to this discussion, as lt is with the most 
theoretical oonsideration of 8ll7 :torm o-r art. SUah attempts 
to define the name, nature, or use o:t poetry as have been 
made by Housman and Eliot* may be said to have :tailed because 
ot a lack of de~initive criticism, Housman's standard being 
mere personal feeling and Eliot's past critical opinion. One 
need notlease• hesitate to say that authentic meaningful 
criticism can no longer do without some application of what 
we know, or should know, about psychology and esthetics. 
?inally, in part ttl I have endeavored to set forth 
.. briefi7 some o:t the more obrtous implications of what has 
been unearthed and to suggest a possible solution ~or the 
dilemma caused by the sChools o:t extroversion in art. The 
*see bibliogra»b7 (11) and (16) 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
problem ot poetic function cannot be that ot either sub~eot­
matter or treatment alone. It is at beat the problem ot how 
~· the poet deals artistically with a particular aub3eot. 
• 
Whether or not this or that sub3eot can become material tor 
art is mere idle speculation unless related to artistic need 
4114 artistic method. 
II !he Ieed ~or a Basis o~ Criticism 
Iow and then, with the paseiDB ot 7eara, a taint or7 
has been heard above the tumult in the wilderness ot literar.y 
oritioiam. On one ocpasion• the voice was Conrad !!ken's, 
uttering a )lea tor a criticism having Ra solid ana permane•t 
basis." !hat basis, he said, must be an understanding o~ the 
tunotion ot art in lite. Unless related to the tunction ot 
art, criticism will continue its ~everish, ant-like activity, 
without the control of taot. 
Another prophet in that Jungle wilderness is I. A. 
Richards. In his most recent book, one reads that Rfwentieth-
oentury criticism has been marked •• by the betrayal o~ general 
inability to read aQ1thing with safety on the part o~ most of 
those who have a~thing to say."** !he most optimistic sally 
into the wonderland o~ literature will reveal that a heavy, 
thiok,"G~tioal ~ogn hangs over the lowlands and obsaurea lhe 
mountain regiollS, the subconscious basis ot art and the super-
•• 
conscious actiYit,r of the artist. These seea~ impenetrable 
barriers to literary values oan be pieroed b7 the SJOtlight 
of definitive criticism, but that means establishing a few 
gui4t,osts whi oh will keep us in touch wi tb J.rt as 'the mother 
source o't the ftne arts, JOetry 1nolu4ed. !'his i8 no eas7 
J~~.tter. Bo aore 80 than an investigation into the nature aDd 
;-,""'c 
where'tore of the •BT ot lite; in faot, carried tar enough a 
probing into ultimates will show that art !! experienoe. 
To mention a few of the more prominent investigators, 
F. a. Presoott has made what purports to be a stud7 ot the 
poetio mind.• His failure to put his researOh on a fUnctional· 
17 esthetic, instead of a doaamentarian,basis has produced 
results of limited value, MTStioal in conception and romantio 
in application. In a Harvard leoture on Poetry and the 
Or1tio1sm ot Lite, H. w. Garrod found it neoessar7, inthis 
day of antipath7 to moral and didactic writing, to attempt a 
reunion of morality and poetr7.•* Although sucoesstul in 
statiag the signifioanoe of poetry as a moral toroe in lite, 
in explaining !!2.! poetry to.notions as sueh he made little 
progress, being without a tnnotional basis from wh10h to view 
art. These instances are offered as evidence of the fallao7 
of dis~ssing the function or value of poetry 1n terms other 
than those ot human PB7oholog7, biolog7 and histor7. .A. readilljf 
.. of Garrod's eighth leo~e (Kethols of Or1tio1sm) will disolost 
the same diffuse, rambling talk about antiquated methods of 
criticism, historical, biAgraphioal, eto. 
~!see bibliography 
5111 II • 
•• 
Kost :poets, 1U'll.ike Jiken, are poor ori 'tics, whose -rrag-
mentar7 and supertioial comments are well illustrated b7 
John Kasetield's leoture on 8 Poetr7w. For the first t1ve 
pages one is aa4e a partner to a TagUe ana com:pletelT unsuc-
cessfUl seareh tor the essentials ot :poetry, whiCh finall7 
on :page six reaohes the definiteness o:t "radiant energ• as 
a term to designate the :primar7 re~uisite o:t poetr7. !he 
remaiDier of the lecture resembles too mnoh a popularized 
retelling of the events in Kaobeth, Agamemnon, eto. to be 
worth considering as authentic critieism. 
A professor o:t Latin at Cambriqe, J.. E. Housman, gave 
in 1933 a lecture on "!he Baae &Dd Bature o:t Poetr7." Al-
though humble enougb in oalling attention to his limitations 
as a oritio, BOusman's humility falls short of being sincere 
by the veey :raot o:t his leoturi:ng on poetry as an art. HaViJl4! 
originally intended to talk on versification, he feels that 
as a "man o:t soienoe~ he would have been more competent to 
consider the intricacies o:t that sub~eot. 
One must not expeot too muoh from people like Housman 
who regard literature as a torm of recreation to be wread tor 
pleasure." 'For the pleasure of a sentimental flow o:t tears', 
he should have said. •• " •• in these six simple words ot 
Jlil ton-- 'llymphs and shepherds, dance no more--' 
• wbat is it that oan draw tears, as I tnow it oan, to the e7es 
ot more readers than one? ••• I oan oD17 saT, because they are 
poetry, ••• "(p.45) !hat hie opinions are "personal", as he 
warns, cannot be doubted when one reads that his standard o'f 
•·· 
»oetio qaality is an emotional qn1ver, esJeOiall7 when ah&Till• 
.B:xperienoe has taught ae, when I am shaving of a morDill@ , 
to kee» watch over ~ thoughts, because, if a line of poetr,r 
strqs into JD7 memo17, 'AT skin bristles so that the razor 
ceases to act. !his part1oular symptom is aoooapan1ed by a 
shiver down the spine; there is another whioh oonaists in a 
constriction of the throat and a preoipitation of water to 
the eyes; and there is a third which I ean only 4eseribe b7 
borrowing a phrase trom one of Keats's last letters, where he 
S&7S, spealtirJg of :F&rlD1' :Brawne, 'ever7thing that reminds me 
of her goes through me like a spear. ' The seat of this sensa-
tion isthe pit of the stomach. 
I have quoted this passage intact in orter to ~elude 
the ref'erenoe to Housman • s stomach. It would be almost im-
possible for the reader of Housman's verse, unless i.n:tomed o:f 
this biological faot, to know where such sensations originate. 
Poetr7 that has no mean!~, no intellectual content, is 
the best, according to Bousman. "Even when poetry has a 
meaning, as it usually has, it mq be inadvisable to draw it 
out." It is far better "to swim in the sensations" evoked by 
a poem than to apprehend its meaning--the peauliar fUnction of 
poetr7 is to help us swim. "It is that thrilling utterance 
whioh pieroes the heart and briDge tears to the eyes" whioh 
is all-important because it entangles the reader "in a net of 
thoughtless delight." Housman's dependence on Romantio 
passivitJ, exoessive undergoi~, is clear trom his opinion 
that the production of poetry "is less an active than a passiT~ 
and invo1untar7 process" ••• "I should call it a secretion.n 
• The reader, too, mq well sigh with relief when Kouaman S&7S 
at the close of his lecture that he goes baok with "relief 
and thankfUlness" to his "proper Job.• 
As a basis of criticism or appreciation, Housman's ideas 
c . . 
• 
• 
on poetr7 are oo:atessectly inaclequa'te: w1 tness 'the doubts he 
expresses of his own abilit7 to reoo~ize poetr7. (pp.I0-82) 
Butthe reader who 'takes a glance at the passages he cites as 
wperteot• need have no doubt abou't Housman's critical insight; 
he has none. U, according to JJq Lowell, "it is commonly 
said tha't Freud be1Dg an unmarried man and an jnstrian has 
gained most of his knowledge of women through prostitutes and 
tha't he is by DO means to be taken as a criterion on the psy-
chology of women of a di~erent type," then may it not be 
likewise said that Housman, being an unmarried man and an 
Englishman, has gained most ot his knowledge ot poetry 'thDougb 
sentimental pseudo-lyrics and tha't he is by no means to be 
taken as a criterion on'the function ot poetry ot a difteren~ 
type? 
But it is time 'to return to the 3ungle. In spi'te ot 
(perhaps because ot) the tog of criticism which envelops the 
wilderness ot li-terature, critics are cons-tantly engaged in a 
great civil war dedicated to the annihilation ot every verbal 
opponent. In this ~broglio, I. A. Richards has been 'the 
favorite object ot a-ttack by Jllen Tate, Max Bas'tman, an4 
T. s. Eliot (et alJ. !ate disagrees with RiChards on the 
"praotioal utility" ot poetry, and proceeds to hack away with 
his battle-ax at "pseudo-statement•, certainly the least vital 
because most obvious element in the approach ot Richards. 
Then, 3ust as the forces ot Conservatism were beginning to 
grow weary with a sense of their own tn'tility, Kax Eastman, 
the bold and red-eyed knight ot maQ7 ctragon tights, began to 
belabor R1ohar4s unaeroifUlly. It seems that he understood 
atohards to haTe doubted the utility of his aoientifio gear 
in ooping with aD7 life-situation. Dis~reeing basically w1 
~. Richards' oonoeptton of the uses of langu~e--the acientifie 
tor naaiDg (a 4ireotiDg toward the thi~~g*) and the poetie tor 
emotive purposes--he dashed in to shout that science (and 
henoe scientific language) is not separate and listinct :trom 
praotioal aotivity; it is praotioalyaotivity as an aim upon 
whioh soienoe is based. Eastman's "Bote on I.A.Richar4s' 
Ps7chologr of Poetr7•**is an unsympathetio, biassed treatment 
of a significant contribution to the theor7 and praotioe of 
criticism. Bls readiness to res&rd Keats' Ode to Antumn as 
'pure poetr.r' beoause it"says absolutely nothing" is proof' 
enough of' his torgettulness or ignorance ot what RiChards has 
done. As for the ohapter entitled "What Poetry Is", it is th 
old game of oollecting definitions and tidbits of oritioal 
opinion, none of whioh are worth the effort. 
!.he last knight to concern us is the Kasked larTel ot 
MTstioism: T. s. Eliot. In a chapter on "!he Kodern llnd" 
he comments on the method suggested by RiChards for establish-
ing contaot with One's 'predetermined h&raoJ17't••t reflectiTt 
consideration of the aost battling problema or facts of lite. 
!o Eliot this "is nothing leas than a regimen of a,~~ttual 
t- Bxercises." One ot .Rlab.ards' pointa--"the facts of birth and t 
death, in their inexplicable od41ty"--B11ot remarks on as 
follows: "I calUlot aee wq the facts ot birth and of death 
**!he Literar Kind, pp.a97-3 7 
should appear odd 1a themselves, unless we have a oonoeptlon 
of some other wq ot ooaiDg into the world an4ot leav1Dg 1 t, 
which strikes us as aore natural. •• llhioh aaounts to 1&7iDg, 
• '\rail to the literal-min4edJ Io p~H.to-staters we11 The liter 
-
interpretation ot 11ohards' points was wholly intentional on 
Bliot • s part, Xrutoh feels, in his review of JO.iot • s publishe 
lectures. KanT would agree with Krutoh that about all Jaiot 
has succeeded in a_,ing is wa poem 1a a poem.•*• 
I leave the 3ungle tor a peek into the laborator7 of 
experimental eethetics. A recent book by George D. Birkho~~ 
oarries the methods of quanti tati Te measurement, u.nrelated to 
fUnctional situations, to the point ot reductio ad absurdum. 
He has attempted to construct a baaic formula, founded on 
physiologioal psychology, :tor measuring esthetic values in 
the various arts. In simplest terms, this to~ula divides th 
coefficient of Order (significant associations} by the eo-
efficient of Complexity (tension) to find the index of es-
thetic value. When applied to the musical quality of poetry, 
rhfme, assonance, alliteration, and vowel sounds are register 
on a minute scale of sound nluea. !he tor111ula is muoh too 
complex and time-consuming tor practical purpOses, and is 
inherently tallaoious in its dissociation of sound qualities 
from meaniDg, intention, feeli~, and so ~orth· !he author 
t. a()mi ts that it is a wholly aechaaioal measure 1!11relate4 to th 
qualitative &Dd intuitive side of esthetic experience, but do s 
not otter &nJ suggestion tor the synthesis of his teohnitue 
* ~11) 132-3 ***see b1bliograpbl 
• Xrutoh, loae)h Woo4 •A Poem Is a Poem" in !he Kation 
• 
• 
with other necessary taotors that go into the eYaluation ot 
art. !'he result is an undue eaphasis on such formal qualities 
ot the art ob~eot as unity, variety, symmetry, repetition • 
RegardtQg the theory ot esthetics which holds that the 
expressiveness o~ sensuous qualities--llnea,e.g.-•ean be e~ 
plained without reference to the observer except as being aub-
~ect to biological tendencies (natural eye movements, tor in-
stance), Dewey writes: 
While the optical apparatus miT be isolated in anatomi-
cal dissection, lt never tunotions in 1solat1on ••• the visually 
experienced qualities ot \he linea cannot possibly be referred 
to the action ot the e7es alone. 
Bature, in other words, does not present us with lines 
in isolation. J. experienced, they are the lines ot obJects; 
boundaries ot thiD.tts. I;, Hence liaes •• carry over the meatiDC 
ot the obJects ofF.ihieh the7 have been constituent parts. 
!he habitual properties ot lines cannot be got rid ot 
even in an experiment that endefvors to isolate the experience 
ot lines ~om every thing else. 
It is only a step around the corner trom the laboratory 
to the university iB so tar as literature ia ooncerned. 
Fatltual teaching in the arts is w1 th us 7et, as any student, 
or his ignorance, ot literary values will testify to. !he 
course ot study tor the Ph.D. is still notorifusly a reglaen 
ot grabbing tor unrelated facta and vestiges hitherto un41s-
' covered by literary paleontologists. Amy Lowell summed up the 
situation by saying that 
literature is being aore and more taught as a science and less 
and less as an art ••• 
Ot course one reason that it is so 41tt1oult to teach 
literature as an art is that so tew teachers know enough ot 
the art in question to be able to impart their knowledge or 
* 
• 
• 
or their enthusiasm.* 
(.And :rroa her essay on Poetry, Iaag1ut1on, and Bctuoa-tion, in 
reference to the lectures ot an eminent ~ard professor on 
Shakespeare (preauaably Professor XittredgeJ wboae oourae she 
$cok for two ye~a:) 
.i ... J.~ 
We learnt eTerythi:ag about the plt\7s we studied exeept 
the thiDgs that mattered ••• Not once in those two 7eara were 
we bidden to notioe the poetry, not once was there a a~1e 
aesthetic anal7sia.** 
!he thiakeniDg tog aroun4 both professional and neopb7te 
in literature has tar.ne4 •ant a born optimist grey with dis-
illusion. Some ot the more adTanced cynics have sought a •aT 
out through a mTStio Chinese philosophy, or through a STStio 
Anglo-Oatholioism. T.S.Jaiot, a member ot the seoond group, 
notes that three members ot the tormer group: J:zra Pound, 
I.A.Riehards, Irving Babbitt: shared an interest in Chinese 
philosophy.*** "It seems to indicate, at least, a deracination 
tram the Chttstian tradition.• !here is little reason to doub 
that a real understanding ot Bmersonianism by these three 
gentlemen would have supplied the lack they experienced in 
Western thought and religion. Bnt without e~periential know-
ledge of transcendental &Jmbolism, they could not see the 
treasure of philosophical and esthetic Talues in Baeraon's 
writings. The problem is sillilar to th.t' encountered in Eliot 1 
reading of RiChards; it 1a the problem of all 'aen of science. 
Irving Babblt~, that champion ot "the conscious and 
rational self" in the war against Rousseauism, saw 1n Emerson 
only two contradictor,. forces or ideas: Platonic idealism 
and Rousseauistic instinct.**** 
*l9J 533 **(19) 52-3 ***(11) 132 
••• (2) See chapter on Sainte-Beuve 
' 
Does he fJaerson 1 eaplo7 the worcl 11ntui ti. on' llousseau-
1st1call7 or Pia tonically? •• He plailll.7 has the Platonic 
perception o~ un1t7 with the elevation and serenity that go 
with it. At the same time he exalts and puts on the same 
level with this perception the purel7 oentritug&l powers o~ 
• 
·~ersonal.it7· •• Instinct is etual+7 honored wlth 1ntu1tioa 
and often ident1~1e4 with it. (386-8) 
• 
Baerson, then, is a wise man whose intluenoe otten work 
against that huailit7 which is the first mark ot wisdom; a 
true sage who must 7et be numbered among the s7cophants of 
human nature; a somewhat ba:t'fliDg blend •• of Rousseauism and 
ine1ght •• (861) ~t Jaerson was not 0D17 a Rousseauist but a 
seer, and his iDBight as well as his Rousseauism appears, as 
it seems to me, in the dictum that Goethe 414 not worship the 
highest UD1t7. (366) 
In seeking for aaae faculty •above the ordinary intellect•, 
Babbitt was driTen to reJect Emersanianism 'ecause ot his own 
inabilit7 to see that transcendental paycholog7 regarded the 
world ot faot or sense an4 the world of spiritual or ideal 
values together, not separatel7. Koreover, the ideal world 
that Emerson conceived was not Platonic. ~ailing to see the 
vast difference between Platonic transcendentalism and 
Emersonian transcendentalism, ~abbitt could hardly appreciate 
the wisdom of trusting the instinct to the end, when it shall 
ripen into truth, that is, into an Illumination of realized 
truth. (Emerson's understancliug ot 'IntelleOt' was eqQivalent 
to our use of 'Intuition.') 
-
!hese and other problems of the oontemporar7 literar7 
soene are involved in the controversy between Classicist, 
Romanticist, and Modernist • 
It remains to g1Te recognition to I.A.Richar4s tor his 
contributions to critioisa. His distinotlon between "symbolic 
(scientific] language• and "evocative language" is central to 
all literar art. !he ~ormer fUnction of 1 is denotati e, 
directive, 4es1gnatorJ, a prose tmnotion. !he second ~otio 
of language is poetic in that it makes hll uae of the sound 
qualities of worls, with their immediate and associated emo-
~ tional effects.• !a Dewey has said, •science states meanings: 
art expresses them ••• statement sets forth the conditions un4e 
which an experience of an ob3ect or situation maT be had." 
(H20, fer example) Art •toes somethimg different trom lea41 
to an experience. It constitutes one."** 
-
In addition to statiDg the need for a study of the in-
fluence of l~age upon thought, Richards has been instru-
mental in authenticiting the application of psyChology to 
literature, especially as tar as applied criticism is con-
cerned.*** In his moat recent book, he has set forth a high 
conception of the part poetry can and should have in the life 
ot today. 
!he dissolution ot consciousness exhibited in such 
prose f 1 oyce ' s or Mrs. Woolf • a ] , •• forces the task of 
reconstituting a less relaxed, a less adventitious order tor 
the mind upon contemporary poetry. !here can be no qustion 
of a return to any mTthologic structures prevailiDg before 
the seventeenth century. ..Poetry can no more go back on ita 
past than a man can. **111* 
Bowthat the tditioes of man's intellectual superstructure hav 
~ ... ., ·;_ ,.. . , ..... 
.. ' .... ' . ·•' . - ' •**** 
collapsed (the Neutralization of Nature ), pure knowledge 
ap:pears tor what it is--irrelevant to his aims and with no 
direct bearing on his feelings an4 conduct. Richards oonolud s 
I that poetry "is capable ot saving us• from the mental chaos 
impendiDg as a result ot the destruction of traaitional belie 
*o~en an4 Richards, !he J:eaniy of J.teaning, PP• 235-240 
**•lo> S+-5 
::.122) and (21) especially ***** 
•• 
Jhe aaal7ais ot lauguege brought him to the oonoluaion 
that poetr7 as an art is more complicated than we think. 
Poetry has fOUJ!d kinds of meaning.* 
1. Sense, or verbal meaning; the pseudo-statement; that is 
what the poem 8&,YS in 80 Jll8.D.T words. Bu tsinoe a poem 
oaunot be literal, it does not mean what it a~s: the 
pseudo-statement is simplY the verbal instrument upon 
whioh the poet plays his othersmeaniDgs, his poetic 
overtones. 
2. Feeling, or emotive meaning, eDgendered by the poem in 
the reader or appreciator; the nuance o:r interest about 
(attitude to) what is spoken of. 
3. !one, or tonal meaning; the attitude of the person 
speaking(in)the poem to the person addressed (a charaot 
or the reader) as implied in the way a thiDg is said. 
'· Intention; the speaker•s•aim, oonsoious or unconscious, 
the effect he is endeavoring to promote•; what the poet 
expects the reader to get out ot the process ot individ-
ual interpretation. 
These four tunotions of poetry tQgether constitute the !otal 
Meaning of a poem. • •• maQT, it not most, ot the statements 
in poetry are there as a means to the manipulation and ex-__ .......,. ..... 
pression of feelings and attitudes, not as contributions to 
any body of doctrine of anT type whatever.•** !his is the 
''sub~ugation of statement to emotive purpose, •--a tunotion 
which o:r course is not peculiar to poetry alone. 
*(22) Part III, Chapter I **(22) 186 
,~.· .. ,sr· r .. 
SUbordination (as opposed to abrogation) ot sense i• 
nearly omni~resent in poetry. !he poet makes a statement 
about something, not in order that the statement a&7 be 
e2:amined and reflected upon, but in order to evoke certain 
teeli~s, and when these are evoked the use ot the statement 
is exhausted. (354) 
As we shall see later, the emotive aeaning, important 
as it is, may be conceived to have a signiticance not war-
ranted in poetry as an interpretative art; at least with 
Richarts the emotive meaning has been a convenient recourse 
in the case of some obsaure poetry, thus hinder!~ the dis-
covery of the tull meaning aDd intention ot the poem. 
But tor the moment the main point is that Richards has 
seen that art does not deal w1 th :tact and doctrine. Factual 
knowledge beloDgs to science; ~oetry deals with the eternal 
values, the intangibles and incommensurables of lite. A kno 
:taot, accepted as scientifically true and final, should not 
be included in poetry tor its own sake. (Tennyson made the 
mistake of bringing into his poems incidental bits of tactual 
knowledge.) It truth of a tactual nature is discovered by 
means ot art, something still unrecognized by soience,that is 
a valid tunction tor art.• But an already established scient 
tic tact can be 3usti:t.lied in art only as a means to something 
beJOnd itself, as a symbol, or as a aub3ect for imaginative 
realization of further t~th. !o use doctrine that is final, 
absolute, authoritarian, prevents all possibility ot discover 
or individual interpretation,--and the final test for art is 
!a! sense ~ discoverT• •A poet•, wrote Shell~y. •partioipat 8 
in the eternal, the infinite, aD4 the one; as far as relates 
subconscious b7 
, 
to his ooaoeptions, time and place and uumber are aot. fhe 
grammatical forms whioh express the moods ot time, aDd the 
ditterenoe ot persons, and the distinction o~ plaoe, are 
~, convertible with respect to the higaest poetry without in-
~uring it as poetry .• a What we need is •the creative faculty 
to im~ine that which we know.•• 
• 
•trom A DEFENCE OF POETRY 
-- ~ 
III Introversion and Extroversion 
In his essaT on Poetry,• Watts-»unton discusses two 
• distinct kinds o! poetic imagination: dramatic imagination 
and 1,-ric or egoistic imagination. The ~ormer he also oalled 
absolute dramatic vision, •being in its highest dramatic exer-
cise unconditioned b7 the personal or lTriOal impulse o~ the 
poet,~ an4 the latter, relative dramatic Tision, •being more 
or less conditioned b7 the personal or l7rical impulse ot the 
poet.• Pertinent to our problem is hia statement that ~It 
seems impossible to classify poets, or to olassify the dif-
ferent varieties ot poetr7, without drawing some suoh dis-
tinction as this, whatever words ot definition we m&7 ohoose 
to adopt." ~or, in attempting to trace and to account tor 
diTergenoes trom the main track o~ poetic function, we shall 
find it helptul to refer to the two main trends of &Q1 art 
form--internalization and externali~ation. 
Watts-Dunton describes the poet dominated b7 the l7ric 
imagination as largel7 preoccupied with his own individualit7, 
and as indulging in a personal and romantic reaction to his 
enTiiromneJit. !he aere sense ot wonder, the wonderfulness of 
the world and the romantic possibilities of life, were all-
sut~icing tor the Asiatic poets, the Oriental mind being ac-
.. oustomed to turn within itself for the satisfactions and 
pleasures o~ an imaginar7 dream-worl~ The dramatic poet, on 
the other hand, turned to the actual world about him tor 
material ana gave scope to characters ot a different nature 
·t~Q\ 
frOIIl his own. !he Western mind is more inclined to auoh an 
external· approach to lite and art.* 
!he "eras 1 introversion 1 and· 1 ex-troversion • , first em-
~ plo7ed by lung, will be used to indicate theae two tendencies 
of the Joe tic min4. It is understood that no hard and fast 
meanings are attached to these words, but that as names tor 
tandenoies they serve a purpose :tor whioh there is detinitelJ' 
a need, as will become clear in the ensuing pages. 
John Dewey, in Art As Expriance, has made a similar 
distinction between types of art on the basis of what he oall 
the two main forces (or tendencies) in any artistic or esthet o 
experienoe: doing and undergoiDg. An excess ot doing or 
action (the outgoing o:t energy to meet the 'ob3ect' ot the 
experience), results in a disturbance of the balanced, har-
monious relationship between sub3ect and object. On the othe 
hand, an excess ot undergoing or reoeptivitT also detracts 
from the esthetic quality of an experience.** 
There have been whole periods o:t art when one or anothe 
of these tendencies has prldominated. The neo-classical age, 
for instance, produced few 11terar7 works of significance as 
art, for the simple reason that outside factors in the artist o 
process were allowed to determine to an inordinate degree the 
final result. It was an age ot extroversion in art. Romanti 
t ism as a movement was a reaction to this almost oomplete 
objectification of life and art. Later, Symbolism as a move-
ment carried out another protest against a denial of the per-
=~29) I, 85-90 
. {10) 44-45 
sonal el•ent as practiced b7 the Parnassians. "It was the 
tendency- ot S1J11bolism--that second swing of the pendulum awq 
trom a mechanistic view of nature and ~- a social oonceptio 
• ot man--to make poetry- even more a matter o'f the sensations 
and emotions ot the individual than had been the case with 
Romanticism: Symbolism, indeed, sometimes had the result of 
making poetry- so much a private concern of the poet's that it 
turned out to be incoJilDI\Ulioable to the reader. 11* !hat ia, 
the S~bolist poet tended to tip the balance too far in his 
own direction, to the exclusion o'f external reality-. " •• the 
symbols of the Symbolist school are usually- chosen arbitraril 
by the poet to stand tor special ideas of his own--they- are 
a sort o'f di~ise tor these ideas. '!he Parnassians, tor 
their part,' wrote Kallarme, 'take the thing ~ust as it is and 
put it be'tore us--and consequently- the~are deficient in M¥•-
tery-: they- deprive the mind o'f the delicious joy- ot believi 
that it is creating. To name an object is to do aw~ with the 
three-quarters of the enjoJment of the poem which is derived 
from the satisfaction ot guessing little b7 little: to sugges 
it, to evoke it--that is what aharms the imagination.'"** In 
chapter II (part II) on Sub~ective Obscurantism is a summary 
account of Verhaeren, one ot tiaese Symbolist poets, whose wor 
illustrates the difficulties for interpretation caused by- the 
use of private sy-mbols, which are so indirect that, as Wilson 
say_s, they disguise --the meanirtg instead of permitting a pro-
gressive discovery of values. Bature, in the sense of per-
ceptible tact external to man, becomes a mirror ot man's own 
• 
• ibid. 698 
• 
salt. In the obJective scene he sees his own teeliQgs, 
desires, and aspirations proJected. SUoh is not the natural 
and proper wtq of life; according to Dewey, we have become 
what we are--sensitive to color, ~or example--by mill1ens ot 
years o:t perpetual adjustment to Bature, so that what we now 
'read into' the outer world is made pQssible only by a long 
histor.y of interaction with Nature--the color ot obJects has 
worked on our organs ot sight to make them sensitive to color* 
No real art oan be procluoed without some re:terence to 
the personal, the internal, the suboonsolous, because art 1!. 
a relating ot the artistio person-ality to obJective :taot, 'Y 
means ot whioh the sooial personality is transoendecl.•* As 
Crooe says, it is the "contemplated ~aot" that is intuitive 
and hence artistio, in.oontrast to mere ~ensation.*** 
Romantic art has been the pet subJect ot attack b7 
Classicist, Beo-Classioist, ancl HUmanist because of an ex-
cessive indulgence in personal emotion by the Romantic poet. 
But tor the very reason that an ob3eotion to gush ancl e:tfusio 
ot sentiment is a valid oritioiaa ot Rousseauistio Romantiois , 
*compare tliese statements :troJD ( 21) s 
!rhe colours o1r lfature are a su:t:ta.sion from the light o~ 
the mind, but the light o:t the mincl in its turn, the shap1 
spirit ot ImMination, oomes ~om the miDd 's response to 
Bature •. (152) 
•• all the sensory qualities ot lfature arise only in the 
interaction ot lfature with perceiVing organisms. 
**This idea is carried further in the explanation ot how 
introversion and extroversion are reoonoiled in art. 
***see paees 31-32 
· ··: IIIII '.c!idlll[J@ 
• 
it is only a short step into the tall&Cf ot oonoludiDB 'that 
all so- called Romantic poets are :tit literary targets ot a 
verbal barrage with the same critical artillery. Suoh was th 
error ot Irv1~ Babbitt and of many a professor before and 
since. 
!he iD&dequaoy o~ Humanist oritioism has been exposed 
by the anomaly that arises in the oase o~ WQrdsworth or BTron. 
It is not uncommon, for instanoe, to ~ind praise heaped upon 
Wordsworth's Composed Upon Westmtn•ter ~ridS!· !here is littl , 
i~ &n7thiDg, in eighteenth-century rational literature, 
true~ that can equal the strength o~ emotive appeal that Word -
worth conveys in this poem. !he feeling of latent power and 
activity, ot "a calm so deep•, is similar to the "psyohio 
. -
calm" that impressed lohn Cowper Powys* on Sund83' morniDg in 
Bew York Cit7. The tone of deep reverence bet9re a scene ot 
&we-inspiring beauty m~ also play a great part in producing 
in the neo-classical critic the corresponding attitude ot 
reverence torthe poem • Can one be critical ot reverence 
without being irreverent? I venture to suggest that to ps;r-
ohologize regarding this poem is no more disrespe ct:tul than 
is reasoning according to the critical point ot view with 
respect to t~e Old Testament. 
In taking the point of view that Romantic art is baaed 
.. on feeling rather than intuition, one can make convenient 
reterenoes to Croce's theory of intuition. As he himself has 
pointed out, the Romanticist depended on ~eeling rather than 
intuition, on the emotion or sensation before it was 
are· 2 FE 
•aesthetically elaborated" into torm er intuition or expreseicn. 
Spiritualized emotion alone can be expressed as an artie.tie 
intuition, that is, with and in form. Otherwise the tteliDg 
~, is inchoate and diftuse. Oroce•s statement that "Art is not 
teeltQg in its immediacy• is paralleled by Dewey when he a~s. 
•Without emotion, there mq be orattsmanship, but not art; it 
may be present and be intense, but it it is directly manitesttd 
the result is also not art. • •• !here is, when one is mastered 
b7 an emotion, too much undergoi~ •• an4 too little aotive rea· 
ponse to permit a balanced relationship to be str&ek •• In ex-
treme cases, it works to 41sor4er 1nstea4 ot ordering materiaJ .•* 
ln other WDrds, Romanticism is based on teeling whioh is high-
17 emotional but not to~seed, as the measure of all things. 
Sensation is lust a pseu4o-thought, an inchoate, Tapore.us 
perceptive mode that does not stop to realize itself in torm. 
Language. says Croce, that is used in a mechanical wa:r, merel~ 
tor oonvenienoe--most phrases ot social etiquette are so used--
is not really language at all because there is no re~ization 
ot the meanings inherent in or attached to words as the ex-
pression ot intuitions. 
:Bald.win has dis cussed the same stage or mode ot real. is&· 
tion under the name ot pre-logioal interpretation. !his type 
of emotionality is characterized b7 an uncritical acceptance 
of social dogma; subjectivism, frequently to the extreme ot 
personal caprice; mysticism; superstition and religious tear; 
excessive emotionalism; and so forth. It "leads to a mystica 
and emotional interpretation--•fearful• in the religious 
.... ( ~u J 6~-7u 
sense--of the commonest objects of the external world."* 
lbrtsworth's sonnet reveals this kind of reaction,--
. 
or laok of sutficient~otion, as Dewey probably would ·~--
an overemotional (sentimental) and mystical 'perception. •** 
If sincere Worctsiorth was of course Justified in teeli~~g as 
he did, but what he has put into words is not the expression 
of an in~ition--it has not been elaborated by anytlowering 
ot the imagination into thought, and trom thought into 
intuition; it is more or less orude •sensation' rather than 
'contemplated tact.• Bxoess of undergoing has resultet in an 
intense emotion powerfully expressed, but there is no valid 
exouse for the absence of a relationship which could give 
meaning as well as teeling to the experieaoe. The emotional 
glorification of a moment of natural beauty has no value in 
and of itself; it is merely self-indulgent self-expression, 
best kept in one's private diary where it belongs. In order 
to merit attention as functional art, as significant experience, 
a poem that depends upon intensification must focus on what 
is representative. Otherwise it cannot have an implied meani!• 
or value. 
Though consistent, the diction ot this sonnet is too 
vague, general, and conventional: "bright, glittering, 
splendor, saw, felt,n etc.--these merely talk directly about 
It the beauty; they do not convey to the appreciator (the reader, 
&n7 stimulation to the realization of the beauty. The poem 
is not a profound, intellectual, or modern !E& ot art, but a 
statio, explanatory, inchoate effUsion of feeling. 
* Ballwin (3} 17-21 ... ~Dewey's term for intuitive realization 
.. 
In contrast to introversion is the tendenoy to external 
ization, here designated extrOYersion. ay.nonymous with the 
point of view in art which exalts the external ~aet over the 
personal element are Rationalisa, Classicism, 8D4 Humanism, 
all o~ whiCh agree in theory at least on the saperiorit7 ot 
the obleotiTe reality. It is only in the stage o:t logio or 
ludgment (rational) that the 4a*um is allowed to dominate in 
the response; therefore calasaioal art is largely an affair 
ot the intellect*or the rational :taoult7. Externalisation 
as pract4oed by the Imagists is inherently neither intellectu 
nor emotional, but merely leaves the material in a more or 
less raw state ot development or realization. 
Spengler has called classical and Greek art an expressi 
ot the Apollinian mind because it represents, especially in 
its emphasis on sealpture, whateTer is objective and statio 
as opposed to the mysterious, the subjective and the wondertu • 
As an art, sculpture gives a sense o:t movement arrested and o 
time suspended, and is indicative of fini6h, repose, balanoe, 
peace, gravity.•* The Greeks thought ot a statue as an ideal 
surface separation of space; the emphasis was all on defined 
space and oontour, no emotion, movement, or vitality being 
recognized as within the function ot sculpture as art. 
The admiration ot Keats :tor Greek art led him more and 
It more to an externalization ot poetic experience. By objecti-
fying what is normallY' used inwardly as the material o:t a 
poetic experience he created a woDierland tor the poetic mind, 
imagination. Of. p. 0 
• 
in the sense that the appreciator was supposed to carry the 
attitade o~ wonder and marvel to panels ot poetic material 
waiting to be integrated into a ~ocal idea. !his is eseen-
tially the opposite o~ lyricisa, in which the •outer Tiaion• 
is merily the occasion ~or the song that ~ollows. 
In acceptiDg Keats as their forerunner, the lmagiats 
likewise became concerned with poetry without foous, with 
the ooiiUilUD.ication of raw material out of which poet experieno 
may be had. The result has been a poetry whioh,mila; .. ~••• 
maintain, does not mean anything, but is a sample ot life; 
which tends to dramatize thought and experiences; and which 
tends to raw realism, artistic uni~ication being lett to the 
reader. 
Glenn HUghes quotes Hulme as believing in the artistic 
value ot ' small, dry things' ,.Bee ~~· ) as opposjed to the 
Romantically vague and infinite; and as holding the theory 
that art should deal with only 'the vivid patches ot lite', 
in contrast to the banalities ot lite as it is. In trying to 
find thebasic theory ot beauty and to determine the relation 
ot literature to esthetics, he developed a creed whiCh i~ 
volved both symbolism and Imagism. He insisted, in part, on 
the taot that man is a being of earthly limitations, always 
living a contemporary lite--these points in opposition to tae 
It ethereal attitude and nostalgic dreaming over the past, 
characteristic ot Romanticism. Furthermore, "Each word must 
be an 11Jl8B8 seep, not a counter or cliche." "A. man cannot 
write without see122g at the same time a visual signification 
~ (•'1) 17 
_m$ ,n nM 
be~ore hia e7es.* It is this im~e which precedes the 
writing and makes it :tim ••• Creative e:ttort makes~ 
images ••• The great aim is accurate, preoise and 4et1nite 
~ description.** •• !he art of literature consists exaotl7 in 
this passye from .!!!_ !f.!e.!g_ ~ Voioe. "*** 
These passages from Hulme are only a·· few of may that 
have been culled trom his notebooks by Protessor Damon. I 
have selected those whioh show Hulme's emphasis on externaliz 
tion. !he Imagists took over these ideas of Hulme, but re-
~eoted his thoughts on 'intention', SJmbolism and analogy--
in short, the ideas having to do with intuition, e=t til•• the 
Chief modern element. 
The doctrine ot the lm~ists centered around the use of 
the image in an endeavor to nrender particulars exactl7 and 
not deal in vague generalities, however magnificent aDd 
sonorous.• Whether the Imagist poets were aware o! it or not, 
the visual image soon held a pre-eminent place in their 
writing, in comparison with images appt&ling to the other 
senses. The importance which Bnlme gave to the 'image seen' 
was no doubt instrumental to this end. 
Archibald KacLeish has oontributed his own ~ _Po_e_t~i_o_a 
in support of the views propounded b7 the Imagists, and in so 
doing poetizes on extroversion as art. 
*ct. Richards (21)on Visual Images, pp.362-4, where he says 
that nit is possible, !or many people, to think with the 
utmost particularity and concreteness and yet make no use 
of visual images at all." 
**ct. Kallarme's statement on page f~ . 
••• 9) lt8-9 
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ARB POftiCA 
A poem should be palpable and mute 
As a globed fruit 
Dumb . 
As old medallions to the thumb 
Silent as the sleeve-worn stone 
Of casement ledges where the moss haa grown--
A poem should be wordless 
As the f1ight of bir4s 
• • • • • • 
A poem should be aotionless in time 
As the moon climbs 
Leaving, as the moon releases 
Twig by twig the night-entangled trees, 
Leaving, as the moon behind the winter leaves, 
Kemory by memory the mind--
.l poem should be motionless iD time 
As the moon climbs 
• • • • • • 
A poem should be equal to: 
lfo true 
For all the history o~ grief 
An empty doorway and a maple leaf 
For love 
The leaning grasses and two lights above the sea--
A poem should not mean 
But be. 
This poem, true to Imagist theor7, minimizes the ,alue o~ 
the lyrical or musioal tuality of poetry (Dumb, silent). It 
is enough to present directly what is seen as a part of life 
(empty doorway, maple leaf); the less interpretation the 
better (A poem should not mean, but be). As we shall see in a later 
ohapter, Robert Prost's doctrine and use of poetry are based 
and other 
On thea& . nrf!lft'l 'D1AA o-t lion 
1\ 
IV Promethean Integration 
Prometheus is a symbol of the intuitionistie integratlo 
.. t the self and the enviroment, of human nature and nature. 
!he idea as such goes baok to Shelle7's Prometheus Unbound, 
in which Proaetheus becomes through an lD4ividual integrit7 
achieved through experience a sy.mbol of doing as well as 
undergoing.* 
In describing the pattern common to all esthetic e~ 
perience Dewey** holds "that every experience is the result 
of interaction between a live creature and some aspect of the 
world in which he lives." !he process of interaction con-
tinues until a mutual adaptation of the self and the environ-
ment emerges--this constitutes the experience--and it comes 
to a close in a felt harmolll'· Doing and undergoing 1n alter-
nation do no constitute an experience; it is the relationship 
between the two that gives meaning and that determines the 
significant content of an experience. ('3-4) "What is done 
and what is undergone are •• reciprocally, oumulativelJ, and 
continuously instrumental to each other •• and to the whole 
undercconstruction."(5Q-51) !he measure of esthetic status 
is the completeness of the integration of organism and en-
vironment. • •• defect in a work is always traceable ultimatel 
to an excess on one side or the other, injuring the integra-
tion of matter and form."(277) "Esthetic experience •• is 
esthetic in the degree in which organism and environment co-
*(15) Chapter III !he Promethean Soul contains a more detaile 
clarification of the s bolical as ects of Promethean 
integration. 
**(10) 
.. 
operate to institute an experience in which the two are so 
tully integrated that each disappears." (2,8) 
Richards has based his theory of Beauty en psyohology 
in reaction to tormalism in art. After reJecting the Platoni~ 
theory of value as an ultimate idea--that is, the existence o~ 
&nT supersensuous ultimate Ideas or abstract entities suoh as 
Good, Beauty, etc.--he presents a theory of value centering 
around the observation that "anything is valuable which will 
satisfy an appeiency without involving the frustration of some 
equal or !2£! importan~ appetency,[understood in the sense ot 
a seeking after, mostly unconscious..}'* !rhe esthetic experienCle 
does not differ tram other experiences in kind, but in the 
degree of organization or systematization of impulses so as tc 
give the greatest freedom, clarity, and riChness to experience.** 
"Beautiful" is defined as 'having properties suoh that 
it arouses, ~er suitable conditions, tendencies]£~­
completion !A~ ~;***beauty, though still ob~eotive in 
origin, "ceases to be the name of aQT ascertainable property 
in things." 
.A. (work et art) causes I (an effect !A!.!,) which 
as the charaoter l· 
A. causes Bb. 
We speak as though .A.B(Beauty)were perceived as suo~.**** 
Although Richards grants the convenience of the terms 
'Beauty', 'Beautiful', etc. tor purpoaes ot reference, it is 
*~23) 48 **(23) Chapter VII 
* * (22) 3fi8-9 Ct. Ogden, Richards, and Wood The Foundations 
ot Aesthetics 
****(23) Chapter III 
the s7stematization o~ impulses and interests that really 
matters in the perception of beauty. When these diverg1~ 
interests reach a state o~ equilibrium or harmoD7, SJD&esthes a _ 
.. is attaiDed· • 
• 
Dewey's comment on this psychology o~ esthetics oalls 
attention to the danger o~ making the indfvidual. appreciator 
(the 'sub3eot•) the primary, i~ not the exclusive, factor in 
an esthetic experience: 
•• What is overlooked is that it is not the painttng as 
a picture .(that is, the object in esthetio-ixperienoe) that 
causes certain etfects •in us.• The painting as a picture is 
itsel~ a total e~teot brougFt about by the interaction of 
external ana organic causes. The external causal factor is 
vibrations of light trom pigments on canvas variously re-
flected and refracted. It is ult~tely that whioh physical 
science discovers--atoms, electrons, protons. fhe picture is 
the integral outcome of their interaction with what the mind 
througp the organism contributes. Its •beauty•, whioh, I 
agree with Mr. Richards, is simply a short term for certain 
valued qualities, in being an intrinsic part of the total 
effect, belongs to the i1oture just as much as do the rest of 
its properties. (250-1) 
Significant for the whole u.nders taad iDg of art as ex-
perience, and related to the varying emphasis ot introversion 
and extroversion, is the function the sensespl_, in the reali-
zation of esthetic values. Dewey regar4s the so-called work 
of art as a canalization of experience; •the actual work of 
art is what the product does with and in experience.•(3) 
•the eye, ear, or whatever, is only the channel through which 
the total response takes place.• (p.l22) Oppositions of the 
material or sensuous and the spiritual, of mind and body, soul 
and body, etc. all originate in a restricted conception by the 
*see the final chapter in The Foun4ations o~ Aesthetics 
**Cf'. page 97 
• 
• 
moralist or the academic philosopher of the part our sense-
organ*s JlQT in lite. 
There is no limit to the capacity ot illlllediate sensuous 
experience to absorb into itself meani~s and values that tn 
and of themselves--that is in the abstract--would be des-
ignated "ideal" an4 "spiritual." •• The sensible surface ot 
things is never merely a surface ••• Bothing that a man has 
ever reached by the highest flight of thought or penetrated 
by any probing insight is inherentl{ suoh that it mq not 
be come the heart and core of sense. . 
Whitehead seems to attribute such a fusion of the 
SC"cl:~;(; G Z.:lC S 
senses and spiritual values to the Romantic poet. 
There is no real dualism, s~s Whitehead, between ••-
tarnal lakes and hills, on the one hand, and personal feeling , 
on the other: human feelings and inanimate ob3eots are inter-
dependent and developing together in some fashion of which 
our traditional notions of laws of cause and effect, of 
dualities ot mind and matter or of body and soul, can give us 
no true idea. The Romantic poet, then, with his turbid or 
opalescent language, his sympathies and passions which cause 
him to seem to merge with his surroundings, is the prophetof 
a new insight into nature: he is describing things!!~ 
reallf are; and a revolution in the i~ery of poetry IS:rn 
real~y-a-revolution in metaphysics.•* 
This summar.r is generally correct except for the underlined 
-.1:' 1.!"[: ~0 
phrase (italics mint). The Romantic poet's harmonious inter-
action with Batura was at best only approximate and when more 
than that he was a modern artist (as was often the case with 
Shelley and Coleridge). 
In the difference between Intuition and sensation lies 
the difference between Romanticism and Ko4ernism. As Croce 
has defined sensation, it is equivalent to the tmpressions 
with which an artist works, formless and inchoate, im~ulsive, 
variable and ohangeable and ~assive--in short "emotionality 
not aesthetically elaborated" or spiritualized.•** Intuitio , 
:n9Y if ** ( 27 ) 689, :trom ftS1JDbolism" by .l!;dwnund Wilson 
• ( 6 ) Selections :rrom Croce. c:r. page 20. 
on the other hand, is active, produotive, spiritual, human, 
constant ~· growing out of the refining of sensation into 
expression(or intuit1on)i7 the intelleotual aotiT1t7.* Intu1 
tion is contemplated or transcended feeling or fact; it is 
not feeling in its tmmediaoy. (!his difference is 4•aeusse4 
by Dewey in terms of 'emotional discharge' and 'expression.• 
It should be noticed that 'expression' with Crooe is not the 
same as •externalization• or 'ob3eotifioat1on• loosely un4e 
stood, though the two are ot necessity closely related: 
"intuition is only intuition in so far as it is, in that 
act, expression. An image that does not express, that is no 
speech, song, drawiQg, painting, aeulpture or arohiteoture--
speeoh at least murmured ~ oneself, song !! least eohoiDB 
within one 1 s own breast, line and oolour .!.!.!!! ~ imagination 
and oolouring with its OWl'l tint the whole soul and organislll-
is an image that does not exist. n**titalics not in original.) 
As the discussion ot Romantioism brought out,••~art tha 
is the outpouriDg of unformed, unchanged feeli~ or emotion 
is not re~l7 art. Likewise, the sheer ob3eotivism of the 
poetry ot extroversion cannot be intuitive because it leaves 
the material of art in its raw state, as Keats tended to do 
in Damia and Hlptrion, and whioh the Imagists sought to do 
in the 'new poetry'. !he point of view toward art which 
t. "This is life, not literature," by its own statement has 
transferred its attention from the necessity of tus1ng ob~eo 
and sub3ect to the object alone, untrammeled by interpretati 
Thus sheer objectivism (as in Robert Frost) and sheer Imagis 
8 66 See pages .2 o -.23 
.,. See (4) fP· 3"J.-'33, ti-S-1.1(0 
.... elM 
are not intuitive (andhenoe not modern) art but one-sided 
responses resulting in poetr7 of extrOYersion that might be 
oalled quasi-classical, due to the »rominenoe ot the exter 
4lt realit7. 
•• 
!he problem of art thus resolTes into the problem ot 
making art intuitive, 3ust as the issue in epistemolQgJ has 
beoome a question of the esthetic mode.• Onl7 through in-
tuitive insight oan the artist realize the truth or value 
that is born out ot the interpenetration ot Jll8ll and nature, 
and this realized reality cannot be passed on directly as 
such to any other individual but must be realized anew b7 th 
· afforded 
appreciator thDough the st~ulation to such a realizationAb7 
the work ot art. '!'hat is what is meant b7 the canalization 
of experience in the work of art. (Of. page3o) 
Keaning ~ames onl7 from the established relationships 
between the selt (the representatiTe of all past experience) 
and the envi.,ID'Dment. A. word takes on meaning oD17 through 
the experiences a person has had with tkat wor4 1 s referent.* 
In other words, langu~e is symbolic.•** It is intuitive 
expression.**** !hus the~ymbol is the prime device ot art, 
being directl7 or indirect11 the onl7 oonnection between the 
world of material taot--the sensible world--and the world ot 
meaning or value--the ideal world. J.rtistic unity is im-
possible if the sensuous, the material, the actual is made 
the sub3ect ot an attempted explanation b7 the abstract or 
rational intellect. On the contrary, it is only by means of 
=~~) 25-31**!!The Keani;ng ot KeanUJg, p.ll 
Ibid. See page 22. 
eatheti o indireotion--and :tor this purpose the SJDl'bOl as a 
._, of establishing a parallaOtio relatioDShip ia neoesaary--
that the personal (social} sel:t and its limited range ot 
• experience oan be transcended and a realization ot the we:rot 
lite as a whole (the epic Talues) made possible.* 
•• 
*see criticism ot "Borrower", pages if3-4s-
• 
I 
Part I·I 
!HE Pu.IO!IOI OY POE!RY II P.RJD~IOE 
I The L7ri0 
"All art is", S&TS Watts-Dunton, "--if we search deep 
enough,--an expression of an egoism stro~er and more vital 
than common--an egoism t~o strong to be content to 'die with 
out sign'; but lyric art is egoism's ver7 self. 'I en~oy-­
I sutter'; this from Sappho downwards, has been the motif ot 
all the ver7 finest l~io music. !he lyrist, it is true, 
'learns in suffering what he teaches in song'; but he has 
learned nothing but the poignano7 of his own ~o7s and woes,-
•son ceur est un luth suspendu si t3t ~·on le t~ohe il 
resonne. '"* LJric poetr7 teDils to become egoistic in its 
expression of personal feeling more or less unrelated to ex-
ternal oond i tiona. A.a a form of introversion it o:tten serve 
as an escape trom a harsh or drab or obstruoti ve environment. 
With respect to pure l~icism the following passage also is 
worth7 of note: 
With regard to •• the pure lyrists, the impulse is pure 
egoism. Many of them have less of even relative vision at 
its highest than the mass ot mankind. The7 are often too 
much eng~ed with the emotions within to have &nT deep SJm-
pathT with the life around them. Of every poet ot this •11• 
it may be said that his mind to him •a ki~om is," ad~ that 
the smaller the poet the bigger to him is that kingdom. To 
make use of a homely image--like the chaffinch whose eyes 
have been pricked by the bird-fancier, the pure lJrist is 
sometimes a warbler because he is blind. Still he feels tha 
the •use loves him exceedingly. She takes away his eyesight 
but she gives him sweet song. !nd his song is Tery sweet, 
very sad, and very beautiful; but it is all about the world 
within his own soul--its sorrows, ~oys, fears, and aspiratio 
.. 
How ~s:r a poet should allow his personal feelings to be 
. .,...... ,. . 
expressed in a merel7 toaal or musical form apart from aD7 
significant thOQght-oontent is a question ot the relation be-
tween muaic and poetr7. Conrad .liken, one of our most skill-
tull7 melodic poets, has al~s insisted on the need tor a 
fUsion of thought and mnsio in poetrr. For the most ,.rt, 
his criticisms indicate that he has foUD4 modern poetr7 lack-
ing in "art," by which he means harmoXII', melod)", "Terbal 
-
magic." On the musioal aspect ot poetr7, he writes: 
It has been said that all the arts are constantl7 at-
tempting, within their respective s~eres, to attain to 
something of the ~alit7 of music, to assume, whether in pis-
ment, or pencil, or marble, or prose, something of its speed 
and flash, emotional completeness, and well-harmonied reso oe; 
but ot no other single art is that so characteristically or 
persistent17 true as it is of poetry. Poetry is indeed in 
this regard two-natured: it strikes us, when it is at its 
best, quite as sharply through our sense of the musicall7 
beauti:rul as through whatever implications it has to carry 
of thought or feeling: it pl&Ts on us alternatelY" ir simul-
tane touslr through sound as well as through aens e. 
The reader familiar with Aiken's poetry will not be sur 
prised on finding that "it is after all the oocasionall7-
arising brief ory of~icism which thrills and dissolves us. 
But on another occasion: "I like poetr7 whioh plaTs with 
ideas quite as ~oyously as.with moods or sensations.•*** 
AJq Lowell was also oonsoiou.s of the danger whioh faces 
poetr7 in its tendency to become music ••• "music is chie~ly 
I art of tone, poetr7 an art of ideas ••• When JRUsic endeavors 
to do awa7 with tone and substitute the actualities of noise 
•• its perptrators overstep the boundaries of their particul 
art. When poetry seeks to suppress thought and substitute 
*(1) 91 **97 ***288 
sound, •• the same sharp de~eat occurs.•* 
Coleridge's Kubla ~ is ~equentl7 re~erred to as an 
example of meaningless sounds. In the se:ue ~at it has gone 
_., to extremes in the direction of internalization, it is an ex-
cellent case o~ 4ntrove~sion, depending as it does upon a 
delicate weaving of eerie, sinuous threads o~ tone to convey 
the quintessence of poetic atmosjhere and feeling. Prom the 
dominant tonal meaning arises the feeling, the v~eness, and 
the wonder. Coleridge made e~fecttve use of sound values al4 
tonal pitch, as he also d~as in Youth and jge, Ohristabel, an 
The .lnoient Kariner. 
That Aiken has carried out m&nT o~ 0olerid«e's ideas in 
poetry is evidenced b7 page atter page of his verse. !he lyr o 
which I quote here ~or consideration is not symbolic, as muoh 
of Aiken's verse is, but it effectively illustrates the trend 
ot poetry to become music at the expehse ot thought-oontent. 
You are as beauti~l as white olouds 
Flowing among bright stars at night: 
You are as beautifUl as pale clouds 
Which the moo• sets alight. 
You are as lovely as golden stars 
lhioh white clouds try to brush away: 
You are as bright as golden stars 
When they come out to play. 
You are as glittering as those stairs 
0~ stone down which the blue brooks run: 
You are as shining as sea-waves 
JJ.l hasteniDg to the sun. 
Written in melodic, rhymed cadence, this short lyric tro 
Variations (VI) has a distinct appeal to the ear. One notice , 
tor instance, the use of identical rh7me, the repeated phrase 
"You are as •• ", the ski~ll variation of rhythm in the 
stanzaic pattern. !he :t.Lueno7 and richness of tone is :partlJ 
due to the rich, open vowels, and the liquid consonants L • 
K R s. !he similes serve as a figurative instrument upon 
._, · which the poet plqs his l.7rio tune. !he emotion of adoratio 
is essentially not passionate; here it is calmly harmonized 
in a realization o~ beauty, in a truly telt mood of tranquill ty 
and pause. The sincerity o~ feeling places a lyric of this 
kind in a class quite apart trom the pseudo-lyrics ot Housman 
Beautiful as these verses may be, they should be recog-
nized as tittering materiall7 trom interpretative poetr7. 
Having found a richness of emotive and tonal meaning, we ough 
also tofind something resembling a basic idea; bu.t in that 
respect the poem leaves us without more than a vague inkling 
that some one is adorable. In other worts, there are no retJ. 
ideas, no relationships establishiDg AnT meaning, no implica-
tion of 8ll7 thought or intention. Although not sentimental 
like Housman, nor mystically emotional like Wordsworth, this 
ly.ri o stops short of any !otal Keaning. Bot that one has a 
right to expect &n7 °message• or moral or storr, but to be 
truly interpretative there should be something equivalent to 
a basio idea in or behind the poem. It should be noticed, 
however, that a single l7ric utterance of this kind m~ take 
on a value in combination with others of a similar sort. 
Aiken has undoubtedly had 1n mind some total impression that 
his Variations would make, rather than that of any individu 
poem. 
A few pages on in VariationJis poem XII, a good example 
• 
ot a lyri o oarried a step further to :rn.ltill the interpreta-
tive tutotion ot poetr7. 
Wind, wind , wi:n4 in the old trees, 
Whispering prophecies all night long ••• 
What do the grey leaves siag to the wind, 
What do they say in their whispered song? 
We were all young once, and green as the sea, 
We all loved beaut,, the maiden ot white. 
But now we are old. 0 wind, have mercy 
.And let us remember our 70U th this night I 
The wind is persuasive, it turns through the tree 
And sighs ot a miracle under its breath. 
Beauty the dream will die with the dreamer, 
None shall have mercy, but all shall have death. 
~hrough the use of a tew conventional symbols, the 
author has touched a meaning that is true of the way- of lite. 
The Oxford English Dictionary gives wind as a symbol of 
•violence or fury, swiftness, freedom, or unrestrainaile 
character, mutability or fickleness, lightness or emptiness. 
In this poem the win4 is a created &JmbOl of inexorable fate. 
The leaf, on the other hand, is a symbol of frequent occur-
rence in Aiken's poetry (See, for example, Dead Leaf in K!f, 
Variation XIII). The dictionary reters to its syabolio use 
tor "the state of xan, or ot the._, ot lite." Let us s_, 
that in this poem it symbolizes man. !hen the poem as a who e 
is seen to be an intensification and clarifioat1onot man's 
yearning for beauty. old age, disillusioned and cynical and 
sad (grey leaves), awakens to at least one more desire tor 
• what life might give in the weT ot ideal beauty.* But dest 
cannot satisfy the pleas of these hardened sceptics; it is 
too late. It is impossible to relive anT part of the past--
*Xi 
~ess th~ough a miraole--beoause •Beauty the dream will die 
'" 
with the dreamer", that is, beauty is an attair o:t the soul, 
ot the inner man, and lies beyond reach it the person is in-
~ oapable of an artistic experience. There is no hope, S&J8 
Fate (life), of recapturing beauty unless we are capable o:t 
recreating beauty ourselTes.* 
• 
- - -
An analysis o:t the Housman t7P8 ot 1Jric will disolos 
additional problems that the lyrio touahes upon more often th 
other types. HOusman's poems embody his theory on the tunoti n 
ot poetry, already discussed.** Poetr7, it will be recalled, 
is doing its best, aoeordiug to Housman, when it enables the 
appreciator to •swim in sensations.• The result would be 
truly Romantic art if it were not obviously insincere. It is 
not mer•ly that these poems reveal an exoessive undergoiDg, 
'but it is an Ullde:rgoi~~g tor no good and sufficient oause. 
Ri ehards has a great deal to say about suoh oases in his 
chapter on Sentimentality and Inhibition.••• Herei can only 
note that Housman•s lyrics fall under the definition ot 
sentimentalit7 because they are not ~ustitied by a situation 
ot adequate ••concreteness, nearness, and coherence.•***• I:t 
most sentimental1t7 results rrom inhibition and the sentiment 
response replaces some painful aspect ot lite,***** then in 
vieW of Housman's love-lyrics, his bachelorhood maT explain 
a good deal.****** 
*compare~:riYle•a view (in "Biography,) that a belief in 
lif!n tnte!s B1gnitioanoe is necessary to a belief in art 
as ifetation of lite. 
** pages 5'7 •(22) Chap. VI ****Ibid. ,p.264 *****p.268 
• 
OH, 1HE1 I WJB I1f LO'I:I WI!H Y:GtJ 
Oh, when I was in love with 70u, 
Then I was olean and brave, 
Jnd miles around the wonder grew 
Row well did I behave. 
And now the ~anoy passes by, 
!nd nothing will remain, 
And miles around they'll say that I 
Am quite m7sel~ again. · 
This »Seudo-love poem is no more than a sentiaentalized 
skit. It is as deep and pro~ound as the ad~eotive 11 cute" 
oould ever connote. The slight titillation ot feeling has 
nothing o:t the truly Romantic about it; henoe it is far less 
sincere than Wordsworth's sonnet. In :torm it is artificial 
with a neo-olassioal simplicity. (Compare the shallow and 
trivial love lyrics of Edmund Waller.) lhen I Was One-and-
Twenty and With ~e Ml Heart is Laden are exaaples ot the 
same kind· 
To select a poem that is more in the favorite Housman 
type of ~p, lad, up", let me quote the following: 
THIBK lfO KORE, LJ.D 
!hink no more, lad; laugh, be ~olly: 
Wh7 should men make haste to die? 
Empty heads and toDgUes a-talki~ 
llake the rough road ea•y walking, 
And the ~eather pate ot folly 
Bears the talling sq. 
Oh, 'tis ~esttng, danoing, drinking 
Spins the heav.y world around. 
If young hearts were not so olever, 
Oh, the7 would be young tor ever; 
Think no more; 'tis only thinking 
Lays lads underground. 
These lines reveal the anti-intelleotual attitude ot Hm~sman 
as well as his sentimentality and emptiness. '!hink no more 
lad; Oh, 'tis only thinltillg la.ys lads underground' is but a 
whimper that fails utterly to be, as feeling, concrete or 
near to reality. A wistful sentimentality will never produce 
deeply real poetrr. Omm1ght almost thiDk that lme~son wrote 
about HOusman in the following passage, if it were not for 
"delicate tunes and rhythms" and "a man of subtle mind": 
I took part in a conversation the other day ooncer.ning 
a recent writer of lyrics, a man of subtle mind, whose head 
appeared to be a music-box of delicate tunes and rhTthms, and 
whose skill, and command of language, we could not sufficient 7 
praise, But when the question arose, whether he were not o:nl 
a lyrist, but a poet, we were obliged to confess that he is 
plainly a contemporary, not an eternal man. (from !he Poet) 
It ma.y well be doubted whether Housman is contemporar.r; he 
certainly is not modern, tor his poetry and criticism ahow 
no intellectual penetration, no intuitive insight, no disoove 
of values. His great reputation has been due to British saat -
mentality and to the temper of his time. Some critics still 
lavish praise on his verse; but in such oases it is not dif-
ficult to detect lack of insight on the part of the critic. 
Braithwaite's high-flown panegyrics, one of which is his 
Introduction to A Shropshire La4 (later edition), have long s nce 
been recognized as mere 'word-blowing.• 
Of English critics, ~ith Sitwell has come the nearest 
to an honest appraisal ot Housman. Her criticism calls at-
tention to the "threadbare texture", "lack of vitality", and 
"stit:rness ••• rig1ddty of the structure" of his Terse, which 
is "tor the most part rhythmically dead." 'Professor Housman s 
understatements are rarely impressive." And she doesn't fail 
to see their "spurious pathos". Furthermore, he has "no 
visual sense •• no gift for illuminating or transmuting things 
seen."* 
Essentially, the basic trouble with Housman's verse is 
.. that it fails completely to function as poetry should tunctio 
it stimulates the reader to no sensed discovery. The cause 
tor this, as alread7 noted, is it• sentimental pretense at 
disclosure of a value. Housman's emotion is not an honest 
reaction, but is predetermined by a group pattern, consclousl 
or unconsciously, resulting in sentimentality instead 
ment. lben the basic idea is a stock idea, as in the 
.Edgar Guest, there can be no poetic experience. Real poet17 
is an intense expression of an esthetic hunger tor ~ihher ex-
perience; to be real art--as distinct from play or amusement-
the expression of the felt need must ~process satisfy the 
demand :for a harmonic whole. For this to take place 
be a harmonious interactionot poet and enviroumant. 
In order to illustrate how poetry o:f introversion can 
remain within the boun4s of authentic poetic ~ction, let me 
consider briefly 'A girl's song" by Kary Carolyn Davies. 
• BORROWllt 
I sing of sorrow 
I sing of weeping 
I have no sorrow. 
I only borrow 
F.romssome tomorrow 
Where it lies sleeping 
Enough of sorrow 
To sing of weeping. 
In these few lines there is not only a beautiful lyric 
quality and an excellent poetic attitude,but the poem itself 
• 
•' •. ;"'l 
is a remarkable illustration o~ the tunetion of poetic art. 
In her pseudo-statement the author s_,s, "Although I am but a · 
young person, having no sorrow, yet I write about it in poetry. 
• Why is this? I only borrow from the sadness that is inevi tabl r 
to come.• The feeling or emotional reaction is that the autho~. 
now no longer a girl, has come to grief. B7 means of this 
emotive meaning and the tone of plaintive, wistful wonder, the 
reader is able to realize that this poem reaches out beyond 
one 16dividual's experience which is not a bit sad to the 
way of life as a whole. Art has fathomed the tuture. The poe~ 
is prophet. 
The intention of the author here, then,is to stimnlate 
us to a realization of the psyChology ot artistic eX]erience. 
The function ot poetry itself is made the basis Qf a poetic 
experience. Js a condensed and profound expression of the 
artistic process the poem subtly exempli~ies the~ree of 
profUndity and subtlety that poetry is capable of. It is not 
a statement ot a psycnolegical taet--the province and ~otto~ 
of science--but the realization through artistic experience 
ot the psychological nature of art as experience, a searching 
to find the meaning of artistic searching. By transcending 
the limits of the self, the poet has succeeded, through a 
subconscious discovery, in touching upon the way of artistic 
t experience and the way of lite. She has experienced a teeliDB 
toward a subtle awareness that sorrow is an important part of 
li~e, and that by giving expression to that sorrow as inherent 
in the present, as well as inescapable in the future, a mellow~ 
ing o~ the shook of tragedy is made possible. 
Such a realization o~ the w~ ot artistic experience 
has never been conveyed in prose, which, primarily the meliua 
~ o~ statem•nt, is not adapted to the stimulttion of subtle oYe 
tones o~ psychological meaning. Koreover, psyChologists are 
almost invariably not artists and therefore eannot convey the 
meaning of artistic experienoe intuitively. 
As a lyric, !Orrower surpasses any of those considered 
in this chapter and represents the height to whieh poetr7 can 
soar in a realization of the epic values of life. It is trul 
'epic' because it touches upon the •aT of life as a whole, no 
epic in the traditional sense of be~ Charaeterized by 
rhetorical magnitude and panoramic swee», In fact, it proves 
how lyric poetry can surpass the pseudo-'epic' (the classical 
epie) when quality or value or meaning instead of quantity or 
size and scope of action, etc. is the standard o~ ludgment. 
(In this connection, the reader will find a disoussion of 
Robinson's pseudo-•epic' in Chapter III (part II)). 
From the point of view of art, it is a fallacy to com-
pare different forms of poetry,such as the lyric and the 
narrative. !hese terms, as Croce has insisted:are merely 
convenient names for tendencies in technical method. Each 
poem is an experience sui generis; as suoh it can only with 
qualification stand comparison with a peem whose function is 
quite different, or whose ~otion is only partially the same 
And what, after all, is the value of determining whether one 
~orm of poetry or prose is "greater" than another? Each torm 
*see (8), seetion on Literary Kinds and •esthetic Categories, 
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revolves around that :tact it is merel7 s,eoulati ve and theoretj-
cal. And who is to say that one tunotion or experience is 
superior to another? I:t that is the only final criterion, th• n 
.. we are brought around to the ~alitative evaluation ot poetr7 
and art, which regarcls mere size and quantitative :proportions 
incidental to the final effect pro4uce4 in the observer. It 
the realization of universal truths and epic values is the 
highest function of art, then we have seen that the lyric alae 
can fulfill that function. All art forms are potentially 
capable of reaching out to the One and Infinite; in fact, as 
an art form every kind of poet.r7 has the function of realizi~ 
the way of life-in-the-large. ••universal' is not something 
. 
metaphysically anterior to all experience but is a!![~ 
whioh things tunotlon in experience as a bond of union among 
particular events and scenes ••• art is the most effective mode 
of communication that exists. For this reason the presence oj 
common or general factors in conscious experience is an etfeoi 
' 
ot art. !nything in the world, no matter how individual in 
its own existence is potentially common.•* 
~he five lyrics disouased in the preceding paragraphs 
illustrate four different tJPes at lyrics of varytng signifi-
cance. Aiken•s •You are as •• • exists only on the merits of 
its tonal and emotive meanings; thought content or signitioan~ 
relationship ia missing entire17. !he poem is not effusive 
like Wordsworth's sonnet, and yet it is ~omantio because the 
images have merely an assooiational value. Whether the7 are 
*(10) 285 
the products of a conscious or unoonsoious process of associ 
tion does not much matter because, in &DT case, the poem 
ramains on the level of •sensation', where there is'no pro-
~ ductive association. •* In brief, the poem tends to be ex-
tremely lyrical or musical, without any basic idea. 
Housman's lyrics are also Without real basic ideas, 
but for different reasons. !he thought or reaction, being 
sentimental, is conventional and trite--the expression of a 
previously patterned response; the pseudo-statement, in othe 
words, cannot rise by implication above the pseudo-level o~ 
meantng. Aiken's •You are as ••" at least indicates by its 
original pseudo-statem•at a creative personality in the 
but Housman's lyrics are unmistakably the stereotyped pro4u~t 
of an automaton grinding out player-piano verse. That is w 
his poems have no ideational value and convey no sense of 
discovery. Their sole raison d'etre must be sought elsewhere: 
their style and form, however, are also disappointing, for i 
these respects one meets with the old-fashioned (nineteenth 
century) popular-song tune and structure reminiscent of the 
:t'amily album. llot only is the sentimental! ty like the pathos 
o:t a hymn-sing, but the form recalls the "tuaadbare texture" 
the "rigidity", and the poor r~thm of the ordinary Ohurcn 
hymn with its lack of any subtle (artistic} quality, its thum 
iDg meter, obvious alliteration, etc. In short, one must con 
elude that Housman's lyrics are not even good musically, and 
therefore cannot be justified on the basis of either meaning 
or music • 
• 
t 
In "!he Wind in the Old iTees• symbolism gives the 
lyric its necessary significance as interpretative poetry. 
~hough it is the ~oremost method ot indirection, symbolism 
.. essential to the poetic runotion, however. uBorrower" repre ents, 
in oantrast to the other lyrics, poetry that achieves 
tic :tusion of sound and sense, of mus1 o and meaning. 
must maintain some contaot with thoUBht or interpretation an 
with the musical tualit7; otherwise it degenerates into mere 
tonal introversion. 
II Obsouraut1aa 
Bot only ._, poetry become too musical or too senti-
~ mental, to the detriment o~ its artistic fUnction, but it al• 
may become so obsoure that.indivilual interpretation is 
rendered extremely dif~ieult, i~ at all possible. In •The 
• 
Cult of Unintelligiiility• Kax Eastman has pointed his ttager 
ot ridicule at the freakish productions of modernistic writer 
like Gertrude SteinJ James Joyce, e e cummings, Bdith Sitwell.* 
lh7 he did not include a novel o~ James Branch Cabell's is a 
mystery, unless--as is moat likely--the novels of Cabell have 
been so cryptic to Eastman that even the obsourantise is hid-
den from him. The symbolism in Conrad Aiken's poetry, not in 
tentionally obscare, is nevertheless beyond such a prominent 
critic as John Middleton Kurry, whose untavarable appreciatio 
of Aiken's verse seems to be due to that alone~*. Charles 
Williams, in his Poetry at Present (Oxford, 19ZO), admits out-
right that the obscurity in the poems of !. s. ~iot is too 
much for him, and makes no pretenee or effort toward an inter-
pretation. Even I. A. Richards goes too far in denying sym-
bolic oontent--howewer obscure--to the poetry of T. s. Eliot, 
as will be seen later. 
A. SubJeotiTe Obsourantisa 
The response of a poet in an artistic experience may 
go too far internally into the private recesses of his sub-
cons•ious, with the result that odds and ends or malor con-
flicts in his past history may escape later Verification ant 
ns Sons, London,1921) 
and remain unrelated to experience-in-the-large. Failure to 
reveal the internal similarity between the symbol and the 
meaning when the symbol is not a :tuiliar one causes a grea~ ,... 
• c!eal of oonfu.sion tor the reader. But aore otte:a. thannot, 1 t 
is the reac!er himself who creates obsaurit7 where there ia 
none. The reading ot poetry, as Richards has said, is an 
arduous discipline; even the aiaplest-lookiDg poem ma7 call . 
tor an intenait7 ot oonoentration on the part ot the realer 
denies 
that~the 'pl.,' theories of art (literature tor pleasure, 
amusement, recreat.ion, etc.) tonc117 nourished b7 the 4ilettan •· 
Whatever interpretation ignores the 'basio ic1ea' ot a 
poem b.1 recognizing onl7 the pseudo-statement, the emotive 
meanixag, or the tonal aea.niDg is a denial ot artistic inten-
tion. Bot to arrive at the author 1 s intention~ is equivalent 
to missi~ the poem•s raison d 1 ~tre. The fotal Keaning, in 
other words, is the only real meaning; &nTthing less is a 
partial ap:preoiation that does not do Justice to the poem as 
art. 
ACaumulated criticism atfords innumerable examples ot 
interpretations that consider only one or a tew aspects ot 
meaning. Watts-Dunton, able critic that he was, insisted tha 
Poe's Ulalume was merely a poem ot sound and tone, to which 
the author •was obliged to add gloomy ideas, in order to give 
t to his work the intellectual coherence necessary tor its exia -
enoe as a poem." "!he poet's ob~ect in that remarkable !2.!.£ 
!! force was to express dull and hopeless gloom in the same 
*see page~tor explanation ot these terms. 
. ~ ..... 
-.y that the mere musioian would have expressed itt •• •* 
!Qt a few or1t1oa tod87 are less ready to assert that Poe waa 
aiapl7 weaving tone poems out of hia own h7Joohon4ria. 'ake, 
~ for instanoe, this footnote of Damon's: "I include Poe as a 
symbolist beoause it is inconceivable to ae that so oonsoioua 
an artist oould have been wholly unoonsoious of what he was 
doing. Koreover, the elimination of the last stanza of 
'Ulalume' as too revealing shows that he and ](rs. Whitman lme1 
what the poem was about ••• •** 
J'ust as Ulalume and other poems of Poe have been D&.de 01l t 
to be sound poems with other values--if &aT--subordinate to 
the tonal meaning, so have the poems of Coleridge been regard4 d 
tor only their aubsi4iary meaniqs. Partial interpretations 
of a poem like Christa'bel have arisen t-om attempts to straiglten 
out the pseudo-statement alone. And since the pseudo-events 
of this poem cannot be tagged and labeled satisfactorily, eveJ 
by the most •iteral-a1n4ed person, it remains essentiall7 ob-
i't\t. 
soure as far as~author's intention is oonoerned. !hat 
Coleridge intended an underlying, psychological meaning need 
not be doubted, though few oritios or teachers seem to have 
discovered that loleridge, as reported in !able Talk for 
luly 6, 1833, sail: "The reason et mT not finishi~ ChristabeJ 
is not that I don't know how to do it--tor I have, as I alWaTI 
had, the whole plan entire from beginning to end in~ mind; 
but I tear I could not carry on with equal success the eaecu-
tion of the idea, an extremely subtle and difficult one." 
*(29) 56-7 •*(9) 2~5 
!ypioal ot the reception given such a stated intention is 
the ~ollowiDg comment b7 one ot Coleridge's editors atter 
noting that the author o~ Christabel had hiaself sail that 
• oertain incidents illustrate something whi oh is • the main 
ob~eot ot the tale.•: •one suspeots,and hopes, this was mere 
quizzing on the part of Coleridge, indulged in to relieve the 
pressure of prosaic curiosity, •• •* Certainl7 that gentleman 
never considered poetr,- as a tunctioniiJS art. Curios! t7 abou 
the intended meaning o~ a work o:t art mq be out o~ plaoe in 
the presence of the author, but it is never prosaic. And be-
cause it is never prosaic, it is never mere ouriosit7: it is 
an attempt at the interpretation (diaoovery) o~ art values in 
the highest sense o~ the worl4 Chronic ob~ectors to 'anal,-sis' 
of poetry seem to forget that sueh a step is preliminar,r an4 
instrumental to the final appreciation, the synthesized evalua 
tion, the poetic experience. Ot course, analysis that does no 
-
relate~ its tindi~s to the intention ot the poet is wholl7 
academic and prosaic ouriosi t7--the preoooupation o:t the 'aan 
o:t science•, o:t the scholar. The esthetic analysis, on the 
other .hand, proceeds on the basis of use and artistic purpose •• 
It it was Coleridge's intention to oonve7 an idea, •an 
extremely subtle and dit:tioult one•, it behooves us to inquire 
what underlying meaning there is in Christabel. A suggestion 
oomes :trom what we know of Coleridge as a person who set an 
unusually high value upon friendships. He waa frequently dis-
turbed by some chance remark or episode 
depth and sinceritT o~ a :friend. 
relations with men aight posaiblF taeaccounted for b7 his 
unhappy aarriage. whioh ooulcJ have oaused overooapensatory 
expectations in ~iendships. At &QT rate, the poem ia un-
-.. mistakably about a suboonsoious. psyohologioal oontliot be-
tween loyalty to an ideal love and the returning temptation 
to revert to a previous abnormal {homosexual) relationship. 
!he medieval allegory furnishes the needed symbolic di~ise 
for this Freudian conflict. !hedramatization of the •war 
within the oave•, ot the turmoil in the subconscious aelt, is 
evidence of Coleridge's psychological iasight, despite the 
probability that the use ot the friendship situation waa sub-
consciously predetera6aed by influences ot whose a1gnif1oanoe 
he was only partly aware. 
• 
!he intended meaning of fhristabel, however, oan be 
understood on the basis ot tra4i tional and Freudian S1Jilbolism, 
ana need not :turther concern us here where obsourantism is the 
main topic. 
The passages quoted from Wilson's chapter on Symbolism 
called attention to the tendency on the part ot the Symbolist 
poet to use symbols and references that were so cryptio, priva~e, 
andsub3eotive that only he (it a conscious artist) or a oapabl• 
psychologist could explain. Fortunately,suoh an investigation 
ot subJective obscurantism has been conducted by Charles 
Baudouin, both psychologist and poet. Ria book, Psyohoanalysi• 
and Aesthetics • is a study ot the spbolism in the work of 
Emile Verhaeren, a Belgian poet ot the S~bolist group. The 
trequenoy of obscure symbols in Verhaeren's poems illustrates 
the danger to whiah the poet o~ introversion is partioularly 
susceptible. In his 7outh Verhaeren's ambition ~or an artist 
career came into oonfliot with his ~ather's wish that he pre-
~ pare himsel~ fDr a position in the ~aotory not ~ar ~om home. 
After this crisis the ~actor.r became a symbol o~ the pressure 
ot authoritT, :trom which Verhaeren sought re~e in his garde , 
whioh in turn became a symbol ot escape and introversion in 
the torm o~ wish-tultillment through dream reveries. In a 
atmilar way, atter another crisis in his li~e, a cloister and 
its monks were used as symbols o~ ascetic introversion. 
8D4 other experiences and ob~ects (black, gold, trains, 
clocks, etc.) grew into ~ixations with Verhaeren. FUrtherao 
the symbols were in a constant state o~ ~lux or metamorphosis, 
taking on added and di~terent meanings as the 7ears passed. 
And to make matters still more complicated, Verhaeren's at e 
with himself broUght into aetivitT the algolagniac instinct 
(•the inner unity ot a tendenc7 embracing two instincts, the 
instinct o:t suffering and that of aaki»g others sutter") whio 
oaaeedaa crisis o~ intro~ersion, involvtag neurasthenia and 
hJpersensibility to outer stimuli. While under the intluence 
ot religious asceticism, a oon41tion ot autophilia caused a 
condensation o:t crude sexual images with religious images 
(symbols). The ascefltic tendencT finally turned his ~antasies 
o~ male~icence upon himself (sel:t-hate), coupling the im$ge 
ot love and li:te (gold) and the image ot death (black). 
. \Yl Condensation ot s~bols is common~Verhaeren's poetry; 
especially in the Oedipus trilogy are there interesting oom-
and attachments. Baudouin speaks of this as •the law of the 
subJeotivation o~ im~es ••• works apparentl7 obJeetive in 
conception tended towards the realization, in symbolic form, 
of a subjective drama within the soul o~ the poet; suoh realiz•& 
tion ma7 be involuntary and subconscious •• • (199-300) 
In summarizing his findings, Baudouin emp~izes the 
;I 
polarisation o~ oontliots around the idea o~ mother (introver-
sion) and the idea ot father (extroversion). Introversion was 
associated (by subconscious, affective, symbolic relationship) 
in Verhaeren with symbolist poetry, the •garden", the past, 
regressive tendencies, autophilia, mysticism and love, the 
•country," Christian ~alth, death, 1D41vidualism, the "moDks•, 
and black (as the color of any object). EXtroversion similarlr 
tound expression in classical art, the ·~aotory", progressive 
tendencies, thetuture, heterophilia, asceticism and joy, the 
•town•, pantheistic faith, life, social aotivity, the"Flemish 
women", and gold (as a oolor). Verhaeren eventually succeeded 
in synthesizing these two tendencies in a balance which ex-
pressed itself in terms o~ what Baudouin calls •olasaioal 
symbolism". 
Verhaeren's use ot symbolism points to one of the dif-
ficulties that arise in understanding poetry. The symbols 
themselves are authentic enough on the basis ot psychology, 
but in using them the poetihas not shown or suttioiently 
indicated the relatianship represented by each symbol; so that 
without resorting to Baudouin's psycho-analytical approach, tht 
reader is unfairly at a disadvantage in discovering the under-
lying me a.ning. 
A similar tendency to sub~ective obscurantism is ob-
servable in poems ot Conrad Aiken where he has transcribed a 
dream, sometiaes word tor word. Although ever7 poem is mere 
... or less &Jmbolioal, "it is more symbolical in proportion as 
the work of the imagination ia less modified by the inter-
terence ot the conscious mind."* Whereas in consciousness a 
• 
disguise of the truth is constantly liable to detection, in 
the dream the devices of symbolism--condensation, transference, 
and displacement--are tree to distort or mask the real cause 
of an at~ective state. In the dream one selt masquerades tor 
the other, usually by means of same displacement ot atteotive 
stress. Displacement involves "the simultaneous working ot 
condensation, transference, and subconscious aot1vity" ••• 
"tends to thrust down into the subconscious the more important 
images (those to which the teeling or the emotion really 
attaohesi." Complete repression into the subconscious is otte~ 
"a process ot repression whereby we automatically disembarrass 
ourselves o~ something disagreeable. This explains why we so 
rarely dream ot our ma~or preoccupations. In reality we do 
dream ot them, but they appear under a mask."•* 
...... .........._, 
.A.ccord ing to Houston Peterson ..,........,& -~Oft IIG was •tran-
scribed by Aiken rapidly, word tor word, tDom a dream•, and• 
supposed to describe the final incident in a love atfair which 
was also the source ot "Sound of Bre& ing." .l brief' look at a 
part ot this poem will serve to show the problem created by th• 
use of a private, obsessive symbol like the kind already rete~rtd 
to in thesummary on verhaeren. 
iii .. ' ** ,-~ \ .... '""' ,. *** 
-
t· 
The tirst three sections ot this poem dramatize the 
realization by the two charaoters that the love wh~oh onee ~ 
'brought them together is now dead; eaGh is a straDger to the 
other. The instantaneous discovery of suoh a truth is a 
~.,. ... 
tavori te point of emphasis in Aiken • s poetry. (Compare SB_bOll ·,'· 
White Nooterne. ) 
"lhat•s in a faoe or eye 
!hat gives its secret, when the moment oemes, •• " 
So it was that he saw in her eyes the ghost he loveG ••• •the 
blue still waters ot her soul". There are at first no other 
outward signs ot any change--they both seat themselves on tbe 
clitt. But during that afternoon he noticed that she made no 
response to his adTances. When he kissed her, "with eyes 
open", she •plucked up unmercifully" the sea-pink that "nodde~ 
betwixt thumb and finger." vn parting, the secret again gave 
itself away in his eyes or his face: •she saw weariness in 
me, love gone down like the sun, the fleet ghost gone.• She 
lett, miserable, pathetic, drooping with the burden of added 
evidence that she had not been able to retain his love. 
And on the morrow, when she did not come, 
There by the clift 1 a edge, staked, I found a letter 
Mystic, insoluble, with few words written, 
Saying--land it was strange, ana like a dream, 
For, as I read, the words seemed only marks 
Of bird-claws in the sand--) that she was gone 
Down to the village, darkness, gone forever; 
But lett this bird tor me, that I might know--
What I should know. And in the short grass 1~, 
There with the sea-pinks, a blue cormorant, 
White eyelids closed, and dying. Her I lifted 
Between my hands, and laid against my breast, 
Striving to warm her heart. The bird was starved; 
The eyes drooped open, and the livid beak 
Opened a little; and I gave my hands 
To her to eat, having no other food; 
Thrusting a finger in the beak, that she 
Might eat my flesh and live. But she was dying, 
• 
ll. 
.And oould not move the purp~e beak, falling 
Against rq hand, inert; and then I thought 
That, aeektng to make her eat, I did but hasten 
Her death. For tD a moment, then, she died. 
Along the Oliff I walked, taking the bir4, 
Rol41ng it in rq hands ••• What ha4 she meant 
In leaving this blue cormorant for Met 
Was she not coming? Everywhere I looked; 
By rock and tree; in coigns of heather; even 
Down where the moving brows of foam came in. 
Nowhere--nowhere. The sun went west behind 
Two waves. It was the hour of parting. Would 
She come not now for that? 
!he darkness gathered. 
The sea-pinks lost their colour. And I walked 
Along the cliff's-e4ge, losing all power of thought, 
Taki~ the cormorant into the dark with me. 
At first sight it may seem that the events of the aeco 
d~ sJmbolize those of the first: the bird representiag the 
sender, who, starved for real love, cannot nourish herself on 
his sensuous offerings, which merel7 hastened the end of thei 
former love. But on reconsiderat1on--espeeiall7 if this is 
a dream--it seems more likely that his failure to realize the 
meaning of her message and the blue cormorant is evidence or 
the subconscious repression or a disagreeable truth, here die 
guised in the form or the cormorant as a a,mbol of the man's 
sensual self. As a bird of gluttoQJ and voraciousness, the 
oormorant m~ well represent his greedy sensuousness. !hough 
he may be starving from sexual hunger--as far as she is con-
cerned he can die from it--she sends the dying cormorant to 
show her loathing for him. (Representation of the cormorant 
as blue in color I think can be traced to Aiken's predileotio 
for that color as a symbol for the pain and suffering that 
could not be represented in a dream except by symbols--the 
rationalization ot the poet in an attempt to preserve a value 
or a relationship, his obstinate (oonsoious) retuaal to aocep 
~- the meaning of the taets at their face value and his oOD-
se~ent bewilderment, and the eventual surrender to disillusicn. 
•• 
Aiken' a poem called DBD LEAF DIMJU.Y is an iaterestiDg 
presentation ot the way the poet may intuitively conceive a 
symbolical relationship in observed faots. Durimg a walk trom 
Winchelsea to the little Tillage of Rye, the poet sees an 
"insane gay skeleton of a led", a last year' a leat, tossed 
by the wind (destiny) to lodge itself between two hawthorne 
blossoms. The incident took on universal significance in a 
:nash of insight. He tries to vent his ire by dislodging the 
leaf~, but that does not really help--it does not change the 
fact, as it appealed to him, that life, like death. is a 
leveller of all values, mingling indiscriminately the dead, 
the ugly, the useless with the living and the beautiful of the 
present. What right has a dead leat to·cavort among~ 
blossoms? 
At this point the mind of the poet undergoes a second 
realization ("That was the moment: and my brain flew open 
like a ripe bursting pod.") that our past experiences (t~e 
dead leat1, our past self, which cannot again be relived or 
brought to life, can and should, nevertheless, be absorbed in 
the creative productiveness of the present (the blossoms). 
"Be the paired blossoms with Gead ribs between" is another 
way of expressing the idea that the past is always part of 
i:'hA mna+. #lSlmn?OnA "'"'G~AA't'l+. 
• 
B. Intentional Obaourantism 
At the beginning of this chapter, reference was mate 
to the confessions of critics, expressed or implied, "that 
the meaning of some ot T.S.Bliot's poems was beyond their 
comprehension. It is little wonder that Eliot's poetry is 
obsoure,when he holds that the poet who is deliberately eso-
teric can only hope that public taste will develop to the 
point of understanding such poetry. 
When a poet deliberately restricts his public by his 
choice ot style of writing or of sub~eot-matter, this is a 
special situation demanding explanation and extenuation, but 
I doubt whether this ever happens. It is one thing to write 
in a style which is already popular, and another to hope that 
one's writing m~ eventually become popular. Prom one point 
ot view, the poet aspires to the condition of the music-hall 
comedian. Being tnoapable ot altering his wares to suit a 
prevailing taste, it there be any, he naturally desires a 
state ot society in which they may beoome popular, and in 
whiCh his own talents will be put to the best use.* 
In addition to practictQg obscurantism deliberately 
T.S.Eliot has become the leader ot a group ot English intel-
lectualists and American expatriates who challenge the idea 
that emotion is the central taotor in poetry, maintain~that 
intellect, not emotion, is the real ~asia.** "Eliot adopted 
the aristocracy ot the intellect over the cruder emotions", 
writes Kreymborg.*** This exaltation ot the intellect over 
feeling was a reaction to Romanticism in literature; and sup-
port tor suoh a view was not difficult to find in the long 
tradition of rationalistic literature (especially in the meta 
physical poets) and in the rapid progress ot soientitio tho 
and discovery during the nineteenth century. 
But once the reason was toUDd to be limited as 
~~~--~- ** 
" 
***(181 526 Sat. Rev. ot Lit. IV, No. 5 (1927). 
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meat in the search tor truth, disillusion set in. !o quot~. 
(.. . ;,. 
Xre)'Dlborg again, •!he Eliot regime is based on th•~ .-~ril. --·.-
disillusionment ot the World war. attermath.•(526) ~eased 
~· humanists in literature, royalists in politics, and Anglo-
Catholics in religion, men ot Eliot's stamp have sought refUge 
trom the fatalistic implications of tbe mechan1st1o or 4eterai at 
• 
view of lite by shifting their reliance upon a philosophical 
external destiny to religious mysticism and institutional 
religion as authority. And it such an escape from· reality 
leaves arJ7 detail unaccounted for, it can * quickly and con-
veniently be shunted under the protective wings ot "the higher 
will." 
A.tldevelopment of the historical sense b7 depersonalizati a 
on the part of the poet will, according to Eliot, place the 
poetr7 ot the present in the main stream of literary tradition 
"Surely the great poet is, among other things, one who not 
merely restores a tradition which has been in abeyanoe,but one 
who in his poetry re-twines as many straying strands ot tradi-
tion as possible."* In speaking ot Jonson, Bliot B&7S that he 
admires Jonson's third requisite tor the poet--"'Em1tation, 
to be able to convert thesubstanoes, or riohes ot another poet 
to his own use.••** It is because otthis method ot reweavtQg 
phrases trom various sources ot classical literature that lead 
untermeyer -. calls Eliot a "icholarly ~oiner", which term indi 
cates not the intuitive, creative artist, but the manipulator 
whose chief' :raoul ty is the rational, arohi tectonic imagination 
*(11) 85 **(11) 54w5 
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•• 
•• no genuine work has eYer been a repetitio f an,th1ng 
that prertousl7 •xisted. There are indeed works that tu4, to 
be mere recombinations of elaaents aeleete4 from prior works. 
But they are academic--that is to sq. meohanioal--ratheJt t 
esthetic. (Dewe7, P• 288) 
!hat suOh a rehandling of materials familiar to only 
the classical soholar interferes with the poetio tanotion in 
the oommnnioatiTe sense is readil7 apparent from the :reaotion 
of both pnblio and critic to Eliot•s poetr7. In comaent1Dg 
on the prevalent ob~eetion to obscurantism in Eliot's poetry, 
I.A.Riahards, the very able Bnsiish critic, holds that such 
cri t1c1sms (l. •· Murry's, for instance) are due to the oyer-
intellectual approach and to the fallacious principle that 
poetry Should be unambiguous in its immediate effect. !he 
reader of Eliot's poetr7 should not seek intellectual coheren e; 
unity is obtained through the i•teraotion of emotive effects. 
!he numerous allusions--which have led many critics to regard 
Eliot's poetry as overintellectualized--are brought in tor th 
sake of the emotional aura and the evocation of attitudes. 
"Allusion in Jtr. Eliot's han4s is a technical clevice for caa-
pressioJ1." "!he most characteristic feature of ][r. Eliot' a 
technique""might be called "a 'music ot ideas.• !he ideas 
are of all k1Dds ••• &Dd, like the musician's phrases, they are 
arranged, not that the7 may tell us sanething, but that their 
ef:teots in us may oombiae into a coherent whole of feeling an 
attitude and produce a peculiar liberation of the will. 
are there to be responded to, not to be pondered or worked ou ·"** 
One cannot question the need :tor a synthesized, intu1ti 
response that ~. Richards here emphasizes, but it remains to 
inducements of 'synaesthesia', are not overvalued.~ It the 
-
technique of Eliot is not 'a music ot ideas'--if instead Jaio 
is presentiDB ideas cloaked in cryptic, symbolic form--then 
~· interpretation should at least be attempted. 
An examination of the ~mbolism in Eliot's Salutation 
will reveal the manner in which poetr7 becomes too obscure it 
based on a conglomeration of erudite &Jmbols. 
S.!WTATIOB 
{e vo aignificando) 
Lac17, three white leopards sat uDder a 3uniper tree 
In the cool of the day, havtQg ted to aatiet7 
On my legs mT heart my liver and that which had been con-
tained 
In the hollow round of mT skull. And Ood said 
Can these bones live? Can these 
Bones live? And that which had been contained 
In the bones (which were alread7 dr7) said ohirpin!: 
Because of the goodness of this Lady 
And because of her loveliness, and because 
She honours the Virgin in meditation, 
We shine with brightness. .A.nd I who am here dissembled 
Protrer my deeds to oblivion, and my love 
!o the posterity of the desert and the fruit of the gourd. 
It is this whi oh recovers 
K7 guts the strings of my e7es and the indigestible portio 
Which the leopards re~ect. !he Lady is withdrawn 
In a white gown, to contemplation, in a white gown. 
Let the whiteness ot bones atone to forgetfUlness. 
There is no life in them. As I am forgotten 
And would be forgotten, so I would forget 
Thus devoted, concentrated in purpose.--And Goddsaid 
Prophesy to the wind, to the wind only for only 
!he wind will listen. And the bones sang chirping 
With theburden of the grasshopper, S$Ting 
L~ of silences 
Calm and distressed 
Torn and most whole 
Rose of memor7 
Rose of forgetfulness 
Spattered and worshipped 
Exhausted and life-giving 
Worried reposefUl 
The si:agle Rose 
With worm eaten petals 
•• 
Is DOW the Garden 
Where all loves end 
Terminate torment 
Ot love unsatisfied 
.End of the endless 
Journey to DO end 
Conclusion of all that 
Is inconclusible 
Speech without word and 
Word of no speech 
Grace to the Kother 
For the end of remembering 
EnCI of forgetting 
For the Garden 
Where all love ends 
Under a juniper tree the bones sang, scattered and shining. 
We are glad to be scattered, we did little good to eaoh o r. 
UDder a tree in the cool of the day, with the blessing o:f' and. 
Forgetting themselves and each other, united 
In the quiet of the desert. !his is the land which ye 
Shall divide by lot. And neither divi•ion nor unity 
:Matter. This is the land. We have our inheritance. 
"Salutation" is here used in the religious sense. J[io , 
inthis poem of his own conversion to ,.._ Catholioll.,.rb aig-
ni!Jing his devotion to the Cbnrch (Lady) (e vo signitioando). 
After a lite of sensuousness, he has atoned and purged him-
self of sins ot the flesh: white leopards are symbols of 
atonement :f'or voluptuousness; the 3uniper tree (durability):f'o 
a long atonement. !he sins had fed on the vitality ot the 
bodJ (legs), courage or emotion (heart), passion (liver), and 
the mind (brain). !low he is asking God it there is aD7 pos-
sibility of redemption (Can these bones live?). Because o:f' 
tm goodness of the Church (Lady), there is hope (the bones 
said chirping--referring to the Greek m,th of Tithonus) of im-
mortality. He resigns himself to his faith by deD7ing an7 
meaning to experience or physical living (oblivion), by comple e 
• 
etc.). !hen a ~inal section on Bliot'a waste land. 
!he 87JilbOls here are not oD17 obseure in41viduall7, in 
large )art, but the7 clash and coutuse the reader •7 being 
:troa different sources: Dante, Greek myth, religious S711lboli 
elassical literature, etc. S,mbols ot di~terent kinds, ex-
pressed or implied, can be woven together skilltull7, no doub , 
but the result will be craftsmanship, not art,* tor the mach 
oal im~tnation has been at work oombiDing, but not creati~. 
Poems like this do not emerge ot their inherent power trom 
a subconsciously controlled imagination (the creative 1magina 
tion, the 'predetermined harmony'). Although the experience 
here described, religtous OODYersion, 1s introspective, it is 
not introspectivel7 treated, an4 hence is not a poem ot intr 
version. With this poem ot lliot's we have orossed the boun-
between 
dary ~ introversion and extroversion, i~ there can be said 
to be such a thing. In any case, this is aot an example ot 
obscurantism that is the result o~ extreme internalization, 
but an example ot remote and aixed s,mbolism. 
!'o be aware of the symbolism is, ot course, to be con-
scious of a Total Xeaning that is ~ar greater than emotive 
meaning alone. "Salutation• illustrates the use of soand, 
drama, and emotion, as well as ideae, in JQetry that is inter-
pretative. Its shortoomiDg lies in the manner in whiCh the 
ideas are conveyed, or rather not conveyed. 
*See page ~.2 
, 
• 
III !he Paeudo-"epio• I&*rati,.* 
~ 
It 8n7 poetr7 has convinced ua that a good poem need 
not be limited to a certain length, it is that of ~win 
J.rliDgton Robinson, who in his loxag .Arthurian le_,{gends has 
maintained a concentration and a unity of tone and idea which 
have been the despaire(so the critics saT) of his unsuooesa 
imitators. His ability to distill modern ideas in cruoi\les 
of a traditional make has resulted in more than one szoeption 
ally effective narrative. The dramatic narratives of Robinso 
reveal his philosophical perspective an4 his concern with the 
deeper psychological reality of human conduct and endeavor. 
ID these respects and others Robinson's long poems differ 
from most other long narrative poems. Charles Cestre stresae 
the PSTOhologi cal qual1 v: the drama ti o IUU"J'& ti ve is with 
Robinson "nothing but Character-drawing moved from the static 
to the Clynami c stage. He draws up a •"•~-generally the 
bare outline of a plot--simple enough not to absorb the reade 
attention, yet suffieient to bring in a suooesaion ot situa-
tions an4 attitudes. Psychological analysis remains his Chit 
ob3eot. His main preocoupation is with the gathering impetus 
of a master-passion, its progress through subtle phases of 
development until it reaches its climax in thought or action, 
its growth from mood to mood leading up to a happy or tragic 
ending where the spiritual elements are fully revealed in 
repas e or in heart-rending iritensi ty. JJI Robinson understanct 
hWilan nature, this means an acute searching of the obscure 
ot the subconscious gradually dawning into clear con-
• 
sc1ousnesa. !he narrative is less a tale o~ events--althoush 
some sequence o~ e:piso4es is necessar7 to .J-!"''t'ide a gu.it1illg .. : ; 
.-. 
thread--than an adumbration of the IIIJ'&teries of the oognizant 
~ 
ana sentient being that is man."* ·-. 
In his last work, "King Jasper", :loblnaon continue4 his 
search for JB70hologioal realities, but it 1s a question in 
this poem whether he has not exceeded the bounds of poetic 
tunotion. Iarrative is essentially a function of prose, whic 
oan aore adequatel7 :tnl:till the eXJ)osi tory and analytic needs 
ot developing plot and characterization. The psycholqgical 
novel has long since been employed for subtle, extended analy-
sis ot motive and character. :Both the portu87al of outwar4 
events and happenings on a large soale. and finely-drawn traci s 
0"& 0 .. 
ot thoughts and feelings seem to be~the tunotionsof prose, 
especially ar the novel. Row tar can poetr7 tn-*e•ch upon 
the: realm of the novel and the short story without loail1g its 
standing as poetry? 
In his comment on Robinson's loDger narratives Xreymbor 
sqs that "there is no continuous passionate drive on the par 
of the snthor or oharaotera.•** These words are particularly 
applicable to ~ing Jasper", lack ot unity being one ot its 
most serious defects. The cause otthis lack is not traceable 
to the ~asenee or blurring o:t a dominant idea; the tailure Je 
rather in the author's laok of emotional intenaty. Robinsin' 
inclination to intellectual, retleotive analysis obviously 
predominates here over the emotional intensity he has shown 
himself capable ot on other occasions. And because his passio 
' (Macmillan, 
**(18) 312 
are not stirred deeply and sincerelJ--but more as if he were 
' 
a 'a4ed S:pectator of the same old human tr~«J-..;·the elements 
ot the poem remain on an intellectual and more or less prOsaic 
( -
level. Without the inner d1118Jilic, •Uio~'t!..Jrive-.. ~e ~et 
cannot fUse the elements ot the rational imagination into a 
or,rstalltzed singleness ot effect. (!his is essentially the 
saae inadequacy that was found in !'.S.El.iot's poem and dootriJ: e.) 
Ja a result, the reader must struggle through passage 
atter passage ot prolix, lons-draw.n-out psyChologic~ analysie 
tor the larger part ot 108 pages. It is not lo~ before one 
realizes that this is not ~oe or Jasper speaking but Eilwin 
.Arlington Robinson, the master ventriloquist putting on another 
Hun$ and Jvy Show, the reading audience being the 'ury whilE 
Robinson cross-examines his characters. A.s usual the eircum-
stantial. evidence is overwhelmingly against the m&J1 up tor 
trial. The proceedings might be interesting enough if the 
public had not been treated before to innumerable trials ot 
a similar sort with the same ultimate 'udgment ot doom. In 
ot .. wrwords, the main ideas are not new: the ~ragic selt-realj~ 
zation of the emptiness ot matt~ta1 succese, the futility ot 
direct-action methods ot the radical reformer, thesuperier in-
sight and wisdom ot the feminine mind, etc. 
The substratum ot intellectual content is covered over 
with the thin and worn veneer ot allegory, assisted by ocoasi~~al 
witty sayings and parentheses, and burdened with as aapyii~ 
volutions of thought more roundabout than pungent. 
wanting in basic idea, poetic attitude, and effective 
• 
SJmboliaa (or 8D7 form ot indirection), the poem cannot be 
expected to ~ustity aDT real excellence by means of diotion 
and rhythm, J.s an example ot diction which is har4ly dis-
tinguishable trom that ot ordinary talk, take the following 
lines about Young Hebron's mother: 
• • • Iour mother was dark. Yes, I remember.M 
•she must have been. But she was dead be~ore 
'If¥ memory was alive, or born. JI.T ~ather 
Said onoe that my complexion ana my eyes 
were hers; and that's as ~ar as I dare lean 
un heritage, for my mother was beautiful. 
~he would have liked this house--i~ she had lived, 
And father had lived. I*m not sure that I shouldn't 
mtself--if it were mine, or if my wits 
And qualities were like yours. We oarmot all 
Be kings. I beg your pardon. Forgive me, sir."(60) 
1'he rhythm of th:ls passage and of the poa as a whole is its 
only saving graoe, but graoe alone cannot make up ror the lao 
of inherent solidity. Although there are many separated pas-
sages of psycho-realism (in the sense that the working of the 
mind is revealed), one rinds only glimpses of dialectic papph 
realism. Robinson confines everything within the limited pat 
tern of blank-verse rhythm with the result that artitioes ore 
in that are not wholly unnoticeable. The llnes oited illustr te 
the tendenoy toward parenthetical insertions; favorite ex-
pressions of this kind, very oonTenitnt to ~ill tn lines, are 
"··~and I am not,• or " •• ,and you should not,n and the like. 
In oonneotion with ps~Jhorea11sm, one oan appreoiate th 
validity of the following ideas but not their being expressed 
in speeoh by Young Jasper to his father. 
"Zoe, harrah 
~or tatherl• cried the prince, applauding him 
With Joyful palms. "He has said everything that 
• 
• 
.And a wrong U11derstaa4ing o~ the part 
!hat he was given to play, has said no better. 
Father's an old dog, Zoe. I~ 70U stroke him, 
He'll treasure the attention, tor he likes JOU, 
And value it the more because he ~ears you. 
But y:ou say teach him nothing. Re knows more 
Than pride and habit and uneasy caution 
Will give him tongue to s~; and he knows you--
More than he dares. So, Zoe, don't annoy him; 
And tor the sake of all who are too old 
To see the coming of what they have called ~or, 
Don't prick him, for the ~oy o~ seeiag him winoe, 
With your old wise man's knife that's like a needle. 
Iow father's wondering what we mean by that. 
So,don't excite him. I'll sound an older theme, (21) 
!his passage and similar ones on pages nineteen a.n4 twent~ab 
tor instance, lead one to suspect Robinson ot having gone too 
tar in the externalisation ot th~ht to make e.. good dramati~ 
realism possible. 
~he psycho-realism of the mental process ita~lf is the 
chief value of the poem, however loose or disJointed, biassed, 
and incomplete the treatment may be. X&lJT an author and cri tiiO 
has referred to the inelectable workings o~ Fate, but Robinso~ 
succeeds in catching the impressions that the ubiquitous yet 
invisible hands leave •n the mind. His ability to weave the 
subtleties ot conscience and consciousness into a pattern of 
cumulative signi~icance and import lead the author to make 
poetic capital (as the7 say) out of these obscure workings ot 
the invincible destiny. One of the best examples of the 
realizations and rationalizations whiCh the human mind is heir 
to is the fol•owing:* 
The massive wealth 
0~ house and home was armor too secure 
For change to shake or pierce. Or, were those hand~ 
~hat she felt everywhere on everythisg 
Blasting already With unseen decay 
Walls, roofs, and :turni ture, and all there was 
•see pages 10,11,12,51,72 for other instances. 
t 
For her to feel and see and never to·know. 
~he watched the flame and wondered why it was 
That she was alwa,s waiting, and tor what. 
The king would soon be ooming down the stairs 
~o praise her and to worship her discreetly, 
And probably to say again to her 
That time, wheaever he stole a year from her, 
Replaced it with another loveliness 
Fairer than youth--all whioh would have been true, 
And would have been a comtort undenied, 
It there were not those hands alw~s at work 
Somewhere. (2) 
~he treatment of the subconscious mind is more eon-
Yentional (not traditional) than realistic. la,per's dream 
is too obviously (consciously) and coherently planned out to 
conform with dream psychology; it is extremely unlikely that 
a dream representing the ma~or Freudian climax of a lite-time 
would be directly set forth and explained with almost no s~ 
bolic or other indirect means .. ployed. It is clear that 
Jasper's burden (Hebron), which turns into gold during his 
seemingly endless climb, is symbolic of his weight of oonsoiexce 
and sense of remorse for having led a life of overweening am-
bition and avarice. The narrow chasm represents the space of 
7ears which separates him from yout~ pleasures, which faot 
Jasper ignores in his leap across to eventual defeat and des-
truction. When Zoe's lnife pierces his heart, he suffers the 
nwound of his awakaaing"(the realization that youthful love il 
not for him). !rhese meaniDgs are tullT, or nearly fully, ex-
plained either in the dream itself or in the pages preceding 
and following, so that the reader is given little opportunity 
to make a disooYery of meanings and values. The failure to 
achieYe some measure of dramatic suspense is the most serious 
weakness of the poem as a dramatic narrative, an4 adds materl.:~l7 
to the effect of tediousness. 
In the introduction to this poem, Robert Frost wt1~e•: 
•Bot for ae to search his sadness to its source. Re knew how 
.. to forbid encroaChment. And there is solid satisfaction in a 
sadness that is not 3ust a fishing :tor ministration and con-
solation. Give us immedicable woes--woes that nothing can be 
doa for--woes :tlat and :tiDal·. And then to plar· !he plq' s 
the thing. Play's the thing. All virtue in 'as if'." Litti 
need there is to search for the source ot Robinson's sadness-
•• 
that has nothing to do with li ter&r7 values. It is quite 
another and more important matter to place a value on Robinso 's 
attitude toward life, and the w~ he sought to deal with life 
and its problems. T.ls tragic grief, however inescapable it 
may seem, the only tact that counts? Are we to resign our-
selves to the tragic destiny of life--"and then to pla7"? As 
it play~ the thingJ Prost's "as it" echoes the doubt in 
his own mind. 
On the other hand, i:t we grant that~ plaT is the 
thing, then this poem as drama or poetry or narrative must 
seek to satisf7 the demands of literature. !Tom this point 
ot view, ~ing ~asper" does not succeed in becoming mnoh more 
than a melodramatic version o:t Robinson's well-known attitude 
o:t complete despair. If instead ot toying with his pre3udice he 
had honestly tried to find a :tew positive values that attach 
to any quest for one's soul--whatever theult1mate outcome o! 
such a quest--the results may have been not only more encour ing 
tor our King Jaspers and company (a merely incidental value) 
. 
more oomprehensiY817 true) :rather than mere!"y entertainiDglT(? 
tragic. 
As :tar as poetio :tunction is concerned, the melo4r&rJUttte , 
• ending o:t "Eing Jasper" has little lmportance except in so tar 
as it ind1 cates Robinson's own sense of the need tor somethihg 
ao:re than thiDkiDg aloud and word-pl8.1'. Frost admires Robinso 
tor his being able to find old ways ot betng new (See Introduc ion). 
!he tinal scene ot this poatio drama, however, stands out as 
an old ·~ o:t being old. A shooting scene at the end is a 
traditional and hackneyed, dime-novel method ot resolving a 
situation carried beyond the powers ot the author. ~1th 
Wharton's ending ot "!wilight Sleep" is another good illustra-
tion ot the •&¥ the rational faoultT arbitratly m&Dipulates it 
material according to a preconceived plan. As stated previous 7, 
the sense ot impending doom and inescapable destrtotion perval s 
"KiDg Jasper" from the ver7 first page, running throUBhou t as 
the main thread upon whiCh a series ot events are suspended. 
For this :reason the climax has little value, and could have 
little value. The tragic tact is the tDly thing that matters, 
to Robinson at least. His only implications here are (1) wo 
isman 's su:perior in wisdom and insight--Zoe aust go 1 t alone 
because onlT she acotpts lite tor what it is in all 
I 
and (2) life will somehow carry on by means of the~ vital 
but man the materialist, the idealist, the reformer, or the 
carefree optimist is doomed to an ignoble defeat. 
Another aspect of the dramatic and narrative quality of e 
is the allegory. Because ot its statio nature, allesory 
mask s,mbol restriot the interpl~ o~ toroes and re.ultant 
oha~es, and in general the developments and au)tleties whiah 
.. belong in psyoho-realistio literature. That is why the moder 
mind prefers Debussy to Wagner's leitmoti~ system. Organic 
~orm (form determined trom within) cannot exist where ita ~or 
of expression are already determined in ac!vanoe from without. 
As implied above, Robinson is not naturall7 an inductiv 
thinker or artist. In ~ing Jasper•, tor instanoe, he has no 
imagined realistioally the development and outoome of a given 
situation. ls ~ar as interpretation govs, the plot ends near 
where it began; no experienoe is allowed to plaT a normal par 
in the development of character--a few episodes take plaoe de 
tached fro.a time, plaoe, and reality, and a spotlight is thro 
into the dark oorners of some one's mind to show what results 
if any, can be· dist~i4hed. ~hese glimpses into the inner 
life of the characters are interesting only as abstractions, 
not as the living and inevitable ideas and feelings of indivi 
dualized persons as real people. !he ~igurines or puppets ac 
and speak Robinson's fUtilitarian attitude toward the struggl 
of man, or more precisely, of the successfUl Babbitt attempt 
self-rejuvensoenoe, only to realize tragio de~eat. 
O'vious contrast is brought into play in the opposition 
of Hebron, the victimized idealist, ana Jasper, the ruthless 
opportunist; of Young Reborn, the inflamed reformer, and Yo 
Jasper, the carefree and swaggering optimist; of Honoria, re-
presentative of sooial conventions and honor for its own sake, 
:.re-established actors, Robinson proceeds to 'ilQt. ~a't 
there are some o-r us who oannot oh&D«e; 
J.nd as we were t we are. .tact the wor14 tums 
Like a mill grinding minutes into~ara, 
In which we live until we are no longer, 
J.nct oan do no more harm. ( U) 
only incensed 
With deslD7 scmewhat, and sorry tor man 
AlW$Ts; and for the curse ot time on man 
That shrieks to him unheard "rrom history. (71) 
Hebron is Jasper's ideal, better sel~, who went down 
to defeat with all his youthful and creative idealism when 
Jasper seized the opportunity that made him rich and prospero~s. 
fhe weight of Hebron an4 the gold become one and the same (a 
condensed symbol) in the dream, because it was thDaugh the 
sacrifice of the former that he obtained the latter, so that 
both represent or symbolize the pangs of Jasper's oonsoience 
whioh plague him with thoughts of what he might have been in 
contrast to what he has beoome--a disillusioned oynio olutohiEjg 
at the last few straws that m~ save him from goi~ under com-
pletely. The chimneys (temples to Jasper's false gods of a 
small heaven) symbolize Jasper 1 s property and material accomplish-
ments, in whioh he vainly seeks security, only to find that ~ey 
too were but illusions, "the fire and gold of shining lies tha~ 
opportunity had held and waved until they were all tune." (73) 
"There are two Bebrons and there alw~s will be"--the 
idealist and the reformer, the second the logical counterpart 
and offspring ot the first. The fear of Jasper, Zoe, and Hono~1a 
tor Young Hebron is the tear ot the established order tor 
radical change and violent reform. J.nd Robinson's climax make~ 
, 
it olear that he does not have &QT faith in radicalism. 
Anti-femiDism reveals itself in the tteraption whioh 
~oe causes in the household of King Jasper~ ZOe (11terall7 
4t "lite•), her age and parents unknown, repres~ta the ete~ 
woman doomed to loneliness; nevertheless she ~Qntinues to 
trust in the illusion of a happiness which has not been pro-
mised her; and worse still, aware ot her sex-appeal, she 
deliberately interferes with the ways ot men in a man•s world -
witness her effect on Young Hebron: "He ted his admiration 
till she wondered it all her clothes were on.w ~ing Jasper, 
three score years ot age, and his folly brought ~oe into bein -
Jasper has been her father •tor centuriesw (47)--in a vain 
endeavor to relive the pleasures ot glorious, charming youth. 
Jasper and Young Hebron are symbols of the male, old and yo , 
eternally susceptible to the charms and wiles of woman; the 
blindness and stupidity of men lead them to inevitable doom 
via womankind. 
These indications are sufficient to it~ustrate the tact 
that the symholism is allegorical and statio in kind, and as 
such iAintities Robinson with the traditional school. The 
underlyiug psychological reality is not enough to compensate 
ror the crude allegorical framework; and because of the speci s 
philosophizing, the predetermined pattern of relationships, 
the weak drama, the psycho-realism becomes only anw~eand 
trivial value, p~ling on the reader instead of stimulating 
him to the realization ot a deeply felt truth. 
Through the use ot rhythm, wit, and intelleotu.&l 
• 
4eep irony, despair, and absurdity o-r liviDg •. !!'-• overpowerill~ 
~ 
·odds against man are made irresistible by accumulation ana 
repet1 t1on ot ev14ence 11114 moo<!. wi thillgthe ~t•. ot the pe.ppe~ 
st~e and within the area le'l:t untouched by ~foreordai~'! - · , .. 
~· ·-:~ 
eonolusion. trnder such circumstances one can ~1_1:. !P~ak of 
-the relativity of truth in aQT meaniugful sense, nor of truth 
or values in the process of becoming. !he poem as a work of 
art has been determined by an interaotion .,t*kenauther's 
intellectual, cerebral faculty and one seloted aspect of lite, 
resulting in a detached, theoretical, rational analysis in 
place of what might have been a creative, experiential, in-
tellective, and dynamic contribution to an interpretation of 
life. One cannot help feeling that the poet's preconceived 
bases of thinking are·outworn cliches of a fatalistic philo-
sophy or attitude toward life. Robinson has m&p7 points in 
common with Hardy. Beither allowed the individual any ohance 
of success in the unequal struggle for existence; only the 
tragedy of individual effort in the '!:act of an ineluctable 
desti~ seemed worth recognizing as a basis '!:or a philosophic 
perspective. A fUrther sign ot Robinson's remoteness from a 
modern conception of truth is his dependence upon "the wise, 
old man" from whom only Zoe had learned the secret truth of 
the way of life, all other aen and women being doomed to self-
victimization through their own ignorance, folly, and stupidi~. 
In Robinson's world there is no knowiDg &nTthing but the tunda· 
mental tact of the tragic destiny of life, and even that fact 
is cruelly withheld until man is most sensitive to its hUrt. 
IV statio Imagism 
!he em~hasis that Hulme placed OD the olear-eut visual 
image undoubtedl7 so influenced the group o~ IB~ist poets 
that ~or some time attention was almost exclusivelY' upon size 
sha~e, color, and other ~artioulars o~ appearance. In the 
long run, the 'image idea• seemed to become a matter o~ visua 
iapressions rather than aural, tactile, kinaesthetic, and oth r 
non-visual impressions. In a sense, the development ·of the 
Imagist po•ts, especially Amy Lowell, ~om the stage of writi 
poetr7 o-r visual clearness and ~eshness to the later stage 
of more dramatic, inclusive, and deeply--~elt poetry- (dramatic 
Im~ism) consisted of a breaking aw&T into the b,-paths o~ 
Imagism. 
This change was gradual; it was not suddenly- that poet 
became dramatized or dynamic in nature. Ba.t the tendency has 
been in that direction, illustrated particularly- well in the 
work of Amy Lowell. H.D.'s poems have been esteemed mDre an4 
more highly- as their intens1tT (subjective dynamism) has beco 
aore ana more apparent. Her ability- to fuse the various aens 
impressions at a white heat, and to maintain the intensity- o~ 
her concentration by means of a nervous, palpitating cadence, 
places H. D. in the first rank of modern poets. u.ntermey-er 
others have referred to her as "the only true Imagist" or "the 
pure Imagist". "Her poems, capturing the ~irm delicacy of the 
Greek mocl el s, are like a set of Tanagra figurines. Here , at 
first glance, the ef~eot is chilling--beauty- seems held in a 
frozen esture. 
color aDd emotion that she achieves intensit7. What at ~irst 
seemed statio becomes fluent; the arreated moment glows with 
a ~ivering tension."* An interesting comment ~or ooaparieoa 
with the pre oe4ing is Kre7JDborg' s; "K. D •. 's poems are in tense] y 
personal and the ~orm completely impersonal. !he varied ~orul. 
are so finished, so statuesque, as to give 1P.e appearance of 
'"' perfect figurines, cold to the touoh--till one toaehes them. 
!hen one is slowly heated and thrilled; one' 8 veins and arter~ es 
beat higher and higher; one is ~looded with love and runs ma4 
with it, as this woman runs mad with it. •** 
In some of her poems, "Oread" tor example, a realizatioJ 
of the meaning is stimulated almost directly by the cadence 
i•ee~~~ but tor t~e most part her po•try is Oharaoterized by 
a cadence all her own, a caaence which produces the effect of 
a hovering, fluttering, quivering around a statically held 
intenslty. !he omnipresent sense of vibration, gasping and 
nervous, places every object or incident in an electric at-
mosphere ot heat lightning. Halcyon moments are rare iDdeed. 
The absence of the sense of :nux or of form in the process 
of becoming classifies much of H. D. 's poetry as Static Imagis11 , 
however unique and intense it maT be. •sea Poppies", for in-
stance, is written in the usual H. D. oadenoe, which, as an 
emotive tattor, combines or :ruses with the concentrated pic-
torial sharpness of color, form, and metaphor to vivify the 
impression. Bnt, in spite of the vibrant buoyancy of the 
cadence,--as with a hummingbird whirrtQg but not moving in 
mid-air concentration on a tlower--nothing aofts or hapJeD.S 
*t 9..& \ .411'% ** 11 A1 ~4.0 
. 
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in this single glimpse ot the sea poppies. !here ia no 
cumulative or inductive intimation of a realizable truth or 
meaning, and hence no real sense o:t discovery. !he value lie1 
t almost wholly- in the clearness and freshness o;t visual des-
cription. 
Th Sti. POPPIJS 
.Amber husk 
:tluted with gold, 
fruit on the sand 
I 
... 
marked with a rich grain, 
treasure ~ 
spilled near the shrnb-pines 
to bleach on the boulders: 
Jour stalk has caugh-t. root 
among wet pebbles 
and dri:tt :tlUIJg by the"'·aea 
and grated shells 
and split conch-shells. 
13eautihl, wide- spread, 
fire upon lea:t, 
what meadow yields 
so fragrant a leat 
as your bright leaC 
" 
!he poem is modern in form (cadence) and style (Imagist~c 
expression) but not in attitude and in its reliance on merely 
ob3ective presentation. As in the case ot Aiken's lyric, th.-cght 
content is absent. In order to be w1 thin the r8lJ8& o:t poetr7 
interpretat1Ye ot Batura, the sub3eot-matter must be repreaen1a-
t1~e it intensification is depended~·v.pon to bri!JB out a value. 
Here there is no symbolism nor any other relationship that 
establishes meaning out of the interaetion ot JO&t an4 Batu.re. 
The same criticism may be ma4e o:t •Pear !ree•. The 
. 
imge is originally figurative, sharp and olear, 8ll4 re-en:torc ed 
by the cadence. !roun4 the central silver motif are woven a 
• 
SilTer dust 
lif-.ed from the earth, 
higher than aT arms reaoh, 
you haTe mounted, 
0 silver, 
higher than 8J'3' arms reaoh 
you trent us with great mass; 
no flower eYer opened · 
so staunch a white leat, 
no flower ever parted ailTer, 
from such rare ail ver; 
0 white pear, 
your :tlower-tu:tts 
thick on the branoll 
bring summer and ripe truits 
in their purple hearts. 
-- ... 
~ew metaphorical descriptiTe details, which are suggestiTe 
beoause fragment&ry'. fhe attitude is one o:t intense &4miratic n 
and wonder, vergiDg on the use of the flower as a symbol of 
promised happiness {summer) and fulfillment (ripe fruits). 
But the poem is essentially not symbolic--it does not use 8D7 
-
detail of symbolic value. !he effect, on the whole, is entirely 
statici for the same reasons that "Sea Poppies" is static, thc~h 
"Pear Tree" is less directly pictorial and more :tiguraUvel7 
implicative in conve7ing the Yisual impression • 
.!n especially good example of an inte:as1t7 held staticaJ l7 
vibrant is "lleat". B7 an unusual imaginatiTe realization ot 
heat as oppressingl7 palpable and material, the poet has 
achieved the Imagist qualities of direct, clear, and strikingly 
figurative description. !he vividness of feeling that is cau~ht 
in these few lines may seem at first like a reality in the 
• 
r' 
0 wind, rend open the heat, 
~t apart the heat, 
rend it to tatters • 
Fruit cannot drop 
through this thick air--
fruit oaunot ~all into heat 
that presses up and blunt• 
the points of pears 
and rounds the grapes. 
Cut the heat--
plough through it, 
turniDg it on either s 14 e 
of your path. 
- --
process of beiDg realized. On analysis, however, that is see 
to be a purely concomitant, emotiTe Talue of the phrasing and 
the cadence. js in "Pear free• the expression and rhJthm 
merely fill in the dominant aspects of a ~ixed and external 
~act, made real by sensory appeal. 0 Fra.it cannot drop" but 1 
held in plaoe by the thick air--is static. !he whole poem is 
based on a point of view whioh realizes an essentially fluid, 
evanescent, impalpable element of nature as something that o 
be seen and grasped and cut, rent open, plowed t~ough. This 
attitude and resultant treatment illustrates the •aT kinetic 
reality can be •iewed, if onl7 for a bri,ef space, as fixed. 
!he inherent inadequytoy- of the set pioture woulc1 be more ob-
vious in a longer poem. In short poems of the kind that we 
have considered the intense concentration upon external sense 
appeal can be maintained, whereas in the longer poem more sig 
nificant relationships would be expected and needed. H.D.'s 
P7gmalion, The Helmsman, The Shrine are more exteDied poetic 
treatments o~ relationships thro~h symbolical realizations 
o~ JDe&ning and truth, and because such poems are more com-
prehensively interpretative o~ lite they take a higher rank 
e as poetry. They are nearer the central function ot all art. 
!he brevity of a poem, however, need be no limitation 
ot its power to tttnction as a discovery, or a search, or a 
clarification, or an intensification of some relation betwean 
nature and human nature. Consider how much •Borrower" (page ) 
signi~ies, or •oread• by H.D. 
ORlU.D 
Whirl up, sea-- .. 
whirl your pointed pines, 
splash 70ur great ptnea 
on our rooks, · 
hurl your green over us, 
cover us with your pools ot fir. 
Here the author is not concerniJWherselt with the ob-
3ective, visual appearance ot a stationary element in nature. 
!!though to some extent descriptive of an ob3ective situation, 
the scene is not only observed but telt through the onomatopoetic 
-
cadence, the dramatized 1aage, an4 the original metaphor. ln 
addition, there is the S1Jilbolic value o:t an urgent 7earning fc~ 
re-establishing contact with the elemental forces of nature tc 
the point of aelt-eftacement, the sea being a oommon symbol 
tor immortality, eternity, oblivion. •cover us with your pools 
of fir'• expresses desire for eternal rest and forgetfulness of 
I lite. 
V Draaatio Imagis• 
Poetr7 m$T tend toward prose tor various reasons, one 
.. of which is the desire on the part of the Imagist poet to ••-
cape from the even slightly worn ~hrases ot his contemporarie 
and predecessors. !he first point in the oredo of the lmagis a 
read as follows: 
1. To use the language of oommon speech, but to employ 
always the exaot word, not the nearly exact, nor the 
merely decorative word. 
Hulme, the grandfather ot lmagism, had stressed freshness of 
expression and picture, direotneas of presentation, no ciraua 
locution of idea, avoidance of simple statements, the needof 
new metaphors, among other prinoi)les. 
~his desire tor fresh and original expressions is partl 
the reason ror the style of Marianne Moore, whose poems have 
been the occasion tor another consideration ot the boundar7 
line between prose and poetry. In her case, however, poets 
oritios seem to agree that she has written prose in verse des n. 
Kreymborg calls her writing "an extension ot the art of oon-
versationu and "undulating prose", and reminds us that the 
author does not demand that her book be called poetry. Unter 
meyer believes "that Miss Mpore 1 s highly intellectualized 
dissertations are actually part ot the domain of criticism 
rather than of poetry, an4 that her creations are in the latt 
division chiefly beoause ot the physical pattern of her lines."* 
The poem oalled "A Grave" is perhaps as good as any to 
illustrate the extreme to whioh Mla• Moore has gone in her 
avoid derivative hraseolo 
• 
of moods an4 attitades in the dramatic statement of a tbeae. 
J. GRJ. V:l , _ r - '\'"'~ 
-~ 
Kan looking into the sea, .......__ ,. 
tak!Qg the view from those who have· as muoh right 
to it as you have to it yourself, 
it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing 
but you cannot stand in the middle of this: 
the sea has nothi~ to give but a well excavated grave. 
~he firs stand in a procession, each with an emerald turke7 
foot at the top, 
reserved as their contours, saying nothing; 
repression, however, is not the most obvious characteristic 
of the sea; 
the sea is a collector, quick to return a rapacious look. 
There are others besides you who have worn that look--
whose expression is no longer a protest; the fish no longer 
investigate them 
for their bones have not lasted: 
men lower nets, unconscious of the fact that they are desec 
ing a grave, 
and row quickly away--the blades of the oars 
moving together like the feet of water-spiders aa if there 
were no such thing as death. 
The wrinkles progress upon themselves in a phalanx--beaut! 
under networks of foam, 
and fade breathlessly while the sea rustles in and out of t e 
seaweed; 
the birds swim through the air at top speed, emitting cat-o ls 
as heretofore--
the tortoise-shell scourges about the feet of the cli~s, i 
motion beneath them 
and the ocean, under the pulsation of lighthouse and noise 
bell-buoys, 
advances as usual, looking as if it were not that ooean in 
which dropped things are boutd to sink--
in which if they turn and twist, it is neither with volitio 
nor consciousness • 
.As one type ot Imagist poem it is an elaborate endeavor 
to convey the impression of the sea's inhumanity to man. In 
taot, her intentional dramatization carries the poem too tar 
away from the minimum of poetic quality necessary to poetr,y. 
One can imagine what Conrad Aiken, lyricist and anti-Imagist 
would say; as it is, I know of only a passing reference or 
two by him "tortuously patterned logio• and 
• 
Kisa Koore'a natural preoooupation with matters ot logi 
aD4 reason1~ may aooount tor the prominence of abetraet 14ea , 
wit, and iroJ17 in her poetr7. In "A Grave" the •phaais is 
reeu.rrent17 on the central idea: those who en3oy the sea are 
not oo.nscious o~ 1 ta eager claim upon the li:te o:t mankind. 
tact that people 4o not realize that the sea alwaTS atan4a 
read7 to visit death upon man becoaes the aub)tet ot aa ironi 
oal treatment. 
In appl7ing the Im~iat metho4 to this idea the author 
strives for a 'renewal of •t&tllbr~ Original words and phras s 
are intentionally substituted for more common expressions. 
"~irs" in line seven replaces the conventional •o7Presa" as a 
a,_bol ot grief. ~he "turke7-foot• metaphor is an unusual bu 
not dramatized image. In line nine the 4iot1on collapses 
pletel7 into prose--"repression, however, is not the most ob-
vious characteristic o:t the sea;"--and when reading •a4vanoea 
as usual" 1 t is with diU1oul ty- that one avoids thinking at' th 
price ot butter and eggs. "The wrinkles ( riptlta~ progress 
upon themselves in a phalanx (the waves at the prow]" hrther 
exemplifies the reaching out tor appropriate Imagist terms, 
as do "the birds !.!..!!!." and "the tortoise-shell soourea•. 
Almost anT other poem of Karianne Koore'a is character-
ized by- the same tendenoy toward prosaic statement. On ra~ 
dom investigation one finds suah passages as these: 
•• !hen abandoning the stick as 
useless and overtaxing ita 
3aws with a particle ot whitewash pill-like but 
heavy, it again went through tke same course ot prooed-
ure. (from "Critics and Connoisseurs) 
·::::'\~ 
';,'- / ,~--~7 • ',, 
• 
•• One ctoes 
not live in suoh a plaoe trommotivea of expediency 
but because to one who has been aocu.stemect to it, ahi:ppi~ 
is the 
aost interesting thing in the worl4. (from 11 Dook Rata•) 
Although the diotion of "A Grave" is not hei8htene4 by 
&DT intensity of inspiration, the oa4enoe is smooth, flowing, 
almost monotonously indifferent like the sea. !he iatrusion 
ot verse ctes~n is noticeable, in lines two and three, tor 
example, where the oadenoe would naturally end after "it" in-
stead of "right". In general, it may be said that this poem 
is distinguished trom the statio kind by the attempt to oatoh 
through dramatization the feeling anct mood of a liviD« realit~. 
It is modern with respeot to the elements ot torm, fiuotual.iSB , 
and symbolism, but it remains essentially rational art in its 
failure to satisfy through the medium of the poetic qualities 
the need for a harmonic whole ot sound ette•ts. 
Another result of the striving tor Imag1st1o etteots on 
poetic quality can be illustrated by a section trom Kreymborg's 
"Dorotq" called Her E7es. 
!!!: !Z.!!. 
Her e7es hold blaot w~ips-­
dart of a whip 
lashing, n_,, flieting, 
n_,, aerel7 caressing 
the hide o~ a heart, 
and a bronoho tears through O&nTO~­
walla reverberating, 
sl*&giah streams 
shaken to rapids and torrents, 
tempest destroying 
silence and solitudel 
Her eyes throw blaok lariats, 
one for his head, 
one for his heels, 
and the beast lies vanqnished--
<,£~~ 
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• 
walls still, 
atreus still, 
except tor a tU'Il, 
or is lt a pool, 
or is it a whirlpool 
twitohing with memor,r? 
.U though somewhat extreme in its clraaatization ot"'"the 
aub~eot, as a whole this poem is tar more poetic than "A Gray •. 
!be tirst two lines are merely t~ratiYe, but the third an4 
fourth attempt to convey the feel of what happened as 1t hap-
pened by means o'f strikingly bold metaphor. In the :phrase 
•the hide ot a heart" there is a alight ~ar ot images, which 
oan be ~ustitied only on the ground that "hide• is a co~ 
densed symbol standing both tor the aurtaoe sense ot the man' 
attections aad tor the har4en1Qg, tougheniag process he has 
subjected himself to in order to make himself less susoeptibl 
to her anger. 
But, hav!Qg learned to caress, she oan now 4rive him to 
more violent actions, much against his will--the bronoho is a 
4ramatized image ot the ready way in which he responds to the 
commands ot her eyes. He finally suoauabs to her lariat-like 
glances, wonderiag, however, whether or not *he e:r::perience ha 
been really deep and sincere. 
The Imagist technique here tends to go out of control, 
as it does detini tely in !!!.!: Hair and !!.!£ Hands. liot only ar 
the images tar-tetohe4 and stramne4 from an endeavor to be 
t different and to do the extraordinary, but the same lonscious 
concern with creating a sensation is evident intbe form of the 
cadence. Instead of usi~ dramatic cadence throughtut, in 
several lines the anthor resorts to what looks like Terse 
4eaign. Hence the 1ndentat1ona an4 genel'al spaetr7 o~ out-
line, w1 th linea three and tolll" as the,- are 1natea4 ot in , 
4raaat1c cadence: 
lashing. 
D&7, tl1ck1Dg, 
J1&3', merely oaressing 
the h1c1e of a heart 
As noted above, the use ot images here is not under 
artistic control. !he or1g1D8l1t7 ot image has had an adverst 
e~ect on the diction, moreover, tor in word-choice Xre~borg 
trom tiae to time has lost sight of the musical ~alit7 of 
poetry. 
sl~h streams 
shaken to rapids and torrents 
tempest destroying 
silenoa and solitudeJ 
In these lines the harsh and unmeloclio consonants aD4 s1b1ltD1s 
spoll poetic tma11t7• 
• 
VI Impressionism ~ ., · 
About mid-w~q between Dramatic Jmagisa an4 Pure ID.lagiam 
.. , 
lies the technique of lmpressionism. ~t is like Dramatic 
~ 
Imagism in that it attempts to convq the :reel o:t the realizecl 
impression to the reader, and like Pure Imagism in that it 
tends to lose sight of ideas and mean1Qg. Minuteness of ob-
servation, sensitivity to details and nuances of oolor, tone, 
:torm and movement, a ready flow of precisely descriptive and 
figurative and emotive language--these are generally tou.nd in 
the Impressionist poet. As Joseph Conrad has written about 
his own art (impressionistic prose), it must •aspire to the 
plasticity o:t sculpture•, •the color of painting», and •the 
magic suggestiTeness of music. • • .Ul art appeals primarily to 
the senses.u (:trom Preface to the Bigger o:t the Barcissus) 
A short-story like "!he Lagoon• shows how successful he was 
in the praotice of this illuminist method of writ~ fiction. 
John Gould Fletcher is an Imagist poet whose use ot the 
impressionistic technique caused the followi~ description by 
j!ken: "a poetry of detached waver and brilliance, a beautitu~ 
flowering of language alone, a parthenogenesis, as if language 
were fertilized by itself rather than by 'hought or feeling. 
Remove the magic of phrase and sound, aDd there is nothiQg 
left; no thread of continuity, no relation between one page an~ 
.. the next, no thought, no stor.y, no emotion." 
It would be innaourate to apply Aiken's statement to any 
and all of Fletcher's poetr7, much otwhich is significant in 
idea content as well as in other respects. But that Fletcher 
•· 
sought·new forms for poetry in view of the decadence of that 
art is interestingly disclosed in these passages froa Damon•s 
,, book on Amy Lowell: 
·:>' 
..,. 
The Post-Impressionist Exhib1ti6n of 1911 
Ballet persuaded him that poetry, ev~ as masio 
aust employ a new idioa. (209) .,.,,, .. ·· ., } 
and tire ltU.SSil ~ 
and painting, 
Kiss tilrell discovered one of netoher's amb1 tiona: tha-t 
of writing a poem about a great modern city; and she asked ho1 
he would set about it. He tol4 her that aboTe all one should 
sit and look at things; one should not think about them in 
relation to oneself, but should grasp them as detached obj_eot~ •• 
-
Another transh.sing experienoe was the Russian BallAit, 
~ust Oftr from Paris. Later generations can aoarcely- under-
stand how exciting, how liberatiDg that constellation of 
geniuses was before the War: the weird, rich mus1e of the 
modernists conducted per.teotl7 by- Konteux; the wild and 
gorgeous colors of Bakst splashed across the stage; the in-
credibly expressive dancing of Bijinsky that burst through 
all the mechanical French conventions. !he ballets the7 
presented were not the usual gJimnastios, ~or whioh the slight 
plot was only an excu.se·j they were vivid expressions of the 
human imagination. (211 
It was perhaps in these deTelopments of the fine arts 
that Yletcher, as Aiken says, foUD4 his password in oolorism. 
In "Irradiations", for example, are pre sen ted thti"ty-six 
glimpses of oolor to symbolize varying aoods. ~ few of these 
symbolize alee some truth conoeptmal in character; lrradiat1ois 
XIV, XVIII, lXVIII and XXX,for instanee, have some intellectual 
content, although it i* kept as the minor element in oomparieen 
with t~e streDgth of feeling. 
~he items ot attitude whioh oonstitute "Irradiationsw 
are meant to be considered together as one whole. some o~ 
these patches of color as symbols of moods are related by 
having the same dominant element, as in the case of I, II, an• 
III, unified by- emphasis on the dream, and by subsidiary images 
• 
like the oy.mbals in I amd III; or as illust~ateG by IV V VI 
anG possibly VII in the passing trom dancing sunlight to 
olou4s and rain, to sunlight and silence • 
These poems also have a strong undercurrent ot rh7thm 
appropriate to the feeling or mood. 
v 
Over the root-tops race the shadows of clouds: 
Like horses the shadows of Clouds charge down the street. 
Whirlpools of purple and gold, 
Winds from the mountatns of cinnabar, 
Lacquered mandarin moments, palanquins swayillg and balancin~ 
Amid the vermilion pavilions, against the ~ade balustrades; 
Glint of the glittering winds o.f dragon-flies in the light; 
Silver filaments, golden flakes settling downwards; 
!tippling, quiverillg flutters; repulse ant surrender, 
The sun broidered upon the ratn, 
!he rain rustling with the sun. 
Over the roof-tops race the shadows ot clouds: 
Like hORBes the shadows of clouds charge down the street. 
Here Fletcher has used ia&Bes from Japanese screens; 
the effect is almost like a Japanese painting. !he poetio 
picture is bordered by the two lines at beginning and end. 
The impression upon the senses of this passage is made 
doubly effective by the quantity ot alliterattoa (both initial 
and subdued), not to maention the rich imagery ancl color an4 
rhythm. In addition to the skillful use of liquid consonants, 
several effective vowel and vowel-consonant combinations are 
noticeable, it not too noticeable. as in 
"Lacquered mandarin moments, palanquins swayi:r:Jg and balanciJJ~ 
Amid the vermilion pavilions, against the J&Ge balustrades." 
The mood is not gay, flickering, scintillating, as in 
Irradiation IV, where the dancing sunlight plays w1. th green 
patches o~ grass. The contrast between light anlaha4e an4 
colors is intense, but saved :trom cloying richness by the 
nqiJlg onward rush o~ the clouds all4 the sil nr aD1 gollen 
•. glitter of the raindrops. Worcls like "flutters" aD1 •rustli~" 
convey the necessary feeling offlaz in combination with the 
figurative dramatization of motion. 
One CaJ say, then, that this poem is stimulative to a 
mood of sense-appreciation for a scene of 4ynamic natural ~ 
beauty. It is 4i:t:ticul t to express in words the exact sha4es 
of feeltng that arise trom this poem in isolation; it is of 
course meant to form one facet of a larger, irradiant d1am•D4 -
poem VI, the next in the series, varies or shifts the kale ide-
scopic arrangement of colors; VII returns to the motif o:t raiJ • 
It will be apparent trom the foregoing remarks, brief 
as they are, that the basic idea is at a minimum. !his poem, 
in so :tar as it is authentic poetry, depends entirely upon 
sound, image, and rhythm values for the expression of emotive 
and tonal meanings. To speak even of emotions here would con 
:tliot with psychology--eaations can be experienced only towan 
or about some ob~ect. Kood, on the other hand, suffices as az 
indication of the vague aura of affective change that is 
neither mere sensation nor directed emotion. Consequently. a1 
in the case of the lyric--which does express feeling--the iss,e 
resolves into a consideration o~ the function of poetry. It 
is not enough merely to convey sensor,r impressions, without 
some implication of meaning, for to do so gives only a two-
dimensional effect; inorder to have substance, there must be 
at least thl'ee dimensions: the dramatic, the musical, an4 
the ideational. 
• • • • 
In "!he ~lue SJmphony• Yletcher creates a problem that 
is only partly due to his impresaionistio technique, for hert 
sJmbol1sm of a special kind enters as an element to be inter-
. . ·~ 
preted, along with the suggestion of mood through selected 
images. This poem does not violate the fUnction ot poetr,r, ~ 
ancl yet it stands as an obscure poem to the ordinar7 'reader. · ·""' ~.;. ., 
Because the symbolism is nei~er intentionally obsGUre (as 
in !.S.B1iot), thaugh remote in origin, nor private and ob-
sessive (as tB Verhaeren), the poet can hardly be held at 
taul t for any lack ot uncterstalldiDg on the part of the 
In the :first movement ot this symphony Fletcher establi 
a mooct ot sombre sadness by setting torth, gractually, the glo 
aspects of his si tuition anct surrouncting scene. In this at-
mosphere of blue mist anct sombre pools is plaoect the china-
plate pattern of willow branch and pagodas. The pictorial 
identification of this pattern *ith the prevailing mooct taoil 
tates the sombre retrespeot srmbolized by blue as a tone asso 
oiated with brooding over the tragic ctestiD7 of lite.* 
In part II the second theme evol vea, the theme ot a loa 
love. Though lonely still he is encouragect by a ctream (hope) 
ot eventual reunion to seek the higher elevations ot his mood, 
the uplands and hills from which he can see across anct beyond 
his present despair and sense ot insurmountable death (black 
valleys, the theme of I) to infinity and immortality (blue-whi e 
mountai 
elated sombrenesa. 
*ct. the use ot blue 1n J.iken• s "White :locturne" 
1 
.. 
' 
O'!o<' 
In the third movement there is a oonn.ict of the themes 
o~ I and II ill the doubt wh1oh arises as to whethe,. his oo.-
·~· 
fidenoe (II) in meeting her again is Tal14 or not. !he sour 
It sprites symbolize the deluding tantalizatioDS of delight and 
hope. !he willow-pattern as a symbol o~ sorrow is ·revived 1a 
the imag~ o~ the dark trees shedding blue veils o~ tears into 
the water. .A. voi oe is heard sayiug 
•In the palaoe ot the blue stone she lies forever 
Bound hand and toot. • 
meaning that his love cannot be recovered from the ~inalit7 
ot •eath. In this connection, blue symbolizes this sinister 
element of death, its very inexorableness. 
In section tour he dreams unthinking of what is to come 
and sees old age beckoning him to death and his hoped-for 
reconciliation. !he lotus as an Oriental s,mbol represents 
the ultimate spiritual reality. 
In the last movement the two themes are combined: the 
first in the recognition of caaing death SJmbolized by the 
wintry discontent of ice and snow, and by the setting sun; tht 
secon4 in the 7earniDg for eternit~-•!.hose blue death-moun-
tains", blue symbolizing the attainment o~ the spiritual thro1~h 
death and thus combining the two motives. His desire tor the 
final oonSUJDIIlation has beoome so intense and so tully a part 
o~ his firm belief that he is grown impatient with destiny--
'Perhaps I can gobetore my appointed tiae', he seems to s_,. 
The symbolism ot •!he :Blue Symphoey" is the faded, remo'ie 
symbolism o~ an Oriental pattern, used to suggest vaguely som 
ot the meanings parallel to h6e mood or moods. The Oriental 
I 
' 
• 
s,mbolism decorates his mood, so to speak, by setting the 
stage ~or his sorrow. :Bu.t the use of SJULbola that beloug to 
a remote, traditional philosophJ--e~teotivel;r suggestive as 
they maT be of v-.ue relationships closely »arallel to the, 
author's moods--makes this poem communicable to a small gro~: 
only, and hence places it on the borderline o~ fUnatioD&l 
poetr;r. As lCrepborg puts 1 t, "It is hard to si~t a meanill£ 
out of the sunken garden, autumnal leaves and sombre pools o~ 
the 'Blue SymphoDT'·"* Until an adequate criticism enables t 
reading public to sensitize itsel~ to the symbolic values of 
other literatures--a step wh1oh literar.r criticism should have 
taken long since--it is a question whether a poet should con-
sciously employ remote symbolism of the k1DQ here emplo,ed. 
~~~ 
' "'' dth±1ffttt '$"' 
• 
VII hn Imagism 
Pure laag1sm is one kind of pure poetr,r.¥ It resembles 
pure music in its elimination o~ the idea element ot art, &D4 
of 
therefore caunot be interpretativeAlite in any real sense, ba 
at the most of only rarefied aspects of feeling, tone, mood, 
and so forth. :Vor the same reason Pure Imagism aq be . said t 
resemble still life in painting (as in Picasso, tor example). 
Reference has already -•en made in the chapter on the lyric 
to the danger ot poetry becoming too auch like musio and too 
little like literature. 
An interesting letter by D. H. Lawrence to ~ Lowell 
was written shortly atter he ha4 read her "Ken, Women, and 
Ghosts", which he found, along with the poems of .H.D., to 
so minimize the human and conoeptual elements of poetry that 
they were almost lost: 
Of course, it seems to me thb is a real oul de sao of 
art. You can't get any further than ---
'Streaks of green & yellow iridescence 
Silver shittings 
Rings vearing out ot rtQgs 
Silver--golcl--
Grey-green opaqueness sliding down' 
You see it is uttering pure sensation without oonce,ts, whiOb 
is what this tuturiatic art tries to do. die stepurther an 
it passes into mere noiaes, as the Italian tuturiaao poems ha e 
done, or mere ~age-ana zig-zags, as the fUturistic paintings. 
!here it ceases to be art, and is pure accident, aindlesa.--
But there is this to fulfill, this last and most primary stat 
of our being, where we are shocked into form like or,rstals th 
take place from the fluid chaos. And it is this primary stat 
of being which you carry into art, in 
'Gold clusters 
Flash in soft explosions 
On the blue darkness 
suck back t a tnt 
And disappear ••• '--for example. You might 
• 
have called your book 'Rockets ~d Sighs.• It would have be~ 
better than Ken, Women & Ghosts. 
In other words, such poems tend to beooae aere ocaposi-
tions of images rather than ideas. lust as p~e musio has no 
aeming (in taot, no musio has meaning in the same sense that 
poetry has meaning; only the treatment of musio, as in progrm 
music, adds 'intention'), so pure imagism has not. It might, 
ha.ever, be possible to create a mood or oonvey a feeling by 
means of oombining etfeots or values to resemble pure design. 
For instance, to take a fragment ot pure imagl.sm: 
Floating blue moon. • • 
Soft and yielding. • • 
Moaning 
Crying tremulously 
Tong, ting, softly with myrrh and attar 
Clang, yielding halo and nimbus and violet disc 
such combinations of images are like modernistic poems. 
They are meant to be non-intellectual in appealing only to 
the various senses through the arrangement of images. When 
images thus become symbols of sensory value, they are used 
as musical notes are used in music. In this abstract use of 
words their function as symbols ofthought ceases. The pure 
imagist holds that images may thus be arranged to give the 
ettect of beauty; the resultant pattern may combine images of 
ot various kinte--images of so~, sight, touch, eto. B.r 
arrangement, qualities ot time, duration, pitch, tempo m~ be 
t included--tor example, the higher intensity ot color obtained 
by the use of violet, after blue had already appeared in the 
first line. Relations between images can be created to show 
change ot feeling or mood in kind or intensity. 
.Dewey discusses the problem o~ this teD4enoy in art in 
his remarks on the oontentioDS of Roger F.ry in pa1nt1~. 
insists that the lines and eolors o~ an ~b~eotive scene oryst -
.. lize in the harmoD7 of the painter's artisUo personality rat 
than in the harmoD7 of the scene itself. 
W...eit possibll :tor an artist to approach a scene with 
no interests and atti~udes, no background of Talues, drawn fr m 
his prior experience, he might, theoretically, see lines and 
•olors exclusively in terms of their relationships as lines 
colors. But this is a condition impossible to ~lfill. Kore 
oTer, in such a case there would be nothing for him to become 
passionate about ••• Bo matter how ardently the artist might 
desire it, he cannot divest himself, ln his new perception, 
of meanings ~ded from his past ~tereourse with his surroun-
ings, nor oan he free himself,~tbe influence they exert 
upon the substance and manner of his present seeing. Ir he 
could and dicl, there would be nothiug le~t in the way o:t an 
obJect for him to see. 
Generalize ar. Fry's contention regarling painting by 
extension to drama or poetry and the latter cease to be.* 
But this .:toes not mean that art ceases to be expressive 
when lines and colors as such are used mainly for their abstr ct 
Talue. Abstract art may represent 'the qualities which !!1 
particular objects share, such as color, extensity, solidity, 
movement, reythm, etc.' (Barnes in ~ ~ .!!, .1'aint1n,s)** 
I Pure Imagism recalls the extreme to which Mallarme oarr ed 
the use of sound alone. Js 11lson remarks, •!he SJDlbolists 
themselTes, fUll of the idea ot produci~ with poetry etteots 
like thoseof music, tended to think of these images as posses -
ing an abstract Talue like musical notes and chords. But the 
words of our speech are not musical notation, aDd what the 
&Jilbols ot Symbolism really were, were metaphors tetaohed tr 
their sub3eots--tor one cannot, beyond a certain potnt, in 
* (10) 87-90 **Quoted by Dewey, p. 93 
poetry, merely en3o7 oolor and sound ~or their own sate. z ou 
has to guess what the images are bei:rJB appl1e4 to. •• -,!hi• 
'""; 
-
statement is not true o~ every SJ1D.bolist poet, nor :ls f.-. tmre 
• ot the modern poet using the s,mbol as a stimulation to a 
realization ottruth. !he Imagist does not reoognize the sab-
oonsoious meanings of symbols, and hence does not e%eroise 
oontrol ~rom within--that is, ~real disoi~line that oan 
onl7 oome ~rom a predetermined harmony based either on normal 
experience or on an arti~icial experience.*** 
•• 
Although the Imagist poet holds that words are never 
merely symbols for ideas or things, that they also have emoti e 
and tonal meanings, he is not violating any truth; but to 
arbitrarily seleot for use in poetry only the em*UYe and to 
meanings of words is naturally to limit that art in a very 
serious manner. Inte~retative poetry cannot interpret in 
the real sense ot the word by an appeal to the senses alone. 
It oan in that way only evoke and induoe and oolor tne feeli s 
ot the reader. Whioh makes poetry a one-dimensional 
only one- third o~ its ppetent1al power or usefulness 
• ••• 
*(27 J 69S •*xostyleff,Bio~~as -Le K6oanisme Cerebrale de 
" 
tor illustration of how artificial experiences 
oan constitute a 'predetermined harmony.' 
•• 
VIII The Dramatic Barrative 
!he emphasis which the Imagiats plaeed on eztemall tr;: .. 
or exiernalization, on conveying the raw material out o~ whi 
poetic experience Dl$T oome, haa its effect on poetr,r written 
tod&7. Imagist poets are carrying the method of direct prese 
tion ~arther than ever: witness the last Imagist .lntholOBT• 
Other poets, not allied with Imagism as a school, Show the 
effects of regarding literature not as art but as a 11terar7 
version of life--life itselt--•the real stut.t." !his tendeno , 
whioh has had its greatest vogue among novelists like Hemi~ 
way, is the accepted technique of Robert Frost, who, from tta 
to t1ae, has aaid that he is putting into poetry a part of li e 
as it is, and beyond that fact it has no meaning. In his own 
words, ~act is the sweetest dream that labor knows." 
!lthaugh too individualistic to affiliate himself with 
aD7 school or group of writers, as his refusal to ~oin the 
Imagists testifies, Prost has skillfully applied the Imagist 
idea of externalization. He tries to pass over a part of lit 
in the ob3ective manner with no internal interpretation. His 
poetry is dramatic and directly presentative rather than inte 
pre~tative. "Be rarely tells a story; he lets it tell itself. 
He does not tell; he shows. ADd his showmanship is related 
to the purest theatre--to the art of the Irish genius, John 
Synge.•* This dramatic elea8nt is pertinently discussed in 
Frost's own preface to his one-act play, nA Way Out": 
• (Le) 31.8 
• 
ETerything ni tten is as good as 1 t. is d:ramati c. It 
need DOt declare itself in form, but it is draraa or nothi»«· 
.A. least lyric alone may haTe a hard tiae, but it oan mate "' 
beginni~. and lyric will be piled on lyrio till all are ~ 
easily heard as sung or spoten b7 a person in a soene--in 
oharaoter, in a setting. By whoa, where an4 when is the ques· 
tion. B;y a dreamer o:t the bettel' world out in a storm ·in au-
tumn; ~ a loYer under a w1D4 ow at night. It is the same wi · 
the easq. It aq manage alone or it mq take unto itself 
other ess&7a :tor help, but it must make i tsel:t heard as );y 
SteYenson on an island. Ol' Lamb in London • 
.A. dramatic necessity goes deep into the nature o:t the 
sentence. Sentences are not di~erent enough to hold the 
attention unless the;y are aramatio. Bo ingenuity ot varying 
structure will do·. J.ll that can save them is the speaking 
tone o:t Toice somehow entangled in the words and :taste6ed to 
the page for the ear of the imagination. That is all that 
can save poetry trom siDg-aong, all that oan save prose trom 
itself. 
I have alWB7S come as near to the dramatic as I could 
this side o:t actuall;r writing a play. Here :tor onoe I have 
written a pla;y without (as I should like to believe) having 
gone very :tar from where I have spent Ill' life. 
It is clear from this introduction that lroat's con-
sideration o:t the technical aspects of poetr;y is :tooussed on 
the dramatic tone of Toioe that is inherent in all langu~e. 
In his Harvard lecture on The Vocal ]mage, this idea was 
elaborated. .A. poem is addressed to the mind's ear. ~When I 
8&1' a posa ••• tone is the main thing." It is the 4raaatto, 
expressive tone heard in the vocal imagination that merges 
form and content, sometimes adding tothe mean1Dg, aoaetiaes 
chan;;tq the meaniJ:Jg entire17· The tone, said .Frost, seems"to 
oome to ae with the vividness ot hallucination •• stinging th 
•. mind. • When 1 t comes. this "4ramati o seizure is better than 
using the (Tisual) imagination.• References to •a visitation 
ot style' must mean "a very hearing state and a great comman4 
ot good concrete images of sound." !his •pl81' of the Toioe• 
• 
• 
,. 
must involve a set o-L sounds, a set o~ sentenoes. !he greate• t 
sat1s:tact1on ooaes trom wearing together these inwaationa to 
make a work o~ art • 
He illustrated tonal values by quoting Shelley's lines 
•come soon, soonJ" {trom !0 •rG~) .a one o~ the "high spots 
. . 
in literature." (Interesting in comparison is the prominence 
o-L Frost's phrase "You csome too• in !0 PAS!URB.) host also 
e~la1ned how while observing the white-tailed hornet swoopi~ 
down at nallheads thinking them ~lies he heard himsel~ s~ing 
internally "Those are ~ust nailheads. Those are fastened doW~.• 
!hese visitations of phrase were later incorporated into the 
• written poem, .,!he Wb.i te-tailed Hornet•. !he en4eavor on the 
part ot Frost as a creative artist is to oonoeive all his 
:poetry 1n this way--as something said by someone in tile tone 
in whioh it was said. In contrast to suoh a natural iaage is 
the bookish image, the tone of whi ah is wroDg, an example beiijg 
Frost • s "How like a fly, how very like a fiy" ooou{iD« in the 
same poem. 
The tone, then, is the most important part of a poem; i1 
is closest to the form, especially at the beginniDg and endi~ 
or a poem. It is the obJective heariJJg of the sounds of phraa::~s 
which, according to Frost, constitutes inspiration. In this 
opinion he is not alone. Calling. attention to the ~aot that 
"there is evidence that a slight degree of dissociation tot 
~onsciousnessJ may be usetul, or at least harmless, for the 
purpose of certain kinds of creative thought", Graham Wallas 
remarks as follows: 
•• 
• 
lr;.-. 
One torm ot alight dissociation--the hallucination ot 
•voioes"--though it is very like the illusions produoed by 
aerious brain disease,Jet has otten occurred in the oaae o~ 
aane persons ot stroDg imagination, and does not •••• to be 
inconsiatept with et~ective creative thought. Such 8 YOioes•, 
indeed, ·~ only pepresent an unusually vivid torm ot rnttaa-
. tion and Illumination. K&n7 novelists and dramatists have 
described themselves as aotually heariQg the voices ot the 
characters which they have created; and in the case ot a per-
son ignorant, as Joan of .Aro aDd Socrates were • of modern 
psychology, it is easy tor a perfectly rational oiiDion to be 
held that such voices have a supernatural origin. 
!he vocal or werbal image, Frost said, "is what I live tor.• 
·" 
!he reluctance which Frost exhibited to ~oiDing in with 
the Imagists during his tirst stay in Englancl was undoubtedl;r 
due to the stress whioh the7 placed on the visual image to 
the neglect of the vooal image. M a dramatic poet, Froat h 
carried on the Browning tradition of dramatic externalization 
and objectification (poetry ot extroversion). Xre~mborg stat s 
that it was Browning who taught Frost the art ot the dramatio 
lyric.** As with Browning, Frost has succeeded in catching 
a meaning that is psychorealistic. ~his, in spite of the ab-
. 
sence of dialectic realism. By a stillful use ot tone and 
rhythm ~rost has achieved a selected tolk speech related to 
the mood ot the simple person who apprehends a trifle higher 
reality than that in which he tinds himselt. As will be evi-
dent later, his concentration on the dramatic quality of poetr 
causes ~ost to lose s~t ot the lyric quality. 
~he technique ot externalization employed by Jroat tul-
t tills Fletcher's and Amy Lowell's ideas on 'externality' as 
these are referred to by Professor Damon.•** In a lecture 
*128) 208-9 **(18) 318 
•••see page !'Cf. 
llq Lowell de~ined •externality• as "the atti tuae "'or.:&,eiJJ.g 
interested in things for themselves and not because of the 
effect they have upon oneself"···"•1th Sy.age oame the 'new 
·- Jll8JlD.er. 1 He sqs things in their relations to other factors 
than himself. He saw them externally. He wrote of them as 
he saw them with the olean edges whioh are so integral a part 
of modern verse. He wrote simply, directly, without inversio~s. 
and with a sparing use of ad3ectives ••• modern poetr7 of the 
new kind does not concern itself primarily with intreepection.~ 
!he new poetry also, she said, insisted on the poetry in un-
poetic things, anc1 temed in form toward the s.vntu of prose.* 
Drama in poetry, as in the tollowi~ passase, ·~ center 
around trivial acts or gestures, meani~ by implication. 
Warren leaned out and took a step or two, 
Picked up a little stick, and brought it baCk 
And broke it in his hand ani tossed it by. 
(The Death o~ the Hired Ban, lines 121-3) 
ht, for the most part, the externalization in Frost takes the 
to~ ot speech--usually dialogue--rather than action, thus 
attaining nearer to Frost's ideal as stated in his Preface. 
He realizes that the simple taots of a situation can be pre-
sented by •letting the ator,y tell itself" without deVices of 
literar,r art. Good illustrations of this dramatic method are 
well-known: !he Death ofthe Hirect ltan, !he Kountain, Home 
Burial, The Hill Wife, etc., ana more recently has app•are4 
"h114 Soil--A Political Pastoral", a dialogue between poet-
farmer Frost and a subsistence farmer. 
Frost's preooaupation with poetry from a dramatic point 
of view has, as intimated, seriously affected the poetic tuali~7 
* (9 J 296-8 
I~ 
... 
of his verse. A lack of •art" or •crattN in Frost has been 
potnted out by various critics. Fletcher, for instance, ob-
serves that "Prost has evolved a form peculiar to himself, an 
•· which even he does not always handle wit). equal success; the 
rambling quasi-narrative, conversational, blank-verse poemu •• 
And M:ary J(. Colum calls "Home Burial 11 and "The Death of the 
Hired Man" "literature of verse.• R. P. Blackmur, in a revie 
ot Frost's latest book (A FUrther Range), discusses the same 
short-coming. "It is a weakness of oratt, and it arises from 
a weakness, or an inadequ&QT, in the attitude of the poet tow 
the use and substance of poetry as an ob~eotive creation--as 
something others may use on approximately the same level as 
the poet did • " 
For purposes of illustration I quote a few passages fr 
!he Mountain: 
"!bat looks like a path. 
Is that the way to reach .. the top from here"t--
~ot tor this morning, but some other time: 
I must be getting back to breakfast now.• 
1I don't advise your trying from this side. 
There is no proper path, but those that have 
Been up, I understand, have climbed trom~d's. 
That 1 s five miles baok. You oan•t mistake the plaoe: 
!hey logged it there last winter some way up. 
I' 4 take y-ou, but I'm bound the other wa:r. " (lines M-43 
•t guess there's no doubt 
About its being th•re •. I never saw it. 
It may not be right on the very top: 
It wouldn't have to be a long way down 
To have some head of water trom above, 
And a good d istaaoe down might not be noticed 
By anyone who 1 d oome a long way up. 
one time I asked a fellow climbing it 
7o look and tell me later how it was.• (lines 66-74} 
That Frost•s more reoent work oooasionally drops to the same 
level ot rose-talk oan be seen trom these first ltnes of 
--""' 
0 '-4~;~--.~.-~·;.,~·i~ 
11hilcl SO'll 11 ~ 
WhT !lt,-rusl But 70U4ve forgotten me. 
I'm Keliboeus the potato man, 
The one 7ou had the talk w1 th, you remember, 
Here -on this ver7 campus years ago. 
Hard times have struck me and I'm on tba move. 
I've had to give my interval !arm up 
'or interest, and I've bought a mountain farm 
For nothing down, all-out-doors of a place, 
All woods and pasture only tit for sheep. 
But sheep iswhat I'm gotQg into next. 
I'm done forever with potato crops 
At thirty cents a bushel. Give me sheep. 
I know wool's down to seven cent• a pound. 
But I don't calculate to sell my wool. 
I didn't my potatoes. I consumed them. 
I'll dress up in sheep's clothing and eat sheep. 
The Muse takes care of you. You live by wri tiJJg 
Your poems on a farm and call that farming. 
Oh I don't blame you. I say take life eas7. 
I should myself, only I don't know how. 
But have some pity on us who have to work. lh7 don't you use TOur talents as a writer 
!o advertise our farms to oit7 buyers, 
Or else write something to improve tood prices. 
Get in a poem toward the next election. 
such "go-as-Tau-please blank verse n* otters too muoh dirt 
with the potato.** The rhythm, tone, and attitude are realist 
io enough, and therebT effective, but as with Robinson (though 
for a different reason) the necessary inner intenat7 is allowe 
to 1~. By reoordi~ the talk ot rustic characters with 
approximate (ile. without dialect) tidelitT to their diction 
and vooabula17 and idiom, Frost runs into a conflict with the 
minimum demands of sound beaut7. !he diction is not artistic. 
!he lapse 1n the author's eenae of aelectivit7 for poetic 
... language is detrimental to the lyrical or musical eleaent of 
poetry. In other words, poetry is attempting to fUnction as 
*JlB) 321 
* (26) 254 Untermeyer quotes Frost as having said: "!here are 
two types of reatist--tke one who otters a good deal of 41rt 
is satisfied with the potato brushed olean. I'm inClined to 
be the second kind •••• !o me, the thing that art does tor lite 
is to olean it, to strip it to torm.n 
such in the ~orm o~ a loosely metrical prose vocabulary. !he 
diction o~ the oited lines is more or less consistent in tone 
dignity, and quality; but consistency on a low ~oetio level 
is o~ no particular value ••• in order to have art there must 
be a stripping to form o~ more than the prosaic :potato. The 
colloquial, conversational phraseology is not original or 
figurative. And of course it is remote from the hard, clear, 
fresh quality of Imagist verse. Furthermore, the voc•bulary 
is very limited in range, and rare i4deed is the use of words 
for their connotative value. In these passages there is 
neither symbolism nor delicacy o~ implication. 
Reference has been made above to Frost's externalized 
treatment o~ situation and idea, to his "letting the stor.v 
tell itself."~ !his of eourse isboth a cauae and an outcome 
ot his emphasis on drama. Significant :tor a disenssion of 
poetic fUnction is the absence of interpretation, whether ex-
pressed or implied. On several oceasions Frost has insisted 
that he did not mean this or that by such and such a poem--th 
the poem in tact had no meaning; it merely pi~tured* lite as 
saw lite and thus was part ot life, but neither had no~ needed 
any ulterior purpose or function. !heae statements :trom the 
platform have usually been aocompanied by some reference to 
people who 'insist on reading into his poems' meanings of 
various specific kinds.** Interpretations ot such a nature 
have been denied a place in his thinking on the platform, pre-
sumably as superfluous. 
* ompare the neo-classical 
• 
he writes o:t ~ending Wall•: nHere, beneath the whimsical turns 
• 
and pungency o:t expression, we have the essence of nationalism 
versus the internationalist: the struggle, though the poet would 
be the last to prod the point, between blind res'DODBibilit.J' ··""" -···-
•· 
• 
I know what the man wante4 of Old Xing Cole. Re wante4 
the heart out of his mystery. Be was the friend who stands 
at the end of a poem ready in waiting to oatoh you by both 
hands with enthusiasm and drag you ott your balance o19r the 
last )BJlOtuation mark into more than you meat to say. fi 
un4erstana the poem all right, but please tell me what is 
behind itt• Such presumption needs to be twinkled at and 
lla:t:tle4 • !he answer must be, n I~ I had wanted )"OU to know, 
I should have toltyou in the poem.•* 
In conversations, however, Frost has been ready to a4mi 
a certain "intention" to a particular poem, not •in the poea. 
Some of the poems in Frost's latest volume, A FUR!BER 
RANGE, indicate a swi~back toward interpretation within the 
poem from the previous directness of presentation. In •!he 
White-tailed Hornet" he has, in fact, gone so far in his de-
sire to convey a specific thought that the last section of 
that poem is hardl7 more than a one-sided observation taoke4 
on to the main incident concerning the hornet. In •Desert 
P1aoes" the same artificial e~ect from mere addition b7 asso 
ciation ot ideas has been pointed out by Blaokmur. It may be 
that the trivial sub,ects about whioh Frost otten writes--e.g. 
•The Old Barn at the Bottom ot the Fogs•--reqmire some super-
imposed thought to raise their value. Ba.t such is not tlle w 
ot art. A seemingly unimportant detail or incident can eBi~ 
only 
be raised to the level ot artistic signiticanceAb7 means of 
intuitive insight into the transcendental truth that lies be-
hind or beneath every tact of existence--as Eaerson, Car])"le, 
and ~ona Gale have maintained • 
At times Frost has attained to such insight, though not 
to the extent Kreymborg, in his unqualified admiration, would 
and ~estioning iconoclasm." · 
*Robinson, E.A. KING JASPER, Introduction by Frost, page xii 
have us believe. fin the finest sense, he is the most 
potable of moderns: his single lines or pairs cateh the 
essence of a truth and transcend the actual by an appeal to 
• the imag 1Dation. !he careless-looking lines contain double 
me~ings.•* It is only when a short folk-saTing s,mbolizea 
· an attit'U4e toward lite (e.g. •Good walls make good neighbors ) 
. 
that Frost's poetry benefits from internal (expressed) in-
direction. 
Writing a poem, Frost has said, is like stepping aorosa 
a field on stones, the stones betng the aeries of ideas which 
enable him to make his ·~ to where he wishes to get. !ho~h a 
are merely something on which the experien~e can be conveyed 
to the reader. His failure to use these ideas for their own 
worth or to illuminate the values ana truths which lie beh1D4 
them as part of the total reality of life, means that Frost 
does not go beyond the stage of prelogioal in~ition. 
At least don't use your mind too hard, 
Bnt trust my instinct--I'm a bard. 
the last two lines of TO A !HII[ER, classify Frost as a poet 
of romantic instinct, and proud of it. In his criticism of 
Frast,R. P. Blaokmur distinguishes between a poet and a bard 
("an easy-goi:ng versifier of all that comes to hand"). The 
poet must not only bring every resource of the mind to bear 
on the reality of an experience aDd its expression, •to trans-
form what Mr. Frost means by instinct into poetry, but also to 
find his subJect, to know it when he sees it among the false 
host of pseudo-subject-s." Only by submittiM the experiences 
....... . 
-------------------~.....,. ~·~ 
ot his social personality to the full travail of the poetic ~ ~ 
imagination is it possible ~or the cratt ot the poet, the 
whole act of the "rational imagination•* to reveal or illumi-
.. nate the underlying aatuality--not logic--of experience. Kos 
of Frost's new book of verse is the product of mere instinct. 
"Bnild Soil--A Political Pastoral", for instance, is not poet 
but an indifferent argument for a 'one-man revolution' turned 
into dull verse." Before the need of an attitude t.ward 
society can become poetry "it must be profoundly experienced 
not only in intention but in the actuality of words.•** 
!dditional evidence of Frost's anti-intellectual approa h 
to life is his poem "At Woodwarls Gardens•, which is about 
"A boy, presuming on his intellect,• who used a burniDg glass 
on two little monkeys in a cage. Arter being distirbed for 
some time by the well-directed concentration of the sun's r~ , 
one of the monkeys snatches the glass aw~ from the boy. But 
unable to understand it, the monkeys finally hide it under 
a bedding of straw. 
Who said it mattered 
What monkeys did or didn't understand? 
They might not understaad a burning-glass. 
!hey might not understand the sun itselt. 
It's ltnowiug what to do with thiDgs that counts. 
1'hese last lines of the poem g0 farther than is cusclsom 
with Frost in indicating the value or meaning of a situation 
t relationship, but.unfortunately they also confirm previous 
expressions of a philosophic perspective based on a mystic, 
teleological trust in divine evolution. •••· In "Build Soilli he 
--
.zhat is, intuition: intellect and imagination. See page 
Blaokmnr, R.P. •!be Instincts of a Bard• in !BE NA!IOB, 
June 24,1936, es 817-819 (the source of all references 
*** o ao mur s rev ew n s o ap er. 
Proat once said 'the most ~s•~ee•iB-exoitiDg movement in 
nature is not progress, advance, but expansion and contraction 
the ofening anct shutting of the eye, the hand, the heart, the ' mina. li~'P"• ..... +4 .. ,_ •- ... __ _,_ ___ ~-- • ___ ,;~ 
aAvooates plaei~ some 
1nvent1Te faculty. 
- .!'!'"" (~ 
I -r'\,.., 
tora et r418tr1ction on IngenuitT~""tbe ;' ·· . '):;·~ 
file thought r have t and Ill' first impulse is 
'fo take to market-- I will turn it under. 
The thought from that thought-- I will turn 1 t und • 
.And so on to the limit of ay nature. 
tn so far as this is intended as a plea for more profound, mo 
matured thinking, it is goodaiY1ce to effusive salesmen. 
one oan hardlT look upon ourtailment of the intellectual 
Tity, as suggested, without feeling that the point of attack 
should be on control &DI management of results instead of on 
production. Instead o::r integrati:ng the disparity between 
aotual experience f:Uld ~ttonal log1o (thought) by means of 
higher, contemplative 1Dtu.1t1vn, Which takes place through a 
:tree-pl&Jr of the imagination, Frost is attemptil'l& to b-ee him-
self trom the trammels of thought--that is, tointegrate ex-
perience and thinking--by a withdrawal into instinct. !o the 
degree in Whioh this self-reliance is aotive, not passive,* 
intuitive realization of truth takes plaoe. But instinct is 
is a passive reversion to a more primitive WaT of responding 
to life, not subJectively dTll&JDiO through the intelleotive 
. 
activity and intensity of the tm~inatlTe intuition. Kenoe, 
7ro st pl aoes a mysti o reliance on aosm.io evolution; mortal m&l'l 
is too trivial to do anything, has no right to meddle with lif • 
Life builds and destroys--'Let what will be be. •** 
md 
•"The student is to read history act1vely~not passively". 
** (Emerson, "History") 
• 
Part III 
OOliOLUSIOB 
!oetry, like &nT other human aotivity, has its ins and 
outs, its movements and its reaatttns. !he two aa~or tendeno ea, 
intrOYersion and extroversion, have been alternatel.7 ln ~a't"'r 
with the auotorial JUbllo. Usually the popul&*ity ot oDe or 
the ...ather has carried it well beyond the central range ot 
poetic tunction into the outskirts ot musio or drama. Poetr7 
waa or~inally spoken, aoted and BUDg--as with the Greeks--
but the oom!Dg of printed literature made it possible to 
isolate somewhat each of the chie~ elements of JOetry. !he 
result has been, in one case, melo47 or musioal sounds tor 
their om sake, and in the other direction an overemphasis on 
drama or ob3eot1ve presentation. 
The poetry of introversion is essentially lyrical, in 
the direction ot music. The farther this tendency goes the 
less like literature it becomes: tonal meaning alone is 
a value. How far can sound thus suppress thought? Poe, tho 
a SJmbolist and an introvert poet, succeeded in integrating 
sound an4 thought in tJL.A.Ll1JIB, whioh is not, as some people 
still hold, merely a tone poem. The Jrenoh SJabolists, howev , 
in reaction to the Parnassians, carried their movement to the 
musieal limits ot poetry. Verlaine, tor instance, carried th 
ideas of Poe on the use of so~ and symbolism 
that his ~ Poetique read in part as follows: ~sic first 
of all ••• no Color, only the nuanoeJ ••• Shun Point, the 
• 
• 
i 
&J'l4 wriD« 1 ta neokJ •. Let 7ov Yerse be the fortune teller' I 
r144le tlung to the orisp morning w1D4 that smells, as it 
blows, ot mint &Dd thlme--and all the ~est is literature.• 
But s1noe words are spbols ot meanimga, ot ideas, ot 
truths, as we11 as pleasant or unpleasant oombinationa et 
sounds, to e::z:al t sound alone is to 4eJl7 poetr7 1 ts proper 
tunotion as an art o~ words. !he blin4 warbler ot lyrio 
egOism does not see, however beautiful his song. In a sense, 
beoause it is only melody that the pure lyrio oan oonvey, it 
is not evea musio, tor mnsio as an art requires more than one 
element: it must have harmony or oounterpoint as well as 
melocl7. 
Any- 41eoussion ot art teDI1 enoies whould really begin 
with an attempt to determine the underl7i~ p•,.,hologioal 
souroes. In the oase of introversion, it would then beoome 
olear that the oaaae o:t its inadequacy is the nature and 
f'unotioning ot the emotion behind the poem. For, as explaine~ 
in oonneotion with Wordsworth's sonnet an4 Housman's l7rios, 
this power must be transformed and transmitted b7 the dis-
cipline ot the artist worki~ with his artistio medium. When 
the transtusil'lg prooess is incomplete, the result is a 
primitive (pre-logioal) intenaitioation ot .... 1Te meaniDg, 
without the relationships that arise out ot harmonious inter-
penetration ot man and nature • 
In Housman, however, the taul t lies not in a failure 
to raise the emotion into realization, but in the nature and 
val141 ty of the :teeliDg. i. stock response, usually unknown to 
-------------------------------------· ·-T---
•· • r----------------------------------------~·~·~---------------~'~ '·" ~tri 
the poet, ma7 easil7 creep in and dominate the reaction. Whe 
this happens, aentiaental1t7 1n soae torm or other results. 
!hese varieties of introversion (Aiken's, WOrdsworth's. 
and Housman' a) fail as poetr7 be cause the7 lack the sine qua 
non ot poetio art: a sense of discover,. There aust be a 
value discoverable b7 the process of intuitive individual 
interpretat!on. If the snthor's intention ia immediatel7 
obvious, no such realization can take place. The poem holds 
no meaning or signifioance for the reacler. Art that is tru17 
oreative must be creative for the appreciator as well as the 
artist. The appreciator must become artist in an esthetic 
experience--he must psJPhodramatize the original experience 
behind the work of art. For this process to take place, to 
become a realized realit7, perceptionbin time is necessar7. 
Kere recognition, the identification and labelling of the 
alrea47 familiar, is not enough. !he disoovery of truth that 
comes in a sudden flash of insight (Illumination) m~ seem 
to be a momentar7, ins~taneous recognition, but actually 1t 
ia but the focal oliaax of a period ot Preparation and In-
cubation, largel7 suboonacioua. * As llallarme, quoted on page 
said, tor the anthor to state a fact or name something gives 
the reader no satisfaction, but the suggestion, the iaplioati 
the intimation that will stimuiate a aompleting realization o 
meaning makes poetry an actiTe and living experience for the 
appreciator. ~his prooesa of gradually discovering a value 
is the wa7 real art functions, as BORROWER conveniently illus 
trated. 
* 
t 
Sub~ective obscurantism complicates, it it does not 
entirely prevent, this process of disoover7. 
ana implications felt b7 the ahthor MaT be valid and authenti , 
• but the7 are not communicated--that is, suggested b7 some mea 
•• 
of indirection whose terms are UD!er1tandable. 
•Jabolism remains a secret and variable code, the reader cann 
interpret without the aid ot a det•tYiTe bureau ot psyohoaaal 
It is the author's responsibilit.y to select symbols that have 
established relationships, or to reveal the meaning ot a sTab 1 
in the poem (see DEAD LlUF II J.U.Y) , or possibly to show a s 
bol in the process ot bel~ created (see Amy Lowell's Lilaos) 
A mere exteDied problem than those ot lyric introversio 
or spbolic obscurantisa is that ot ob~ectivisa •• aat. ~he 
boUilClaries here are less definite because as an art of worts 
poetry and prose fiction (the short-story, the novel, etc.) 
drama all coaatttute types ot literature, !hey do not, as 
with music an4 poetr7, represent arts of whelly ditterent med 
.Ever since the htenoh naturalists began to foous their 
searchlights on the darker corners of the human mind, realia 
in art has been associated with pernicious intluences. This 
is especiall7 true of Naturalism as a technique in prose 
fiction. Poetry was more or leas immune to the contagious 
germs of the naturalistic novel until the Imagists appeared 
with their inordinate interest in external tact and their 
seekiDg tor freshness of detail and expression. 
ot this group movement and the stron8 impetus given to its 
trend toward realiatio ~aot in art, or both, :poetr7 exteDdecl 
the boundaries o~ ita eub~eot-matter, as well as its tora 8D4 
st71e. ~he result o~ suoh in11uenoes have already been noted 
• in the poetry o~ Robert host and the Imagists. A. glanoe at 
the last lmagist jnthology will show that the problem o~ what 
poetry should deal with, and how it should deal with it, is 
as DlUCh of an issue as that oreated by naturalism in fiotion • 
• 
.Allo111ng the datum to dollinate in the art :prooess has 
resulted in literature of Classioiam, Rationalism, Imagism, 
EXtroversion. But whereas in rational art the poet rearrange 
the movable parts ot his material to suit his purpose, in 
sheer ob~eotivisa or lm~ism the external ~act--however arbi-
traril7 selected--is allowed to remain in its original (raw) 
torm. When the surface aspeots o~ life thus beoome the 
sub3eot-matter, without change or transmutation or interpret& 
tion, literature becomes the direct presentation of life, in 
so far as it oan be that. The Imagists insisted on the ab-
solute ~ee choice of sub~ect tor poetic presentation; at the 
saae time they recognized the inappropriateness of some ob-
~eots, an aeroplane of the 7ear 1911 ~or instance. In fact, 
as Hulme's reference to "the T.lvid patches ot life" taplies,• 
the lmagists intended to select only that Which was fresh, 
and clear, and vivid with a visual ob3ect1veneaa. They were 
forced to select according to the standard of sensory appeal, 
having chosen not to seek ~ meaning in experience. !here-
tore, in making themselves dependent upon those aspects of 
lite whioh oould make a striking impression upon the sense~, 
eho1ce o~ sub3ect-matter. suoh an arbitrary, super~ioial, 
&D4 external standard o~ selectivit7 is the unavoilable oon-
ooaitant of Bn7 atte•j~ to present but not to interpret lite. 
• J'or the dullness and the drabness and the ever7d&T routine 
ot ordinary liv:I.JJg could not have as suoh, without meaning 
and implication, any value; it would not do &n7thing tor us 
and hence would not be art as a fUnctional aetivity • 
• 
.A. poem ahoulc1 not mean 
:But be. 
It suoh a point ot view is the basis of poetic art, it 
stands to reason that poetry must become a display o~ images. 
Sheer Imagism depends upon sensory stimuli, unrelated to hum 
values, to stimulate in the reader a surface response, a sens -
tion, whieh is like that felt b7 the poet. ~hings must be 
seen ~ detached objects, Fletcher maintained. Observed as 
such, without being related to human :purpose or need, the 
environment calls forth no emotion. Nothing really matters • 
.,~his is lite", sqs the objectivist and lets<~ it go at that. 
!.be most we can go is to find ourselves with an attitude of 
indifference toward life, whioh is but a short distance ~om 
07JliOism. 
To heighten sense-i.pressiona, therefore, has been the 
intention of the Imagist poet. H.D. has done this with a 
hummingbird fixation upon the object. Concentrating upon an 
image with a statically held intensity, she sketches its out-
lines in brief, nervous strokes. Her pic~res are alwqs 
clear-out and sharp, not brilliant and flashy like those of 
missing (the ~estion at the end is merel7 rhetorical), and 
there is little, if &rq'thing, that •an be oalletl aeloQ' or 
drama. 1'his poem, representatiYe of Statio Illl&gi•, has gone 
~ be7ond the authentic function o~ poetr7 into what 1s no more 
than a quivering pictorial presentation of an isolated. un-
representative element of nature; In contrast to this liai-
tation of poetry is R.D.'s OREAD, where a direct relation to 
"us• and a use of SJBlboli•, a4ds meaning and feeling. 
• 
Another device ot the Imagist poet for attracting atte 
tion has given rise to Dramatic Imegisa, whioh strives for 
metaphorical originalit7. In m&lJT instances, novelty has bee 
mistaken for original! ty, to the detriaent of both the image 
and the phrase. In Miss Ioore•s poeas, a stri '91.ng tor 
original expeession and dramatic presentation has raised haTo 
with artistic diction, technical adaptation to artistic pur-
pose, rhythm, an4 poetic attitnde. A poem like A GRAVE has 
no musical orsound values, and thererore cannot satisfy the 
reader's (or the artist's) need for sound h~ODT, a vital 
)art of the total esthetic impression or experience. Kore-
over, hypnotic dissociation through sound and rhythm is 1m-
possible; the style 1n4uoes no distended ~rea-play of emotion 
on an esthetic level. 
A similar violation of poetio function is exemplified 
in Kreymborg' s poem, where the dramatic image turns nearly 
meiodramatic in kicking over the traces ofat.dla•t•c control. 
Jlthough the poem is saved from meanimgless exhibitionism by 
the use of condensed symbols, it is nevertheless exhibitionis c 
1 'ts own sake. 
!he !mpressionism of F1et0ber, as found ia IRRADIA!IOIS" 
lets the ob~ect speak for itself in all its brilliance an4 
e oolor. Here are 'the vi vi4 patches of life • ingeniousl.T 
selected and arranged with kaleidoscopic skill. As the color• 
and lig•t effects are shttted into a new patter.m, a new mood 
is oreated or induced. The rapid Change of attitude frem 
irradiation to irradiation does not pemi t &Jl7 depth of feell1~; 
on the contrary, the reader is given one glimpse ~ter anotheJ: 
which he is expected to harmonize into a Ullf:fied whole. Or 
possibly no compact siDgleness of efteot is intended. In 8DT 
case, the reader of IRRADIA!IOIS, like tke appreciator of 
Impressionistic paintings, must blend the spla*hes of color 
and ltne. Whether the resultiag impression will be more than 
two-dimensional, however, is extremely doubtfUl. In IRRlDil-
!IOliS we have m.ough ot melody and movement, but no ideas. 
!his poetry too is unrelated to human interests. Ita appeal 
is a light, fluctuating, sensor7 appeal that tli ts trom one 
mood to the next. OD17 when symbolism of some tol'll is added, 
as in THE BLUE SliPHOBY, does one get the impression of a 
single, dominant mood, and any conscious concern with human 
values. 
!he technique ot Fletcher's exter.nalization is carried 
t. one step farther in Pure Imagiaa. In Pure Iaagiaa the senaorJ 
qualities are detached from even their objects as parts of a 
scene. The eftect of thus carrying out to its logical con-
clusion t~e fo~ssing upon obJective fact is a one-dimensional 
abstract art. Such a disaooiation of sense-relations from 
I 
the rest ot life is in the direction of Art tor Jrt's sake. 
Professor Damon SUIIls up the lilli tations of Pure %aagi81l in 
• leadi:ag up to the dramatic qu&1.1 t7 of M7 Lewell' s :poetry. 
!'he Imagists preached .Art for .Art's Sake. Reacting 
against bad techniqUe, the7 made technique an end in i tseU; 
reacting against undue reliance on substance, they virtallly 
eliminated substance. POUD4 was fond of qnoting Whistlers 
•You are interested in a certain painting because it is an 
arrugement o-t lines and colours•; also Pater: '.Ul arts 
approach the conc11tion of music. 'lfow music is the Ter7 
voioe of the human will, but it is ao close to the inmost 
reality that it Res oDl.y rqthll, melocl7, h&l'IIOJlT, a:a4 timbre 
It cloes not name things; or see, touch, smell, or taste thine ; 
tell stories; demonstrat• ideas; define morals. It is pat-
terned emotion, pure and profound. 
Imagistic poetry approached this state as an ideal, but 
in so doing, eliminated most of the fields of human endeavor 
from its work. J.f'raid of moral tags, 'human interest', plati 
tudes, the Imagists eliminated ethics, narrative, ideas. 
Even emotions were not presented directly; tbey were suggeste 
through the contrast of images and the rh7thm of cadence. !'h 
result was a highly wrought music, excellent in technique 
but limited in its effect an4 consequently narrow in its 
appeal. Consider Aldington's 'Choricos,' R,D. 's 'Oread,' 
POimd's 'Return'; they are lyrics, harmonic rather thau melodi , 
rich, restrained, brief, and per.teot; but they are onlf' one 
effect .!A ~whole gamut ~..!!!!. ;possibili tiea 2!_ ;poe .,.-:--
She ~ Lowell believed that poetr7 was a spoten art-
was communicative and not merely self-expressive--that no 
poem was coaplete until it had fUnctioned in the mind ot· the 
audience. T.bis belief not only saved her trom the vitiating 
preciositr of 'Art tor Art's sake,' bat oaused her to baild 
her poems of genuine human material in an emotional, or 
dramatic, structure.* 
~Lowell's earlier poetry was aore ob~eetivel7 bril-
liant, oolorist1o, pointillistio than her later work referred 
to by Professor Damon in these paragraphs. Furthermore, it 
is not quite right to say tkat every Imagist lyric was statio -
"!he Imagist lJl"ics are statio in mood trom the first line to 
the last •• "--although tbe earlier Daagists sought to uncover 
* 
a static beauty in a series o~ successive statio impressions, 
showing the results o:t chamge rather than ehange ta1tiDg place. 
Fletcher's poems convey more ot a ohangiDg mood as re:tleoted 
in external motion, but he too does not go tar into the 
kinetic qualit7 ot art. ~ Lowell did. Her PAT!ERNS and 
LILACS are remarkable examples o~ the use of poetr,r to dramatjze 
meaning in the process of becoming. She has succeeded in 
stiaul.ating the :reeling ot a clevelop!DB truth by means o~ d:ru a-
tic s,.mbolism as well as imagism. !hese poems are :tar trea 
bei~ merely 'lite, not literature• or •raw realism'; they 
ate tooassed, tunetional, interpretative poetry. !his is 
Imagism in a broader sense than excellent teohnique, ~atterne~ 
emotion, pure music, or colorism; it is poetry functioning on 
a high level of significance very near the central range of 
poetic fUnction, because it combines superb drama, meaningful 
ideas, and as much musio as its dramatic ~orm will allow. In 
short, a :poem like f.A!!.BRIS or LILAOS is the work ot genius, 
not the product of mere ingenui t7. 
• 
• 
It Imagism, as a teehnitue ot exter.aalisation unasatate~ 
Q' SJ1D.boliSBl or aD7 other torm ot i~direot1on ud intenal 
interpretation, leads natural17 into pure poetry and Pure 
lmagism, what happens in the ease ot sheer eb~eotiYt.a? !his 
other term et externalisation is tound in mnoh ot the poetr7 
of Robert Frost, and litters materially from laagisa. Frost 
is not ae muah preoccupied with the viv14 :patehes ot life as 
he is with the dramatic qualitT of poetr7. !he ob~eotive 
aoene i tselt mq or may not be atriki~t«lY olear or im:portant 
in its own right, as evidenced b7 poems like TBI DIA!H 0~ THI 
HIRED JUlf, THE KOtJ:H.lD, and THE lWUI J!t !D ;BOTTOK OY ml J'()(IS. 
Indeed, in poems suoh as these the incidents are apparentlT 
trivial and il18iBJ11ticant. When trivia SUB«est, imply, er 
spbolize a meaning, they ot oourae take on artistie value. 
But although a good deal ot Frost's poetry seems to be based 
on dramatic implication and symbolism, he does not often oon-
soious17 ~ symboliaa and suggestion, it one is to believe 
what he has written and lectured from time to time on the use 
of poetry. "It I had wanted 70U to know, I should have told 
70u in the poem. • (See page 108) 
!he non-symbolic use in sheer ob~eotivi .. ot details ot 
slight andordin&%7 importanoe is largel7 the outcome ot that 
point ot view in literature which regards art as non-interpret•-
tive. This brings up again the question ot realism and naturaL-
ism in literature--whether or not art oan and should deal with 
any part ot lite. 
.As tar as the novel is concerned, Krutoh :tiD4s thai; iii 
has "had :tar too much of what is oamonly called Li~e. •* 
Sherwood Anderson echoes this opinion in his note on Realism. 
.. Pointing out that the desire :tor more realistic :tiotion is not 
wholly a good sign, he observes that "What never seems to oaae 
tmite clear is the sim~le :tact that art is art. 
•• !he life of the imagination will alw~s remain 
It is not li 
the li:te of reality. It :teeds upon the life o:t reality, but 
it is not that lite--cannot be ••• Lite is never dull exce~t 
to the dull."** 
In a lecture J.m:r Lowell made muoh the same comment on 
'LookJ We Have Come !hroughl' (by D.H.Lawrence). •As a book, 
the volume is a masterpiece; as poetry, perha~s it is not 
quite that. Art is not raw fact. Poetry cannot rise into its 
righ;tul beiDg as the highest o:t all arts it it be tied down t 
the coarse material o:t bald, even i:t impassioned, truth. !ru 
has its awn beauty, but it is not the beauty of poetry.• !ru 
and beaa.ty must go hand in hand.*** (Amy Lewell, it should be 
remembered, was no narrow-minded morallat; her appreolation ot 
D. H. Lawrence ani James Joyce is proof enough o:t her esthetic 
integrity.) 
Kodern art, however, does not set conscious limitations 
upon its sub3ect-matter. •One ot the functions of art is 
It precisely to sap the moralistic timidity that causes the mind 
to shy away :trom some materials and re:tuse to admit them into 
the clear and purifying light of perceptive consciousness ••• 
Whatever narrows the boundaries of the material tit to be used 
, 
(Macmillan N.Y. 1934) 
***(9) 446 **(5) 
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in art hems in also the artistic sincerity of the individual 
artist.•* "Art is the imaginative interpretation of the life 
or a Jeople, whatever !a!!!!!! !!l !!·"--is the view ot Zona 
Gale. Walt Whitman said as much years ago: 
Whatever m~ have been the oase in years gone by, the 
true use :tor the ima.giDative :raoul ty o:t modern times ia to 
give ultimate Tivificatio~ to faots, to soienoe, and to oommo 
lives, endowing them with the glows and glories and tiDal 
illustriousn::s whioh belong to every real thing, and to real 
things only. 
It, then, the modern artist has taken as his range all 
o:t lire even to the point of inoludiDg "life's sheer dea417 
4e~Jtth-dealing routine•*** and 7et art is 11ot raw :taot, not 
lif'e itself (Frost and the Imagist to the contrar7 in theory) 
what is it that distinguishes lite and art! 
Emerson wrote as follows ot the poet: "Possessed himae 
b7 a heroic passion, he uses matter as symbols o:t it. The 
sensual man conforms thoughts to things; tae poet oon:torms 
things to his thoughts. The one esteems nature as rooted and 
:tast; the other, as fluid, and impresses his being thereon.• 
(trom Idealism) "Since every thing in nature answers to a 
mo~al power, it &n7 phenomenon remains brute and dark, it is 
because the corresponding faoulty in the observer is not yet 
aotive.N (!he Poet) !he discussion on Imagism showed that 
tendency toward externalization aakes the external reality th 
dominant factor by subduing feeling and personal reaction • 
!rue art, on the other hand, seeks a harmonious interaction o 
thoughts and things by referring the thing or raot to the 
predetermined harmony of artist or appreciator. It is this 
•(10) 189-190 **(19) 65 •**(14) 115 
neoessity of Promethean integration whioh keeps a· large bo~ 
of seient1fic fact trom being successfUlly realized into art. 
Before science and the results of scientific discovery, in-
lat .vention, and production have beeome integrated with other 
elements of lire, science can hardly be :tully and estheticallJ 
realized in art. 
•• 
Scientific method as narpractioed is too new to be 
:aaturalized in experience. It will be a long time before it 
so sinks into the subsoil of the mind t• to become an integral 
part of corporate belief and attitude • 
•• before di4aotio matter can beceme &Q7th~ more than 
versified prose, it has to be e:x:oarnated ~aathe prose tissue 
in which all such matter takes birth, and then incarnated anew 
in the spiritualized tiss:e of whioh the poetic body is and 
must aLways be composed.• 
One could quote almost endlessly from the essays of 
Emerson the intuitive realization of ~act into artist signifi-
canoe, but let the following passages sutfioe on a point which 
has been overlooked too often in oritioism: 
The poorest experience is riOh enough ror all the p~ 
poses of eJrPressing thought. • • We are tar trom having ex-
hausted the significance of the few symbols we use. We can 
come to use them yet with a terrible s~plio1ty • 
. Readers of poetry see the faotor,...village and the ra1lw~r, 
&D4 fancy that the poetry ot the landscape is broken up by 
these; for these works ot art are not yet consecrated in their 
reading; but the poet sees them fall within the great Order 
not less than the beehive or the spider's geometrical web. (!he Poet) 
The test or measure of poetic genius is the pawer t() 
read the poetr,- of affairs,--to :tuse the circumstance of 
to-day; not to use Scott's antiqne superstitions, or Shakspear~'e, 
but to convert those of the hineteenth oentu17 and of the exis~~­
ing nations into universal symbols ••• to convert the vivid 
energies acting at this hour in Bew York and Ohicago and San 
Franeisco, into aniversal symbols, requires a subtile and co~ 
manding thought. 
The test of the poet is the pow,er to take the passing da;r, 
with its news, its cares, its fears, as he shares them and hol 
*(10) 338 **(29) 41 
.. 
a. 
it up to a divine reason, till he sees it to have a purpose 
aD4 beaut7• aD4 to be related to astronoa7 and history and the 
eternal order of the world. CPoetr7 and Imagination) 
!o the wise, therefore, a fact is true poetr7, and the 
moat beautiful of fables. (Nature) 
Poetry lifts the fact of nature troa the level o~ sense-perce 
tion to the level of spirit or value; this is acoomplished b7 
the Intellect (intuition). 
In his ess~ on biograph7, Carl7le also signified the 
transcendental value of experi enoe, even to "some slight, per--
haps mean and even ugl7 incident.• 
Transcendentalism in art has found a new champion in the 
person of Zona Gale, whose allotropic realism is an eatension 
of J!Derson' s transcendentalism to the present dq • 
•• behind the ordinary aspect of quite ordinary things 
and ordinar,r folk, ordinar,r reactions, there is visible a new 
pattern of the old spiritual treasure.* 
By a rearrangement of the ordinar7 molecules of experience, we 
are able to observe the spiritual allotropic re&lit7. 
Bot all ot us is incarnate, Some of us spirit. ~d it 
is required ot us that we see ourselves both in flesh and in 
spirituallathe time. 
Art should interpret the human spirit, should, as Shelle7 said 
strip the veil ot familiarity trom the hidden bean~ of the 
world, thus revealing the spirit behind the taot. The familia 
must be permeated b7 the unfamiliar and the unknown; the routi 
must be transmuted into the tenderer substance of the spirit. 
•!he ~iotion of the future will realize angels in the oommonpl 
Such beauty cannot be caught by merely looking at it; it must 
be evoked by the integrating power wh1oh comes only in flashes 
• 
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o:t inaigh t. ;Zona Gale illustrates this power o:t real.iaiq 
allotro~ic reality by several incidents, one o:t which I quote 
You hear a mid4le-~d woman pl_.1Dg at the piano an 
air which she has practiced to surprise her :tamily. You hear 
her husband ask her it she would mind not :playing. And JOU s• e 
her bright look as, misunderstand!~ him, she asks: "Did you 
say: 'Play 1 t again • ?" A dain'Q' tragedy. And beauv. It is 
not only vast failures to co-ordinate which hold beauty and 
the tragic. (171) 
It ~ the province o:t art to evoke the beauty exist1Dg · 
on the higher, transcendental ~lane by a transmutation o:t 
aotual tact. Shelley expresses a similarthought when he S&TS 
that ~oetry "transmutes all that 1 t touches, and every :torm 
movi~ within the ra4iance o:t its presence is changed by 
wondrous sympatq to an 1noa:rnat1on o:t the spirit llhioh it 
breathes." This can be done, acoordi~ to zona Gale, "by 
writing ot those who have transcended chaos, • in whom there il 
an •unconscious :fineness." ~he Jmerican novel o:t the fUture 
will "uncover the beauty of our essential commonplace l1viDg,' 
not by shunning or 4eny1ng ugliness but ":tirst by accepting 
allot li:te; •• and then by a new selectivenews." Up to the 
present the modern realistic novel "has chosen to atti~ the 
commonplace, the sordid, the ugly, because that is most obviots" 
and •:tar easier to record," and a natural reaction to senti-
mentality, h7»oorisy and smugness. {152-3) 
The "new selectivity" is not as new as it might seem. 
t. The imaginative reconstruction ot experience by interpolation 
ot taets is, at least, not new in theory. Car)yle was well 
aware of the co-operation necessary between imagination and 
understanding, and when Emerson spoke ot seeing •trifles 
' l, 
animated b7 a ten4eD0711 he was ret'e:rri:ag to the same teohnitu4. 
Ia her ohapter on "Implioat1o:nsw Zona Gale explains how &D 
interpretative literar.r fDDm can e:nrloh lite by revealing the 
imler significance ot dail7 human li rt.ng. .6. mere :record.lnB 
ot what goes on results in no more than surface realism, tor 
the most part superficial. It is oD17 by interpr~ion (inter-
polation) that taots can be made to reveal their secret rela-
tionships; the transcendental meaning beneath the surtaoe ot 
:tact is thus set 1'orth by the implications that go with ex-
perience. 
:But this teoh:nique-- 11the isolating and the interpreting 
ot the material between the lines•--presupposes a belief in 
the im~inative experience as a fUnction ot' the understanding 
ot life. •on17 insofar as imagination, were itbut momentaril~, 
is believed, can there b• any use or meaning in it, anT •~ 
~oyment ot it.•* In short, a belief in lite is a prerequisite 
to an interpretation ot lite through art. 
Furthermore, in order to read between the lines of lite 
or ot books creative reading is neoessar7. And as oreative 
reading and creative inspiration are dependent on intuitive 
insight, onoe more we find that it is onl7 intuition which 
oan save art trom be 1ng coarse or oommonplaoe. It is only b7 
allowi.Dg truth to emerge :trom the subconscious depths ot the 
• being that tact can reveal its transcendental value. "I can-
not greatly honor minuteness in details, so long as there is 
no hint to explain the relation between things and thoughts•, 
wrote Emerson. The spiritual meantDg necessary tar artistic 
uarJ.y.Le 1n "J:uograpny" 
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stgniticance evolTes out o~ this relationship between enviee 
meat 8.D1 :predetermined ha1"110D7 o'Z the artist. It is oDl.y so 
that each man can be said to be a SJmbol ot lite, an epitome 
ot the Infinite • 
!he poet who str1Tes tor sheer ob~eotivisa denies or 
ignores this necessary ~elatlonship between tact and spirit, 
ob~ect and artist. Sinoe he cannot oopy life as it appears 
on the surface and get more than a drab picture ot hum-drum 
existence, by outttQg short inte~action wilh his mate~ial-­
that is, b7 allowing the "outer vision" to subdue the "inner 
Tiaton11--he is forced to select •on17 the TiTi4 patches ot 
life", as Hulme said. !his artificial conscious seleotivenes 
determined by sense-stimulation alone, deprives existence ot 
its SJDlbolic Talue. Bvery mud pu4dle can no longer reflect 
tHe blue sky above,* ~r sensory tact haTe aD7 transcendental 
meaning. For this reason, too, the poet ot extroversion, 
haTing little or no interest in meaning and truth, sees no 
artistic need tor symbolism. It any creatiTe interpretation 
is to be done, some form of implication or indirection is 
necessary. Impressionism is one form ot suggestion, but when 
used by itself an4 in brief though flashing patches of color, 
its brilliance is given a value all out of proportion to its 
proper artistic function of stimulating a realization of some 
meaningfUl ~elationship. 
In Frost's poetry there is a noticeable attempt to conv 
experience that has more than incidental value. As an artist 
he makes a special effort to allow experiences to speak tor 
*see Hawthorne's entr in his Botebook tor 842 
themaelYes, tor i4eas ideas or impressions to eome &Jontaneou 17 
.- o11t of his subeonsoious; aD4 because he is oonaoious of thia 
as an effective method of inspiration he oalls himself a bard 
It trusttDg to his instinct. Indications are, however, that thi 
iutinot is not ripened as muoh as he woul4 haTe us think b7 
his references to 'turning under• his thoughts. A passive 
attitude toward lite• 8D4 art, and a reliance on instinct kee 
his inspiration from taki~ flight into the superoonsoious 
domain of the trul7 creative, intuitive artist. !o borrow 
BDuanan's metaphor, Frost's ina»iration is more like a secret 
than elevation. Oooaslonally it crystallizes into a pearl. 
When it does, it has a higher value, a transcendental meaniDB 
however lowly its origin. A good part of Frost's poetry, 
however, has not taken shape; the material has not been trans 
auted or transformed into allotropic spiritualit7• 
is sordid remains sordid; still more that is commonplace re 
unrefined an4 unlitted. 
In order to synthesize in art the objective and the 
subjective, it is not enough to withdraw into oneself, to 
retire into the self, as JTost a4viaes in his remarks en 
'turning under• one's thoughts. Jrt, on the oontrar7, is a 
superoonsoious process of realisation which emerges out of th 
suboonsoious oontinuum b7 means of the creative imagination. 
Instead of pushing suggest1GD8 baok into the subconscious, 
the poet mnst be on the watoh for Intimations, on the fringe 
of oonsoiousnesa, of Illuminations or flashes of insight. 
to be sure, intuitive realizations oannot be foroed 
~.-..,;_-
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out--abortive interterenee leads to poems like 
they oan ~e in4ueed and evoked by letting the imagination 
pl~ freel7 with the central idea or intention under the dri 
power of the emotion. !he unit7 and intensitT necessar.r to 
poetry come trom the ability of the poet to reoapture in grea 
measure the teeling ot the original experience b7 re-establis 
ing during the poetic experience a vitalizing contact with 
the original sensor7 stimulus in and and by means of the 
imagination. 
Poetry written under such a discipline ot technique, 
imagination, and teeling will not, it the author's pre4eterm1 4 
harmoDT is the result ot vigilant interaction between environ-
ment and artistic sensibility, exalt either ob3ect or organism 
but will realize values and meanings by a progressive, cumula-
tive, rbTthmic interplaT of energies. !his esthetic eonteapla 
tion or intuition, according to Bergson, is 'instinct become 
disinterested' • 
•• b7 s,mpathetic communication which it establishes 
between us and the rest of liTi~, b7 the expansion ot our 
consciousness which it brings about, it intuition introduces 
us into life's own domain, which is reciprocal interpenetratio • 
endlessly continued creation. ~t though it thereby transcend ' 
intelligence, it is trom intelligence that has come the push 
that has made it rise to the point it has reached. Without 
intelligence it would have remained in the torm ot instinct, 
riveted to the special obJect of its practical interest and 
turned outward by its movements of locomotion.* 
When the artist fails to free himself trom instinct b7 means 
of thought or intellect (as in Frost) or fails to tree himself 
trom intellect or logic by a •flowering of the imag~ation," 
(as in Robinson and Eliot), he is not in a position to create. 
* 
Bls taemltles may be set to respond on the Romantic or the 
Rational levels but not on the !Dtuitive or Modern level. 
!he result is some form of Introversion or ExtroTersion. .1n4 
the subJect-matter or objeot oan be merely oopied, or worship 4, 
or manipulated; it is not tuaed with the subJective element a 
that both as auoh disappear. This :tusiDg process is only 
possible in an aotive interpenetration of man and enviroDment 
aecording to•the great principle of Undulation in nature•* 
whioh is ordered change or rhythm. Batura is not fixed but 
fluid. Spirit alters, moulds, makes it. ~he immobility or 
bruteness or nature is the absence o:t spirit; to pare spirit 
it is fluid, it is volatile, it is obedient.•** Reality is 
not statio; it is fiux and in process ot becoming. A.n ex-
perience retuires time :tor ooDSummation, tor beooming; when 
it oeases to become, it is no longer. To arrest the ~amio 
flow which constitutes life and experience is to Change its 
ver7 nature. It is like examiniDg fireworks on the f~th of 
July to discover what fireworks are like, as Oliver Wendell 
~olmes used to S&T to his olaas in miorosoopy. 
of modernism on life in process is, of course, radically 
different trom the anaesthetization of life which traditional 
in art practices and preaches. It m~ be that 'Architecture 
frozen music;• certai.nl,y poetry is not. J.s an intuitive ex-
• perience poetry cannot escape the :tact that "~ is becoming. • 
*Emerson: The Allerican Soholar **Kmerson: llature 
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DIGBS! 
!hat poetr7 is ia dire need of a sound basis of oritioi 
all too apparent frem the 'Ori tioal Jfog' which beclouds 
wonderland of literature; from the preludices and aniaes1tie• 
of critics; from the limited approach to art in laborator,r 
eathettos; and troa the :raotual teaching go1Dg on in universi 
ties. o:r recent contributions to literary critioiam, those 
o~ I.A. KiOharda have been the moat significant; here attenti 
is called to his four meanings (fUnctions) o:r poetry. 
As an art form poetry is sub3eot to the tendency ot the 
indiTidual artist to preocoupy himself either with his own 
innermost thoughts and feelings or with the conditions whidh 
constitute his environment. these teDdencies in art are here 
called introversion and extroversion, and correspond 
'undergoing' ani 'doing'. Although some degree of interaoti 
must al~s take place, poetry can become too internaL a pro s 
--as was the case in Romanticism and Symbolism; or it can 
become too external, rational, an4 intellectual--as happened 
in· the neo-olassioal age. !he harmonious interaction of aan 
and nature, of undergoiDg and dOiJJB, is Promethean integrati 
or intuitivism, sinoe b7 means of his intuitive insight the 
real artist balances or :t.ses or haraonizes the two faetors 
tenden•s· 
fhe study of the range of poetic function in praotioe 
has been made with reference to those types of poetry which 
seem to be near the borderliaaebetween poetry and music, and 
be-.-· .. -'" 
oism (as in .liken) or sent1aentalisa (as in Housman) 
without conveying aQT sense of disoover,y, the sine tua non 
of poetry. "Borrower", on the other hand, illustrates how a 
can attain to the epic level ot art. 
Obscurantism in »oetry is sometimes due to 1noompetent 
(incomplete) interpretation. Bnt serious obsaurantism mar \e 
caused by fixations in the poet that leal to private and ob-
sessive symbolism {as in Verhaeren) and to dream syabolisa 
(as in Aiken). ~ite different is the intentional obscurant 
in Eliot's poetry, where interpretation is rendered doubly 
difficult by the olash and confusion of symbols taken trom 
different aultures and periods. 
In Robinson's ~ing Jasper" poetr7 as narrative s 
upon the domain of prose. The inadequacy ot a traditional, 
. 
merely intellectual treatment is evident in the lack of 
emotional intensity and unity and suspense, the melodramatic 
climax and resolution, the static symbolism, the prolixity, 
and the lapses in artistic diction. 
The Imagists, as poets o~ extrorersion, sought to 
present lite as the7 literally saw it. Concentration on 
-
externals resulted in statio, pictorial impressions o~ great 
vividness (as fl H.D.) to the neglect o~ values and meantQgs 
and li~e in ~lux. Dramatic Imagism, however, seeks to 
4t dramatize the kinetic realit7, but in reaching for the 'new 
bowl o~ metaphor• some poets, Jarian Moore tor instance, have 
~allen into prosaic statement; and in striving tor fresh an4 
dramatic images others like Kreymborg have stooped to novelty 
.. 
. ... .. 
,,, 
;. 
exhibitionism. 
!he two-dimensional kaleidoscopic impressionism of 
lohn Gould Fletcher rearranges its lights and colors and line 
in brilliant irradiations to symbolize variable aoods, but 
· to tnterpret more than strikiDg sensory surtaoe responses. 
When remote symbols o~ an Oriental tradition are added to 
vey meanings, poetry becomes more significant but alee more 
obscure. Pure ]magism carries Imagism to its illogical co~ 
elusion in an abstract art that loses stght of even ob~eots 
as parts of the human environment; instead there are only 
sensory images, which may possibly be patterned to represent 
significant changes of mood and feeling. 
As sheer objectivism, the dramatic poetry of Robert 
Frost also denies any meaningful interpenetration of organism 
and environment. His is an attempt to hand the reader a part 
of lite in its raw state, 'stripped to form', to the detr 
ot the lyrical quality of poetry and to art as a functional 
activity. This objective emphasis by Frost raises anew the 
question ot realism in art. It art is to do &DTthing w1 th or 
-~or life, it cannot merely copy or mirror lite--any iapossibi itl 
&nlWST; art must discover, disclose, clarify, interpret, or 
intensif7 the meaning and value of experience. To function 
thus as art poetrr must transform and transmute the common-
tt, place into allotropic spirituality. This the biterarr artist 
can do through an intuitive realization ot transcendental 
values, not--as Frost has tried to do--br a reliance on 
instinct (prelogical intuition}. Hence poetry's only authent o 
• 
tion is an intuitive integration of self and enviroDment, 
realized through some form of indirection, especially in the 
use of symbolism as an artistic devioe ~~ transcending sooi 
and sensory tact • 
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